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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a biographical study of Y. Kuniyoshi and his art. Kuniyoshi's life as an 

Issei—the first generation of the Japanese immigrants—is not well-known and his art has been 

overlooked in some recent art history books. This study reconstructs his life and reviews his art 

as an Issei. While he was a successful artist, teacher, and a leader of artists' movements, 

Kuniyoshi suffered from racial discrimination and the political fallout of WWII. His art in 

his later years mirrors the personal conflict resulting from his desire to become an American, 

that he never legally could, and his nostalgia for Japan. For this study various materials, 

published and unpublished, in English and/or in Japmiese have been used.
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INTRODUCTION

Mankind is a small part of the whole universe. His life is transient on earth as Buddha 

said, living the same destiny of birth, disease, aging and death as other living beings. 

However, only man can express all his emotions and think creatively. From these biological 

and psychological points and creative capabilities, all human beings are equal on this globe. 

Unfortunately, there is always injustice, inconsistency, and paradox in man's life. They occur 

because the human is not infallible, driven by the material desires of his own egoism. This 

egoism causes problems in both private and public lives. In such a complicated life filled with 

imperfections, conflicts, and confusions, visual artists have tried to make meaning of their era 

in their work. Among them is Yasuo Kuniyoshi (1889-1953), who created a unique art of 

personal expression based on his experiences in the two worlds of Japan and America.^ He was 

an Issei ("the first generation," of the Japanese immigrants) and an artist in America.

Kuniyoshi's American life and art are well-known because he succeeded in establishing 

himself as one of the most outstanding artists in America in his life time. He was part of the 

modern art movement in the New York City area from the late 1910s. From the late twenties, 

he received important awards and high recognitions at major exhibitions in the United States. 

These include the "Nineteen Living Americans" show at the Museum of Modern Art in New 

York in 1929 and "Painting in the United States, 1944 " show, at the Carnegie Institute in 

Pittsburgh, in which he won first prize. In addition, in 1948 he was honored at the Whitney 

Museum of American Art as the first living artist to have a one man show in the history of this 

institute and in 1952 he was one of four artists representing the United States at the Venice 

Biennale.^
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Kuniyoshi was an influential teacher at the Art Students' League from 1933 to 1953 and 

at the New School for Social Research from 1936 to 1950 in New York. He also lectured and 

taught at other schools cross the country. He was a member of many important artists’ 

organizations like the American Artists’ Congress, and was an active leader, the first president 

(1947-1950) and continuously honorary president of the Artists' Equity Association, which still 

exists today.3

Kuniyoshi’s life as an immigrant has been overlooked and left in the shadow. The 

hardships of his early life were viewed as an heroic story that any young American might 

experience, rather than as a desperate story of a Japanese immigrant's life. However, for over 

half a century, the Japanese immigrant problem, or American problem about Japanese 

immigration, was a national issue, first growing on the West Coast where Kuniyoshi had lived 

before moving east. In fact, the history of the Issei—the history of struggling for survival- 

parallels Kuniyoshi's life.^ In Japan, immigration was legalized in 1886 and its boom escalated 

through the early 1900s. The majority of the Issei in the United States were in the western 

states, especially in California, and their life there was one of suffering and misery. They had 

neither political power nor social acceptance, instead they were victims of racial

discrimination. They were pushed into ghettoes and in the public schools their children were
)

segregated e.g., San Francisco in 1906. In 1908, "Gentlemen's Agreement" between the Japanese 

and American governments was concluded in order to limit the number of Japanese laborers' 

immigrating. The Issei were labeled as aliens "ineligible to citizenship," forced off their land 

by the Alien Land Law in 1913 after they had transformed from the sterile soil into the 

productive farm sM arriage between Japanese and Caucasians was banned in California.^ In 

1922, the Cable Act was passed in the Congress to tighten the marriage restriction further.7 In 

1924 Japanese immigration was halted by the Immigration Exclusion Act passed in the 

Congress.& Then the Issei and their families in the western states, 112,000 of them, were
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incarcerated in concentration camps at the start of World War II.® Finally in 1952, the Walter - 

McCarran Immigration and Naturalization Act brought equality to the Issei and their 

families.1® Having been born in 1889, arriving in America in 1906, Kuniyoshi lived through 

these hard years and died in 1953. Although his life seems strangely dissociated from the 

tragedy of the Japanese immigrants, Kuniydshi's life and career forms a part of the history of 

the Issei.

The purpose of this thesis is to trace Kuniyoshi's life and art, mainly drawing and 

painting, as an Issei and to re-evaluate his role in the development of modem art in America in 

the first half of this century. This biographical study starts from his Japanese background 

(Chapter I ), then his immigrant student life (Chapter II), settlement of artist life (Chapter 

I I I ), homecoming and re-settlement of life ( Chapter IV ), struggle and conflict during WWII 

(Chapter V ), and finally his nostalgia for Japan and love for America ( Chapter V I).
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CHAPTER ONE: YASUO KUNIYOSM AS A JAPANESE IN JAPAN

September 1,1889 - 1906

There is an old Japanese maxim—Mi-tsu-go no ta-ma-shi-i hya-ku ma-de—that 

literally means the spirit of a three-year-old child lasts to the age of one hundred: the child 

that shaped the man is there for life A Yasuo Kuniyoshi lived the first seventeen years of his 

life in Japan. Ignored in the past, perhaps because the artist himself said little about this 

phase of his life, surely any study of Kuniyoshi as an American artist must deal as well with 

his Japanese origin. Unfortunately, it appears that no specific documentation from his Japanese 

past is extant. But life in Japan in general at that time is well known, and is sure to have 

shaped fundamental parts of Kuniyoshi's life and work.

Yasuo Kuniyoshi was bom on September 1, 1889, the 22nd year of the Meiji era (1867- 

1912), at 79 Nakaizushi-machi, Okayama, Okayama Prefecture, Japan.2 Okayama Prefecture 

is located on the western coast of the mainland, Honshu, one of the four major islands. It faces 

the Island Shikoku crossing the Seto Inland Sea in which many small islands are scattered. 

The climate in the region is mild, yet the prefecture enjoys four seasons. The prefectural 

industries in those old days were mainly rice, textile, and oxes.^ Okayama, the capital city of 

Okayama Prefecture, is on the Okayama plain and open to the Seto Inland Sea. Okayama has 

been referred to as a castle town, by the presence of the Castle Crow since the fifteenth century. 

During the Edo period (1603-1867) the castle was the residence of the feudal lords of the Ikeda 

family, the descendents of leyasu Tokugawa, who was the founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate- 

-the Japanese government in the Edo period. This Ikeda family had a famous garden, 

Korakuen, which was opened to the public in 1871, the fifth year of the Meiji period, and 

attracted many foreigners.4 Okayama Prefecture was well-known as one of the most prominent
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prefectures in the country, for it sent many scholars in the fields of medicine and Western 

studies to the major cities where some of them worked for the government in the Edo period and 

throughout the Meiji period.^

So Kuniyoshi’s hometown was a relatively big, prosperous, well-informed, and cultured 

city. His later saying that he had grown up in a small town must refer to a community, not the 

city. The subject matter of Kuniyoshi’s early works, such as the seascapes, swimmers, islands, 

seasonal plants, and cows, reflects the natural environment in his home prefecture, and 

overlaps the Maine scenery where later the artist spent summers. Kuniyoshi’s black drawings 

of crows in his very late years also echo the name Castle Crow. He recalled Korakuen, where 

he, as a curious boy, followed the foreign tourists who ’’used to pat him on the head.”6 In fact, 

Kuniyoshi’s home was in this famous park neighborhood which survived the heavy bombing 

by the American air force during WWIl7 He also wrote his recollections of a Western oil 

painting that he had seen when he was "a boy of six or seven.”8 It hints how well Okayama 

was cultured because it would have been impossible for a child to see a Western painting if he 

had lived in a rural village at the time. In his later years he asked Yoshie Nakata, his artist 

friend, about Gifu cho-chi-n, a lantern made in Gifu Prefecture, often used in daily life and 

festivals.9 There were many seasonal, historical, traditional, and annual events which 

always connect with nature and are customarily enjoyed as social functions in Japan. Young 

Kuniyoshi grew up in this environment of nature and culture.

There are significant characteristics which made Japanese culture complicated, and 

that affected the growing youth of the Meiji era who later became the Issei in America. There 

was a strong familial tie uniting the Japanese people. Although the Japanese experienced the 

most dramatic transformation of the nation in its history in the Meiji era, they never changed 

their traditional concept of one nation of a single race.
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Fundamentally Japanese society has been formed on the patriarchal mode that exists to 

the present time. Except for a few empresses in ancient times, there have been no female rulers 

in Japanese history. During the Tokugawa Regime which closed the country for over two and a 

half centuries, male dominance was strict. Authority belonged to a husband, to a father, to a 

first -born son, and so on. It was expected that a family should be kept by the male blood line. 

The idea and policy of the patriarchy were extended to the national level. In the Meiji period, 

it was Emperor Meiji (1852-1912), who had absolute power over the nation and its people.

Furthermore, the Japanese had traditional religions and philosophy that interlock 

with each other in complex ways. First, there is Shintoism, which stresses worship of Nature, 

ancestry, and emperor. It is said that the Japanese Emperor is the living descendent of Emperor 

Jinmu, a grandson of the Sun Goddess, Amateras. It is recorded in Kojiki. which was written in 

712 A.D., that Emperor Jinmu established the Yamato Dynasty on February 11, 660 B.C.^ This 

origin of Japan remains the fundamental principle of the Japanese Imperial Institution. 

Secondly, there is Buddhism, especially of the Zen sect, which teaches a humble submission to 

the Law of the Universe, that is Nature. Both Shintoism and Zen Buddhism relate to Nature. 

The former demands grand ritual in the simplest manner, whereas the latter suggests personal 

meditation to arrive at peace in one's soul, mind, and body. The third concept is Confucianism, 

coming from China to Japan in the Edo period, requires a stoic devotion, as self-sacrifice in the 

name of duty, to superiors. Its original goal is said to be the unity of the nation by combining 

policy and education, and it demanded completion of duty at any self-sacrifice; therefore 

Confucianism was convenient for rulers in the feudal times. There is a fourth one, Bushido, the 

way of the warrior, a Japanese style chivalry, which originally stressed martial arts and 

moral discipline. Bushido developed with the other three concepts at the same time. All of 

these concepts emphasized the obedience and denial of the individual, were pervasive in 

Japanese society during the Edo period and extended to the Meiji era.11 Some remain the
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traditional way of thinking and living in the present. These facts help forge the Japanese 

mentality, and this mentality has to be added to the nationalism in the Meiji period. The 

childhood of Yasuo Kuniyoshi and all other Issei was developed from this complicated culture 

and era.

The policies of the Meiji government strengthened these characteristics of the Japanese 

psychology: Imperialism, modernism, militarism, and nationalism. When the Meiji 

Reformation began, the new government, under the fifteen-year-old Emperor Meiji had to unite 

the nation, catch up with Western civilization, and protect itself in a time of international 

expansionism. At the beginning, modernization was thought equal to Westernization and 

therefore admiration of the West and changes to Western-style-living were ordered as the 

national direction. Even the Imperial Oath in 1868 by the Emperor promised modernization. 

But in 1890, just one year after the birth of Kuniyoshi, the old spirit of Japan with a new 

nationalism revived. Emperor Meiji at the age of thirty-eight promulgated the Meiji 

Constitution in that year to unite the country once again. The reason being that Japan had been 

in a panic because of increasing conflict between two trends. One was the conservative 

movement which accused the government of allowing excessive Western imitation and urged a 

return to the strict control of the people. And the another was the liberal movement which 

aimed at a democracy learned from America, called the People’s Right Movement and anti

imperialism. The liberal movement was soon smashed. The Meiji Constitution was a 

combination of Western imperialism and Eastern Confucianism. In addition, the Imperial 

Rescript on Education was issued in the following year. It became the most effective law in the 

Meiji period, infusing the nation and people with patriotism, which paralleled filial piety. It 

formed the basic thought of being Japanese for generations. The idea of patriotism and filial 

piety was put in a textbook for a course called shu-shi-n for all schools. At the same time the 

Japanese government continued to encourage people to study Western knowledge although it
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concluded that the West was not superior to the East spiritually, but rather in material 

prosperity. In these years, the Meiji government succeeded in executing their policies of 

Imperialism, modernism, militarism, and nationalism. The remarkable results were surprising 

victories over two great empires, China (Sino-Japanese war, 1894-95) and Russia (Russo- 

Japanese war, 1904-05), as well as institutional fanatical Emperor worship.1 ̂  Robert A. Wilson 

and Bill Hosokawa point out that the Japanese immigrants brought their own culture as 

"invisible baggage" with them to the United States.1̂  Because of this strong and intangible 

background in personal and social lives, the Issei experienced ambivalence in their new life in 

America. Kuniyoshi was among them.

Yasuo Kuniyoshi's family relationships are unusually complicated from the general 

Japanese point of view. Yasuo was the only child of Ukichi Kuniyoshi (1860-1932) and Ito 

Kuniyoshi (1864-1933).14 Their Yasuo was a "much desired" child coming after they had 

visited "all shrines to pray for a child," and therefore he grew up as a "definitely spoiled 

child," especially according to Katherine Schmidt, Kuniyoshi's first wife.1̂  It is said that his 

father ran a small general shop when Yasuo was born, but the business failed and he had to 

change jobs several times before becoming a small real estate broker after the age of fifty. His 

father was said to be a "man of eloquence and intelligence."16 Strangely, there seems virtually 

no personal information on his mother, Ito. Kuniyoshi did not mention his mother in his 

autobiography except by noting her death. He wrote that he "exchanged letters frequently" 

with his father and the priority of his home-coming in late 1931 through early 1932 was to see 

his ill father, though he had also prepared an exhibition.1  ̂ Kuniyoshi stated that both 

"rejoiced at seeing one another and he was proud of my exhibition...! left gratified that I had 

seen father for I knew how much it meant to him to see me grown and making a way for myself," 

and stressed that he felt the "deepest ties with my native land had been broken" by the deaths 

of his parents; his father during Kuniyoshi's travel back to America, his mother the following
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year.18 It is not known how his mother had been at the time and whether he saw her during 

his stay in Japan. The question remains why he did not express his feelings toward his mother 

openly; a mother's influence on her son is often great as Erik Erikson believed.19 It hints that 

Kuniyoshi did not receive full love from his mother.

Here is a different picture of the Kuniyoshi family, unknown in the United States.20 It 

solves some of the puzzles in Kuniyoshi's vague family background. Legally his parents were 

divorced in 1909, three years after Yasuo left Japan. His mother Ito later married to Yoshitaro 

Takeda in 1926. His father Ukichi married to Setsu in 1914. Setsu had a son, Junichi Tagawa. 

Junichi said that he had lived with Yasuo until Yasuo's departure for America, and he 

remembered the artist as a little boy who liked drawing.21 Junichi's recollection of Yasuo 

makes the Kuniyoshi family circle complicated. If Junichi had really lived with Yasuo, then 

it suggests that Yasuo’s mother had been separated from Ukichi before 1906 leaving Yasuo with 

Ukichi. So Yasuo had lived with his father, Setsu, and Junichi until 1906, but Setsu and Junichi 

were not yet Yasuo’s in-law family. Moreover, Ukichi and Setsu adopted Junichi’s daughter, 

Takako in 1932.22 So Takako’s relation to Yasuo was his step-brother's daughter and also his 

adopted sister 28 Takako had a younger sister, named Toyoko, who also probably lived at the 

Kuniyoshi residence at the time of Yasuo’s homecoming and after in the 1930s because she 

possesses correspondence with the same address as Takako’s from the artist after he returned to 

the United States.24 That was why Kuniyoshi mentioned Takako and Toyoko as like his true 

sisters in his letter to Yoshie Nakata in late 1940s.28 Therefore it appears that Kuniyoshi 

might have spent his childhood and/or adolescence in a troubled family structure. It is 

possible that this hidden family story might have been one of the reasons which led Yasuo to 

leave Japan.

Kuniyoshi's education is also important in tracing how he grew up in Japan. His 

schooling began in 1896, ten years after the Meiji government set up Compulsory Education,
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which required a fundamental four-year education for all children over seven. Young 

Kuniyoshi attended the following schools in Okayama: Kosai Primary School (four grades); 

Uchizange Secondary School (four grades); Okayama Prefectural Industrial High School 

(three grades) with emphasis on weaving and dyeing from spring of 1904 to spring of 1906 

leaving one more year to graduate. It is said that Yasuo was an ordinary and rather quiet boy 

whose grades were average except in athletics and draw ing.^ The courses taught at 

compulsory education were Japanese language, history, moral study for filial piety

and patriotism, arithmetic, geography, science, physical education, drawing, singing (and 

sewing for girls only). The teaching method was traditional rote memorization and lecture 

although some schools began experimenting with Western ways of class discussion.27 

Kuniyoshi said that a drawing class was taught by copying pictures in the Japanese traditional 

books.28 It is natural that he later named Japanese painters, "Sesshu” and "Korin," among his 

inspirations.29 Both were famous academic ink painters, and the former was from Okayama 

Prefecture and the latter was a textile designer as well as a highly recognized painter 

supported by patrons of high class including shogunates.3  ̂ It is likely that their works were in 

books for class room education more than Ukiyo-e.31 Ukiyo-e had been considered earthy and 

cheap, domestic woodcuts for mass production in those years despite its historical popularity as 

Japanese representative art in Europe in late nineteenth century.32 Yet, in daily life Kuniyoshi 

must have seen Ukiyo-e because it was commonly found among the public in Japan. It is natural 

that academic and Ukiyo-e art found their way into Kuniyoshi's art especially in his early 

works. Training in calligraphy must be added to his schooling, because, coming with Buddhism 

in the sixth century, it was only the writing in Japan for centuries and was still used in daily 

life in the Meiji era. The middle school was probably taught similarly but with more advanced

courses.
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Kuniyoshi's high school education was important in improving his skills and aesthetic 

sense. Kuniyoshi liked drawing, and chose an industrial school in the hope of getting a good job 

in the future, as well as for the fact that its entrance examination was "easier than that of 

other schools."33 He took a class in which students used opaque colors to make textile design.^4 

As mentioned before, textile was one of the main industries of Okayama, and the Japanese 

textile world was in the process of modernization. Besides Japanese textiles, which had a 

centuries-old-history of weaving and dyeing, the Meiji government brought Western 

technology, new chemicals, scientists, technicians, and designers from abroad and distributed 

them nationwide.35 At the same time the Japanese government exhibited Japanese goods at 

such international expositions as Vienna (1873), Paris (1878, 1900), Chicago (1893), Saint Louis 

(1904), where cultural exchanges in art took place. For example. Art Nouveau patterns came 

back to Japan as the newest European style although it was first influenced by Japanese 

decorative art. So the mix of Western and Eastern styles took place in the Japanese textile 

world along with the dominant traditional academic style. It would be natural, therefore, 

that Kuniyoshi's art expressed these elements of West and East, new and old, that he had seen 

and learned in his school years in Japan. Although Kuniyoshi never commented on the influence 

of his high school experience on his art, it seems that he started his artistic training in 

Japan.36

There was a national immigration boom while Yasuo Kuniyoshi was growing up in 

Japan. It was one aspect of an international movement to immigrate to the new world. Robert A. 

Wilson and Bill Hosokawa analyze the general cause of immigration as a combination of "crisis 

conditions at home (the push)" and "a powerful attraction from abroad (the pull)."3'7 In Japan, 

the immigration boom happened primarily by the strong "pull" although there were various 

causes which acted as "the push". These causes were the results of the Meiji governmental 

policies. Westernization and modernization expanded a romantic dream of an idealized West
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and of the unknown world. Immigration also provided escape from conscription. Shunichi 

Otsukaz a student immigrant who crossed the ocean in 1903 and lived in Seattle before 

Kuniyoshi, recorded:

...the conscription evasion was swaying the minds of young students all over the nation.
A man who had been abroad before his age of twenty, which was the age to be drafted, 
could postpone his duty until he became thirty-two years old. And if he passed his age 
of thirty-two overseas (before coming home), he was exempted from the duty of 
military service.^8

Imperialism created the need for political refuge, and the economic crisis, which was brought 

by the great expense spent in the two international wars increased the need of opportunity to 

work elsewhere. Moreover, the Japanese were optimistic about going abroad to work. There 

were many agencies, companies, labor-contracters, and other profit-making organizations 

managed by the Japanese in Japan and America, and that assisted people in leaving the country 

to get a job in the United States.^ This recruiting system actually drove the immigration boom. 

These profit-makers spread golden dreams of the new world through pamphlets and 

guidebooks, that contained the stories of pioneer immigrants who succeeded overseas.4  ̂ By 

hearing these positive campaigns and by planning to come home after a few years or after 

making their fortune, the young Japanese males were optimistic and enthusiastic for adventure. 

The Meiji government never promoted the permanent immigration to its people. As Wilson and 

Hosokawa point out there was a unique Japanese psychology, that "most left with no real 

feeling of alienation or permanent separation" from their native country.41 That was the 

psychology of the Issei in general and it fueled the immigration boom.

Kuniyoshi's decision to leave was partly based on some of these reasons. He grew up as a 

romantic boy in contact with foreigners, especially by seeing their different appearances as 

people in a special clothes, and by hearing their strange languages in the Korakuen 

neighborhood.42 There was a rumor of somebody in his community who succeeded in America, 

and he too dreamed of rich and fame in the new world in a few years and then to return home.4^
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He also remembered that he had wished to learn English well enough to get a good job after 

returning to Japan.4"*

Although the Japanese government in those years took some steps to control 

immigration fever in Japan in an attempt to reduce American hostility which surfaced in the 

western states in the late 1890s, and to keep Japanese dignity, the immigration continued 45 

Many Japanese emigrated to Hawaii and then moved to the West Coast, for the residents in 

Hawaii could go to the mainland without any problems after it became part of the United 

States in 1900. And the wages were better on the mainland. Most of them stayed in the port- 

cities like San Francisco and Seattle.4  ̂ This movement continued until the United States 

banned the Japanese from entering America from Hawaii, Canada, and Mexico in 1907, and a 

"Gentlemen's Agreement" was concluded in the following year to limit Japanese immigration 

from Japan. Therefore the years of 1906 and 1907 marked the peak of the Japanese immigration 

to the United States.

The year 1906 revealed a historical gap between Japanese enthusiasm for the new 

world and American’s hostility against them. It exploded in San Francisco after the great 

earthquake on April 18, 1906. The Japanese children were segregated and the Japanese 

governmental officers who were investigating the damage by the earthquake in the city were 

stoned in public despite the fact that Japan was offering (and contributed to ) the city a relief of 

$ 246,000, more than the sum of all other foreign aids.47 From around this time the racial 

problems interlocked with political issues and continued through 1924 when the Congress 

passed the Immigration Exclusion Act, the so-called "Japanese Exclusion Law." The worst time 

was still coming to the Issei and their families in the World War II. A romantic and ambitious 

boy, grown up in the Meiji era in Japan, Yasuo Kuniyoshi was on a ship for America in the

summer of 1906.
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CHAPTER TWO: KUNIYOSHX AS AN IMMIGRANT STUDENT

1906-1919

The Statue of Liberty, with her philanthropic message, stands in the port of New 

York. Her inscription reads "Give me your tired," and ends "I lift my lamp besides the golden 

door." It is the ideal slogan of the American spirit phrased to give hope to all newcomers. 

Unfortunately, for many there was no such welcome on the other side of the American continent. 

The Golden Gate was getting hard to get through and hope was only a newcomer’s ambition. 

Most of the Japanese immigrants landed on this shore. Yasuo Kuniyoshi arrived in Vancouver, 

British Colombia, Canada, on July 22, 1906, and moved to Seattle, Washington, by train on 

August 3, in the same year.1 He experienced hardships for survival as an immigrant student for 

over ten years. Because of lack of documents, his early life, especially before the Art Students’ 

League period, may depend on the artist's recollections and reports on the Issei in general.

Yasuo lived about four years on the Pacific Coast from the summer of 1906 to the summer 

of 1910. It is not clear how he lived through these years. Even concerning his arrival in Canada, 

there is no documented reason for Yasuo’s disembarking from a Seattle-bound ship in Vancouver, 

nor for his spending ten days in Canada. If his classification had been approved by the 

government of Okayama Prefecture, there would have been no problem debarking in Seattle.2 

Possible reasons for this matter might be two: Yasuo was looking for a job in Canada and /o r to 

avoid the strict physical check, mainly for venereal disease and trachoma, in America which 

was known as harder than that in Canada.^ As an example, Otsuka Shunichi reports that his 

brother-in-law had an eye problem, so he got off the ship at Vancouver to escape from this
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examination and joined Otsuka in Seattle the next day coming by train, just as Yasuo would do 

few years later.4

Kuniyoshi’s life in America began like most other Japanese immigrants: depression bom 

of disappointment and remorse. At his arrival he "thought nothing of money, expecting to pick 

it up practically from the streets," and sent all but fifty dollars back to his father.5 He never 

received financial support from his parents afterward A Soon Kuniyoshi found the real life of 

the Issei, which was misery and poverty. He later wrote, "My dreams of America and actually 

seeing America were two totally different things."'7 As most Issei did, Yasuo stayed in a 

Japanese hotel in Seattle and found a job through a Japanese hotel manager in a Spokane 

railroad yard. He remembered that his wage was "$2.00 a day" and "a free railroad pass to 

Spokane," but it became " about $1.50" after some deductions such as hospitalization.^ Lloyd 

Goodrich records Kuniyoshi*s experience:

When he arrived he found hundreds of Japanese workmen living in tents. They had no 
beds except crude 2x4's put together. Next morning breakfast was a panful of sliced 
bread and coffee...He was put to work cleaning engines in [a] roundhouse. This was too 
hard for him so the foreman sent him into the yard and said "sweep the yard"...His 
hands got so sore he had to stop and the foreman finally gave him a bucket of water for 
the section men...he acted as a water boy. He stayed for one day and then went right 
back to Seattle...his ideals were completely shattered...he was very 
lonely...discouraged...disappointed ...confused?

Kuniyoshi wrote that he "went scuttling back" to Seattle after two days in Spokane and

wished to return to Japan, but could not do so without money.1 ̂  He remembered: " I've never

forgotten the feeling of sitting day in, day out in the harbor watching the big boats go by and

eating peanuts. It was the first taste of peanuts I had in this country and I've never eaten them

since."11 Although there are several conflicting views and reports on how long he stayed in

Spokane, Kuniyoshi was part of the infamous railroad section gangs of the Issei in 1906.1̂

Seattle was a major center to recruit Japanese laborers, especially for the railways.15 It

was a commercial and cultural center in the Northwest, so that there were odd jobs Yasuo could
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do. He scrubbed floors in buildings, and went to a mission school to learn English.14 It is not 

known where Yasuo lived in Seattle. But it is likely that he might have slept nights at a 

church, for the Christian institutions historically helped immigrants, especially students, by 

providing English classes, room and board for minimum costs, and a social center for emotional 

comfort.15 He said that he did not like Seattle and feared the severe winter that he had never 

known in Okayama and decided to move to south.16

It is not documented, but Yasuo must have been in Los Angeles in the spring of 1907 

because he later wrote that the warm climate in southern California rekindled his hope and 

dream of success after coming down from north and because his schooling in Los Angeles was over 

three years before moving to the East Coast in the fall of 1910.1  ̂ He attended a public school, 

in which he was put in the fifth grade because of his lack of English.15 Although Yasuo had 

had some English training in Japan and added some more in the past few months, he could not 

communicate easily with his younger classmates. So he improvised. He drew "figures by 

translating them into Japanese and then into English, which took a long time."1̂  For instance, 

he drew a map of China, a so-called "productive map” including "a Chinese man with pigtail, 

lantern, and a water buffalo," and also painted flowers in water color.20 To his classmates and 

teacher, it was an amazing and successful method, and the teacher therefore suggested that 

Yasuo study art.21 It must have strongly encouraged young Kuniyoshi to be reassured of 

something of his own in which he could be confident, his artistic skills.

Yasuo started night school at the Los Angeles School of Art and Design, probably in 

the summer or at least in the fall of 1907. He soon quit public school and focused on art. The 

study was academic. He remembered that he "had to make 15 cast drawings before going to life 

class.i..Then so many charcoal drawings...sepia...oils," and he "had to go to school for three
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years before starting oil painting."22 During this period in Los Angeles, Yasuo supported 

himself as a porter, janitor in an office building, a hotel bell-hop, and a houseboy.23

There were many "houseboys" among Japanese student immigrants. A "houseboy" or 

"schoolboy" was a usual job for the young Issei.24 They learned about America first hand by 

living with some wealthy families. Yone Noguchi and other Issei recorded their comic, but 

sad, stories as houseboys.23 For example, one boy "terrified the lady" by taking off his shoes 

and trousers to protect his "American clothes as huge luxury," when he had to scrub the floor, 

and Noguchi surprised his "Madam” by rushing into her toilet room without knocking.2  ̂ These 

Japanese schoolboys were commonly given an American name by their American employers for 

convenience, but they easily forgot their new names which often resulted in dismissal.22 There 

were always embarrassments and discouragements in the life of a houseboy. Everything 

happened because of their ignorance of Western customs. As a houseboy, Yasuo said that he 

worked "mainly in kitchens and gardens,” and "early in the morning, in the afternoon and 

evening, on Saturdays and Sundays."28

In the summer time, Yasuo was an agricultural worker picking cantaloups in the 

Imperial Valley, or picking grapes in Fresno. The work consisted of "seventeen and eighteen- 

hour stretches in temperatures that rose to 115 and earning a maximum of nine dollars a day."2  ̂

Yasuo was lucky to survive this hard physical labor in such unhealthy conditions that caused 

many deaths among immigrants 30 Kuniyoshi recollected these days:

When I paint a bowl of grapes in my studio, I do it because grapes mean something to 
me. When I was a boy I spent many long hot summer days picking them. I used to go to 
the field very early, before sunrise. The air is cool then, and vines and grapes are wet 
with dew. The big black bunches hang down so heavily, one on top of another. First 
thing I did was grab a soft, slippery bunch and stuff as many into my mouth as it would 
hold. They were so juicy and cold.31

Yasuo also did "posing, cleaning the studio, watering the garden" for his art school tuition 32
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Despite his efforts of studying art by doing whatever he could, he was not yet sure 

about his future and tried to get quick fame as an aviator. However, after having flown several 

times with his instructor in the San Domingo Flying Field near Los Angeles and having known 

other students killed by accident, fear caused him to give up this dream.33 He had dropped out 

of art school before coming to the aviation school. It became a decisive time, in retrospect; for 

his future he made up his mind to focus on art and to move to New York. This decision came at 

the end of the summer or the beginning of the fall of 1910.

When he later talked about his life on the West Coast, Kuniyoshi did not stress the 

racial prejudice he must have experienced. Strictly speaking, he refused to share the destiny of 

the Issei on the Pacific Coast and escaped to the East Coast. His choice of art as his career, and 

the timing of the move to New York turned out well.

Yasuo Kuniyoshi arrived in New York City in the fall of 1910. During the next ten 

years Yasuo established his base of American life as an artist in New York. The East Coast 

attracted the intellectuals among the Issei from the beginning of Japanese immigration and the 

reception there had been quite different from that on the West Coast. For instance, two 

Japanese scientists who were internationally renown resided in New York: Jokichi Takamine 

and Hideyo Noguchi 34 In 1905 the former founded the Nippon Club in New York, to better 

relationships between two nations 33 Comparatively, the population of the Japanese residents 

of New York was small. The Japanese were numbered above one thousand only after 1900 and 

1247 in 1910 in the entire State of New York whereas they were 41,356 in California in 1910.36 

Although the racist politics on the West Coast affected the emotions of the Issei in the East 

Coast cities in some degree, Wilson and Hosokawa point out that "the Japanese on the East 

Coast suffered fewer psychic wounds than was the lot of their peers on the West Coast."3'7
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At the start, things were not as easy for Yasuo in New York as in Los Angeles. He had to 

repeat the same kinds of odd jobs for many years that he had in the western cities. For some 

months, through the winter, he was a kind of houseboy living with a Japanese commercial 

artist, "Kawabe," a friend of his father, working for him and going to the National Academy 

of Design, which was Kawabe's suggestion.^® Kuniyoshi remembered these days: "I used to 

walk from Sixty-sixth Street to the National Academy on One Hundred and Ninth Street twice 

every day because I had no carfare."®  ̂ Also he wrote that he "spent the winter of 1910 without 

an overcoat."^ It sounds life-threatening to walk in the winter so long a distance without an 

overcoat in New York, but he said that his decision of becoming an artist was strong enough to 

bear anything.^ It reminds one of the Stoicism of the Confucianism, doing his own duty in 

silence. Paradoxically, he later said that he hated the Japanese guts in the Second World War 

period while he himself had the same Japanese guts which he brought with his ambition from 

his Old Home.

Kuniyoshi did not like the Academy, which taught him to draw from casts, and "to 

paint reflections, highlights on coppers, strawberries, yellow sunlight and purple shadows."4  ̂

He dropped out after two months.4® It is understandable that he could not find any fresh 

enthusiasm in the formalist Academy because he had already passed that level in Los Angeles 

and was searching for a different direction. After the winter, Yasuo moved out of the Kawabe's 

household and lived in a Christian church where several other Japanese were living.44 It is 

unknown how he worked and lived in these days except that he missed the 1913 Armory Show 

because he had been working in a hotel in Syracuse in the winter of 1912-1913.4® It is said that 

Kuniyoshi studied at Robert Henri's ( 1865-1929) school in the Lincoln Arcade Building for a 

few months.4® In 1914, Yasuo went to the Independent School of Art, where Homer Boss was an 

instructor, and knew Stuart Davis among the classmates.4? The atmosphere in the Independent
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was energetic, liberal, pro-French, and enthusiastic for modernism as an aftermath of the 

Armory Show.4** Kuniyoshi remembered:

Cubism was in the air. The Nude Descending a Staircase was creating a furor. 
Reproductions of Van Gogh, Gauguin, and the masters of the late nineteenth century 
filled the walls of the school. I was caught up in this excitement without really 
understanding what it was all about.49

The emphasis at the Independent School was anti-Academic and pro-free expression of the 

artist's own ideas. Open discussion was encouraged. Yasuo heard many European modernists' 

names there and found that all the students were painting in modernist ways. Prior to this time 

most students painted in Henri’s manner.50 Kuniyoshi was excited by this new mode, and the 

discovery of new art forms. Yet he wrote, "I was still restless," at the Independent School.51 

Yoshio Ozawa points out that the mood in class was cool for Yasuo and he could not make any 

friends there although the artist later wrote that the reason for his isolation might have been 

his own shyness and/or feeling he was a stranger 52

Yasuo moved to the Art Students' League in the fall of 1916, where he studied almost 

four years. At the time the League was said to have over one thousand students in day and 

night schools 53 Yasuo first attended night class working during the day, then took morning 

class working in the League’s coatroom at night, which was called a "job-scholarship." He 

received this scholarship from the fall of 1917 to the spring of 1920.54 He made friends with 

many, e.g., Alexander Brook, Peggy Bacon, Reginald Marsh, Henry Schnakenberg, Edmund 

Duffy, Arnold Blanche, and Katherine Schmidt (1898-1978) who become his first wife in 

1 9 1 9  55 An were seven or eight years younger than Yasuo, but warm and kind enough to comfort 

his hunger for friendship and, more importantly, they involved Yasuo into the cultural 

activities as one of the fellow students. It was a happy discovery for Yasuo that he was being 

treated as a likable individual by them. The teachers at the League were mostly from Henri's 

circle as was the Director John Sloan. Most significantly Yasuo studied under Kenneth Hayes
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Miller (1876-1952), who became the first living inspiration for KuniyosM. He said that Miller 

was the first contemporary "who changed my outlook on art and I began to have a direction and 

motive, whereas before I had had none."56 Yasuo had tried first to enroll in George Bellow’s 

class, but it was full5  ̂ Ironically, Miller's class was a substitute for Kuniyoshi. He found what 

he needed however in Miller and worked with Miller till he finished school. Harry Salpeter 

reports that because of Miller, Yasuo "began to think more about means and technique" and also 

began to digest "the need of planning and thinking about methods, means, processes."58 Miller 

introduced Yasuo to many Old Masters and he began learning Western art systematically, 

aesthetically, and philosophically. Although his emphasis was on Renaissance art. Miller 

avoided pushing students to do things his way, and waited for the right time to give 

suggestions to students individually.59 Coincidentally, Kuniyoshi himself preferred the same 

way with his students at the League as an instructor (1933-1953).6̂  In the summer of 1917 Yasuo 

attended the League's summer school in Woodstock, New York, as a scholarship student.61 

About this school, Kuniyoshi remembered that he stayed with the Chester Dales and did 

cleaning and dish-washing in exchange for room and board and that he studied with John 

Carlson, an Impressionist and member of the Academy, who was then director of the summer 

school.6  ̂ It was the first contact Yasuo had with the Woodstock art colony, one renewed ten 

years later.65

Kuniyoshi met Hamilton Easter Field ( 1873-1922) when he exhibited his two 

paintings at the First Independent Exhibition at the Grand Central Palace in the spring of 

1 9 1 7  64 field Was then a well-known art critic, collector, patron of known and unknown artists; 

artist himself, and an art instructor who owned studios in both Brooklyn and Ogunquit, 

Maine.65 Field was interested in Yasuo and his works shown in that exhibition, which were, 

however, derivative as he later confessed.66 Field was a fortunate acquaintance for Yasuo, for
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he received encouragement and financial support from Field from sometime after their first 

meeting until the time Field died of acute pneumonia in 1922.^  ̂ About the same time Yasuo met 

Field, he joined an informal club, "the Penguin," along with Brook (it is not known if Katherine 

Schmidt was with them or not) by an invitation of artist Louis Bouche.^ The Penguin had 

already included famous artists like Walt Kuhn, who was "the moving spirit," Max Weber, 

and Jules Pascin ( 1885-1930 ), a Bulgarian Jew, who would later become a close friend of 

Kuniyoshi, living next door to him in Field's Brooklyn apartment in 1919.69 Kuniyoshi wrote, 

"this small but fertile group helped to establish the roots of contemporary American painting. 

Considered rebels of their time they waged a vigorous battle against conservatism with might 

and humor."70 The group rented a floor in a house on East 15th Street, where these artists had 

sketch classes, exhibitions, and costume parties.^1 It is said that the club moved to Field's 

house on 110 Columbia Heights about 1919 (at almost same time Kuniyoshi began living in it), 

but soon dissolved there.^

In addition to the involvement in the progressive art movement and the meeting with

these progressive liberal minded Americans in the New York art world, Yasuo won Katherine

Schmidt, who was also trying to become an artist, as his wife and settled down. Katherine had

cared for Yasuo for several years before their marriage. One particular episode shows

Katherine's kindness towards Yasuo, that she usually gave him left-over food taken out of the

coffee shop where she was working as a waitress.^ They married on September 2,1919. Robert

Laurent, Field's long time friend, student, and successor, recalls:

Katherine's family was opposed to this friendship and Field did what he could to 
advise and help the young couple, spending many a long evening listening to their 
problems. Sometimes Yas would get [so] upset that he would walk out. Finally it was 
decided...they went to the nearby town of Wells, where with Field as witness, a 
charming small wedding took place. Yas had picked and woven a wreath of field 
flowers that Katherine wore in her hair...among those present were the artists who 
were his best friends and were to remain as such all his life: Field, Niles and Betty 
Spencer, Dot Varin, Ann Rector, Isabella Howland, Bernard Karfoil, and Duffy/4
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Ozawa adds that those artists gave the new couple a honeymoon by buying Yasuo’s (and 

probably Katherine’s) drawings and paintings for twenty-five dollars each; furthermore, their 

friends even prepared a new place for Yasuo and Katherine in the village, a used fishing-net- 

bam, but redecorated/5 Yasuo then painted a cute young couple, for he was so happy/6

It was great luck for the Issei to marry to a white woman in those years. Even marrying 

to a Japanese woman was difficult for most of the Japanese men because of the extreme 

imbalance between males and females among the Japanese immigrants. It was why so-called 

"picture-brides"—Japanese females arranged to marry Japanese immigrants through a picture 

match—increased in years 1918 and 1919/7 It was natural because almost half of the Japanese 

male population was marriageable and could not get wives. In addition, it is reported that 

"intermarriage between Japanese and members of the Caucasian races is legally prohibited, for 

instance, in the state of California, where the majority of Japanese are found."''5 An Issei who 

had an American white wife commonly became successful in whatever field he was, for his 

wife could be an effective intermediator between him and the American society to which he 

wished to adapt himself/^ Often an American wife played an important role when her 

husband climbed the social ladder. Kuniyoshi's marriage to Katherine was a tremendous help 

to him. His friend Tomokichi Onoda remembers her being a respectable and good wife.85 

Although Yasuo had to face direct racial prejudice as a result of their marriage, he overcame 

it. Katherine's cost for ignoring the warnings against such a marriage was to be shut out of her 

own family for six years.81

During this student period, Yasuo painted in a mixed style of old and new masters 

including Renaissance painters. Romanticists, Realists, Impressionists, German Expressionists, 

even Field, and Miller.8  ̂ Under Miller's suggestion, Kuniyoshi submitted his painting to the 

Academy's annual exhibition around 1917. The work was titled Refugees, inspired by WW I,
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and painted in Miller’s manner, using "opaque, pasty cold-creamy color."83 It was rejected ( he 

never tried to enter an Academy exhibition after this), yet he was confident that this painting 

was his best work, and he sent the painting to his father to show that he was becoming an 

artist.8  ̂ Kuniyoshi's self-portrait of 1918 shows impressionist brush work, though more 

painterly than their typical broken brush stroke. Miller’s "pasty, creamy" colors, and borrows a 

bit from Van Gogh’s self-portraits (Figure 1). He was eager to learn everything he could. Yasuo 

Kuniyoshi, as an Issei, not only survived hardships, he was succeeding in America.
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CHAPTER THREE: KUNIYOSHI AS AN AMERICAN ARTIST

1920-1929

While the majority of the Issei were facing the end of their active immigrant life and 

the beginning of their silent minority life, Yasuo Kuniyoshi was trying to settle down as an 

American artist.1 He and his wife faced a difficult time from the start because they had to 

bear the Schmidt family's discrimination against their marriage—a bitter isolation for 

Katherine being shut out by her own family—and she had to give up her U. S. citizenship by 

her,marriage to an Issei.2 But they generally enjoyed a happy and productive life in the 1920s. 

Kuniyoshi and Katherine lived in Brooklyn in the winter, painted in Ogunquit, Maine, in the 

summer, and showed their works in New York in these years. They even traveled to Europe 

twice, in 1925 and 1928A Because the art world was more tolerant than society at large, 

Kuniyoshi was making his mark as an American artist who happened to be of Japanese origin.

The couple’s life began under Hamilton E. Field's sponsorship, yet suffered from 

financial difficulties in the early 1920s. Until his death in 1922 Field was continuously 

supportive of Kuniyoshi by offering places in Brooklyn and Ogunquit although there were some 

changes of the conditions made by Field and by the couple shortly after their marriage.4 

Having realized the inconsistency of Field's words, Katherine became careful about their 

relationship with him and she insisted that "everything should be on a business-like basis" 

and "made up a budget" to enable them to live independently of Field.5 Even though Kuniyoshi 

seemed to have admired his benefactor blindly and depended on his help until then, he must 

have agreed with Katherine's financial plan which refused receiving stipend from Field. 

Katherine later regretted that it might have been her "puritanical attitude" about money that 

caused hardships in their life.^ In economic need, they quit school in the spring of 1920 and
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began working full-time, painting mostly in summer. Kuniyoshi began photographing artworks

of his fellow artists and galleries. He wrote:

I don’t know why I chose photography as a way of earning a living. I bought a regular 
studio camera and practiced taking pictures by using my own canvases as 
models...Photography agreed with me for I learned quickly and received 
commissions....7

On the other hand, Katherine, only 21, worked in the Art Students’ League’s lunchroom for $25 

a week for about two or three years.8 Working in a lunchroom may not be interesting work, but it 

is not especially hard work. What was hard is that it took so much of her time. She recollected 

that she worked so long, by getting up at 6:30 to get the League by 10:30, serving lunch and 

dinner, that she fell ill constantly, and was fired.^ This life style continued until Kuniyoshi’s 

works began selling in the middle of 1920s.^

It seems that their marriage was more advantageous for Kuniyoshi than Katherine. 

Her role shifted to artist's wife and her own art suffered and that frustrated her. They were in 

love, yet Katherine compromised more than her husband, ”a spoiled Japanese man" as she 

described him .^ Even about their life style she had a different opinion than her husband's. 

When they stayed in Paris, especially in the second trip in 1928, she disliked the bohemian 

life there which Kuniyoshi enjoyed with reunited friend Pascin, because, she reasoned, she was 

"puritanical" in comparison with other artists.17 She wrote to their friend Reginald Marsh 

from Paris on September 23,1928:

I had dated this page to you this morning but decided to wait to write until I should be 
a little clearer and sunnier in my mind—but I won't wait for I'll probably feel more or 
less like this until I leave and I’m leaving over—Dear Reg—Oct. 3 on the Paris second 
class, alone.—Yas is to stay over for the winter—I’m bringing back his exhibition of 
lithographs and a very achy Katherine.—It will probably work out all right—but to 
get through this—And I'd feel better if I had more good work—Only seven canvases— 
some of them unfinished and some of them no good—The others that were too unfinished 
and that I was sure more rotten have been destroyed—(sic.)13
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Kuniyoshi too wrote his feelings to Marsh on October 16,1928:

Katherine left here on October 3rd and I am going to stay here through the winter I 
hope—We knew it’ll be very hard for both of us especially for Katherine because of her 
family and all other things and I miss her already terribly....! hope that you'll drop 
into see her sometimes and see how she is getting along.14

After only one week, on October 23, Kuniyoshi again wrote to Marsh: "You may be surprised to

see me in New York very soon—I love Katherine and you may be [?] can tell rest of the story—I

want to come home as soon as I can....(sic.)"1̂  Katherine's critique of Kuniyoshi as a spoiled

man and these examples of correspondence suggest that there had been some problems in their

marriage in the late 1920s.

As for the development of his art, Kuniyoshi must have been deeply inspired by Field's 

modernism, esthetics, philosophy of life, and professional knowledge, skill and spirit.16 Field 

was in Paris for about fifteen years from 1894, studying, traveling and collecting artworks, and 

settled in Brooklyn around 1910.17 Field studied with the academician Gerome, and later made 

friends with many artists in Paris, including Fantin-Latour, who told him: "I do not believe in 

teachers, academies, and all that paraphemalia...be true to the model, and yourself...."18 The 

importance of individuality became one of Field's principles to teach his students and it was 

reinforced by his association with Robert Henri, who told his students to paint for themselves 

not for the jury.1̂  Moreover, Field was one of many artists who had been attracted to Japanese 

prints of Ukiyo-e in Europe, and after bringing his collection of prints back to America he 

exhibited them at his studio, called Ardsley Studios, on 110 Columbia Heights in Brooklyn, 

where Kuniyoshi also lived.7® Field's ability to form artists' organizations was also 

impressive. For example. Field founded the Salons of America in March, 1922, after he had left 

the Society of Independent Artists in which he had a scandalous argument with Walter Pach 

over moral issues.71 Kuniyoshi was on the list of thirty-directors selected by Field for this new 

group and, although he withdrew from this position after Field’s sudden death one month
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later, he remained as a member and Corresponding Secretary- from 1929 until the Salons 

dissolved in 1936.22 Kuniyoshi was one of many followers of Field, whose philosophy became 

the Salons' motto, "open to all; equal chance for all."23

Kuniyoshi's works in early 1920s had Oriental, primitive, as well as modern elements, 

encouraged by Field, adding to what he had learned from Kenneth H. Miller. Kuniyoshi 

expressed his deep feeling towards Japan by combining imagination with his memories from the 

past. His subject was always from nature and life to which he related: babies, boys, girls, 

fishermen, farmers, village, field and sea, with toys, snakes, chickens, cows, birds and whales. 

Alexander Brook points out that even "fungus, microbe, tadpole," were picked up by 

Kuniyoshi's "penetrating eyes [perceptive power of seeing nature clearly that let him find even 

tiny living things] " with a "great tenderness"^4 This kind of attitude towards nature is 

Eastern.25 Kuniyoshi combined these essences in nature and human's life in dream-like scenes, 

or as a story-teller or just as a daily event by his superb draftsmanship, bird's-eye view and 

childish motifs. The bird's-eye view was typically Oriental and it has been one of the most 

traditional styles in Japanese art since the Tale of Genii.26 His painting, Ogunquit Cove (1920, 

Fig. 2) is a good example of this view. The colors were mostly earth tones. Browns are 

considered restrained beauty in a traditional sense in Japan although Kuniyoshi said that 

browns were Miller's taste also. The whole impression of his works, drawings and painting was 

often healthy, naive, humorous, and original. One may call these characteristics Oriental

Kuniyoshi's appearance as an artist in print began in 1919 and he both enjoyed and 

suffered regular publicity for the next thirty-four years. The first article was titled, "A 

Temporary Group at the Penguin," written by Horance Brodzky, who was also a member of the 

Penguin.2  ̂Brodzky praises: "Kuniyoshi's Etching of a number of old topers around a table, is a 

clever character rendering significantly drawn and the result is enhanced by economy of 

expression. I consider this one of the gems of the exhibition."2# The second appearance in print
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was recognition Kuniyoshi received in 1921, when his paintings were shown at the

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia, along with eighty-eight other artists

and two hundred eighty pictures 29 Thomas J. Craven included Kuniyoshi in the one of eight

tendencies he analyzed with already well-known artists like Andrew Dasburg, John Marin,

Charles Demuth, and others. Craven comments on Kuniyoshi:

There are examples of unrestricted rendering of natural forms in which the feelings of 
the painter are indicated in a distinctly personal manner. This is a selective art. To get 
at its truth we must realize that the artist has considered himself as more important 
than his subject; that formalistic accuracy of drawing, tone perspective and 
verisimilitude are subordinate to ideas of v a lu ed

This note predicted the exact direction of later Kuniyoshi—"revisionistic expressionism," and

individualism.31 In the same year, he began showing regularly at the Daniel Gallery in New

York City. The earliest book on his work was published in Woodstock in the fall of 1921. The

editor William Murrell writes:

The invisible chasm between the Japanese and the Western Mind has been tentatively 
bridged for us in various ways...the Japanese on their side, have made spectacular 
progress in their assimilation and imitation of Western civilization...in art,...many 
Japanese students have taken up Eastern methods of painting, and are proudly 
proficient in technique...Yasuo Kuniyoshi is perhaps the only Japanese now painting in 
America whose work is free from both Oriental and Occidental academic influence..., 
the single instance of selective blending of dynamic elements from two great traditions 
into a style distinctly original...no one...can fail to note the excellence and charm of 
design, the perfection of expressive detail, and the extraordinarily ingenious humor 32

It may be right to say that Kuniyoshi's work became free from any academic influence as

Murrell does. But it is more correct to say that Kuniyoshi’s art came out of what he had first

learned in academic training in both Japan and America , thus it had both Eastern and Western

academic bases, yet developed as neither of them.

Some of his works from this early period prove that he was deeply in debt to Japan. 

For example, his two drawings. Baby with Toy Cow (1921. Fig. 3) and Country Road (1921, Fig. 

4), show major Japanese characteristics of either of both academic painting and Ukiyo-e prints. 

These characteristics are fine contour lines, decorative design, vertical picture planes, tilted
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diagonal space structure and mix of reality and imagination.^^ Both, like his oil painting, 

Ogunquit Cove (Fig. 2), represent what Kuniyoshi himself believed as Eastern composition, 

namely piling up of elements vertically without horizon and therefore without sky, just like a 

Japanese "ka-ke-mo-no."^ This style developed in his still-life in either realistic or abstract 

way throughout his career. As for the subject matter, as seen in this Baby with Toy Cow, the 

cow was once Kuniyoshi's main theme in early 1920s as well as the baby. He drew and painted 

over fifty cows in his cow series.^ The cow in this drawing looks naturalistic. Later it would be 

exaggerated and deformed. The peak of his cubist triangular cow painting was his famous 

canvas. Little Toe with Cow (1923).36 The reason for his near obsession with the cow was that 

his birth year was the "cow year," by the Japanese calendar. Besides this, he was attracted by 

the cow's "ugly" and "decorative" shape.3'7

Kuniyoshi's formal debut took place with his first one-man show at the Daniel Gallery 

in 1922.33 It was a tremendously successful beginning for an Issei Kuniyoshi as an American 

artist: several paintings were sold, to his friends, though, and some favorable critiques were 

written.3  ̂ For example, Henry McBride, a well-known and popular critic then, reviews this 

show:

Young Mr.Kuniyoshi permits strange lights to dart into various separate sections of his 
picture. They seem like faint reflections from distant flashes of lighting, since there is 
an excessively nervous quality in the touch. The color schemes seem to depend to a large 
extent upon discreet browns, and the subjects seem to have been born of Mr. Kuniyoshi's 
recent experiences in the country... One of his best is the Wild Horse, in which there is 
a striking sense of movement and fine line. The feeling in it is probably inherited from 
the great Oriental artists of antiquity,...40

McBride said nothing of the influence of modernism in Kuniyoshi's debut-show and always 

believed that the root of Kuniyoshi's success was of the Orient from this time through the 

artist's late years.

However, it is important to notice that Kuniyoshi was simultaneously experimenting 

with Cezannesque modernism as well as Picasso's cubism in these years.41 The triangular cows.
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geometric houses in Ogunquit Cove (Fig. 2), or tilted angles of table in his painting, Bov 

Stealing Fruit (1923). all show the modernity which would develop along with bird's-eye view 

in his still-life paintings afterwards. Symbolic huge almond-shaped eyes of the boy in the Bov 

Stealing Fruit, of cows and of many figures in other paintings, suggest the influence of African 

sculpture and primitive art.42

Kuniyoshi's art dynamically changed in the late 1920s because of European influence.43 

His subject was expanded to the real life of people like circus performers, prostitutes, and still- 

lifes and landscapes in nature. His style also became more naturalistic than before. It was a 

transformation from imagination to observation of actuality. He admired his French 

contemporaries, especially Pascin and Pascin's friends, who were using real models for figures 

and still-lifes.44 Kuniyoshi wrote:

The trip proved a great stimulus, enlarging my scope and vision. Almost everybody on 
the other side was painting directly from the object, something I hadn't done in all 
these years. It was father difficult to change my approach since up to then I had 
painted almost entirely from imagination and my memories of the past.43

Yet, he did not dismiss all imagination. He tried to combine imagination with reality; this

combination was derived from the process of learning the actual reality before him. In other

words, he had real models only at the beginning and later completed the work with his

imagination.43 The best example of this change was Nude (1929) which was in the Giorgione-

Titian tradition, but inspired with the contemporary mode. It surprised critics in a way such

that one of them saw it as obscene because of its realistic rendering and its sensual mood.42

Besides subject matter and style, he explored new mediums too. During the second stay in Paris

in 1928, he worked almost entirely in lithography.43 Although he had learned this medium in

the early 1920s at the Whitney Studio Club, he had never worked on stone until then.455 He

studied Daumier's lithographs and drawings. Kuniyoshi made most of his lithographs —

estimated at over eighty-one in number — in these years of the late 1920s.5®
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Kuniyoshi's European trips were significant in his career as an American artist. He

confirmed that the artist is a serious and important profession by learning the traditional

professionalism abroad. His student, Mary Meixner recalls:

He felt that in our country the artist still has to wrap his paints in newspaper or carry 
them in a shoebox so ho one will know he is a painter. He recalled the response of a 
shopkeeper in Paris when he needed a pear with a leaf to do his work. When the 
shopkeeper learned that he was a painter, the whole family ran into the basement to 
find a beautiful pear. 51

This is one episode in his Paris life. It was this kind of experience that later helped him to 

become active in the improvement of the artist as a profession in American society. Kuniyoshi 

came back to America to live in this country as an American artist despite the fact that he had 

planned to stay abroad an indefinite period, because he became homesick after Katherine 

returned to America and also because he was discouraged by his difficulty with French. He did 

not have any close friends in France except Pascin, and in retrospect, he did not become friends 

with the Japanese artists then working in Paris. He gave no mention of these Japanese painters 

in public although he met some, Tusguharu Fujita, for example. Fujita was already well-known 

in Japan then and later gave Kuniyoshi a letter of introduction addressed to the people in the 

Japanese art world when the latter visited Japan in late 1931.^ Probably there were more 

Japanese artists in France than in the United States since they traditionally went to France in 

the Meiji era. But it seems that Kuniyoshi did not associate with the Japanese residents in 

France. As ah American artist, his homesickness was for America.

The year 1929 marked a beginning of Kuniyoshi’s life as one of the most important 

contemporary artists. His life began to be stable. He and Katherine bought a house in 

Woodstock and spent every summer there afterwards.^ In December, Kuniyoshi was included 

in the "Nineteen Living Americans" show at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. This 

show was the second exhibition at the Museum since it was opened as the newest institute of its 

kind in the nation that year.54 The inclusion in this exhibition was a landmark in Kuniyoshi’s
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career as an artist by being selected from over one hundred well-known artists nationwide.55

There was some criticism regarding the qualification to be American, based on Kuniyoshi's

Japanese origins and on others such as Bernald Karfiol (German-born), Pascin (Bulgarian-born),

Maurice Stem (Russian-bom ), and Max Weber (Russian-born)55 Kuniyoshi wrote:

I owe all my education to America and have worked here and lived here for the period 
of twenty-four years and will continue to live here always, but since I have read about 
myself in the other papers on the present exhibition of the Modern Art Museum I do not 
know really where I stand. Some day I hope that my work will speak and convincingly 
Contemporary American, (sic.)5^

However, as seen in the Parnassus, which just started its first issue at the time as this show and 

reproduced only Kuniyoshi’s two paintings and Sterne's one painting from the show, this event 

gave Kuniyoshi a national recognition and foretold his coming success as an American artist.
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CHAPTER FOUR: KUNIYOSHI AS AN AMERICAN ARTIST

1930 - December 6,1941

During the 1930s, incidents in the United States and Japan filled the Issei with 

foreboding and anxiety: the United States was preoccupied with the Great Depression 

beginning in October 1929; Japan began its aggressive expansionism in Asia by invading 

Manchuria in 1931, and resigned from the League of Nations in 1933. These ominous movements 

were a prelude of WWII (1939-1945). At this difficult time. President F. D. Roosevelt stressed 

the recovery of the economic crisis and the improvement of social conditions. His policies 

included relief for agriculture and manufacturing, a change of the banking system, welfare, aid 

for old age and unemployment.1 As for artists who were among 13-15 million unemployed on the 

streets in the nation, Roosevelt prepared federal aid, which was urgently suggested by his old 

schoolmate the artist George Biddle (1885-1973).^ This program was first the Public Works of 

Art Project (1933-1934) through the Treasury Department and next the Federal Art Project 

through Works Progress Administration, better known as WPA/FAP (1935-1939)3 Because of 

the difficult times artists developed various artists' organizations and acted as a part of the 

society in the mode of rising nationalism. In this period of the 1930s through the early 1940s, 

Yasuo Kuniyoshi established his reputation as a major American artist as well as an activist in 

the artists ’movement. Ironically, as his social status was made concrete, Kuniyoshi's 

ambivalence between his American and Japanese identities increased, especially after his 

homecoming trip to Japan.

In early years of the 1930s Kuniyoshi tried to re-settle himself by overcoming many 

unhappy events. He lost his friend Pascin who committed suicide in 1930, his father died in
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1932, and his mother in 1933.4 His Japanese trip ended unsatisfactorily. After this trip, in late 

1932, he divorced Katherine.

Kuniyoshi's homecoming trip was a considerable disappointment. For the first time in 

twenty-five years since his departure for America, Kuniyoshi visited Japan from middle of 

October through early February of 1932, yet this trip disappointed Kuniyoshi in many ways 

except that he did see his native country and sick father.^ Kuniyoshi first went to see his 

father and shared with him a happy re-union in Okayama, where he also enjoyed a warm 

welcome and met with his old friends from childhood.^ He wrote, "the (Japanese) newspapers 

gave me a grand ovation making me feel like a prodigal son."? Kuniyoshi thought that his 

father was fully content to see his only son before his death that occurred on his way of 

returning to America.® The other purpose of this trip was to have a one man show in Tokyo and 

Osaka.^

Kuniyoshi had brought 29 oil paintings and 60 lithographs with him to Japan.10 All 

works were from between 1923 and 1931, including Boy Fishing (1921), Strong Woman with 

Child (1925), and Girl at Stairway (1929). In Okayama, Kuniyoshi had an unplanned 

exhibition of lithographs, which was supported by the local newspaper, Chugoku Minpo.11

Kuniyoshi's formal appearance in the Japanese art world was on November 4,1931, at a 

welcome party at the Imperial Hotel in Tokyo.12 The party was arranged by five 

governmental and independent Western-style painters' organizations, including the Nika-kai, 

a non-governmental group/which invited Kuniyoshi to join them.13 The first one man show was 

sponsored by the Tokyo Nichinichi Press and held in Tokyo for only five days from November 

19 to 23.14 Then it was moved to Osaka for a similarly short period, with a sponsorship of the 

Osaka Mainichi Press.13

It is a strong possibility that Kuniyoshi had expected good financial success from his 

one man shows in Japan. He was confident in his work, especially after he had traveled Europe
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studying both arts of the new and old, and was included in the.exhibition at the Museum of

Modern Art in 1929. His confidence had been reinforced by sales during the Depression in

America, and the Japanese enthusiasm for him since these one man shows were planned by the

Japanese sponsors. The Japanese sponsors covered expenses for the exhibitions, but not his

personal expense. Kuniyoshi needed financial help and he could hot take his wife with him

because of lack of funds.^ In fact, he remembered later that he had to borrow travel expenses

from an American friend, Eddy Greenbaum.17 Unfortunately, despite his zeal, his one man

shows were financial failures. Hideo Tomiyama believed that only three paintings were

sold.18 Yoshie Nakata also recollected the sales as very few.l^ Kuniyoshi himself seemed

reluctant to talk about sales, even to his friends, but mentioned that one of the buyers of his

paintings was the wealthy "Baron Mitsui."7^

Some Japanese art magazines carried articles on Kuniyoshi.7! Among them, one

featured a special interview with the artist speaking of the hardships he had endured to

become an artist in America and stressing that such a difficult experience formed the basis of

his art.22 Kuniyoshi added, "not only a Japanese, but any great world-famous artist hereafter

will be bom in America."2  ̂ He also wished to visit Japan "every two or three years to cultivate

friendship with the Japanese art world."24 These words expressed Kuniyoshi’s confidence in

himself to be a rising artist in America as well as his attachment to Japan.

However, there were some gaps between the Japanese and American views about the

principles of being an artist, the methodology of an exhibition, and a group system. He

critiqued the bureaucratic rules and low-estimate of individuality and originality in the

Japanese art world after he returned to New York:

The one-man show is held for the display of small and unimportant work for 
the purpose of sale. The dependence of the artist upon the group and lack of 
individual aggressiveness may rest upon the fact that there are no dealers or 
galleries as the West knows them and, therefore, no exploitation of individual
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Kuniyoshi's lack of success in Japan was probably a result of these differences and a lack of 

interest in American art among the Japanese who traditionally admired European art and 

artists who studied in France. As a matter of fact he had no direct connections with Japanese art 

circles except through correspondence, and the lack of understanding of the Japanese public may 

have hurt his chance for a better reception. Even contacts with Japanese artists depended on 

Fujita's letter of introduction.^

There were many things in Japan that disappointed and disturbed Kuniyoshi besides

the lack of financial success. For example, his homecoming coincided with the Japanese

invasion of Manchuria and China.27 This invasion had begun in September, a month before his

arrival. He observed increasing Japanese militarism and Imperialism just like old times in his

childhood in the Meiji era. Kuniyoshi recalled some revealing episodes in Japan:

I was told I was a barbarian and had not observed the elaborated Japanese formality 
and etiquette of dealing with people....! got into the most trouble with the policemen, I 
went to an officer on a corner one day to ask where a certain street was. Instead of 
answering, he gave me a terrible bawling out. It seems I should have taken off my hat 
and stood with head bowed in humility when addressing a member of government. 
Now who would do that to a New York cop?2**

From this trip to Japan, Kuniyoshi realized that his Old Home was not his home 

anymore: "I no longer belonged."29 He took a ship at Yokohama for America, just as he did 

twenty-six years ago. He received a "radio message" of his father’s death while returning to 

America.30 It appears that Kuniyoshi lost all Japanese connections after this trip and 

afterwards only rarely spoke of his childhood in Japan.

Yet Kuniyoshi kept corresponding with his step-sister, Takako, and her sister, Toyoko, 

through the late 1930s.31 Most of Kuniyoshi's postcards were picture cards of New York scenery 

and famous paintings by Goya or Rembrandt, telling the sisters about them.32 Kuniyoshi's

talents. The group is all important and through his membership in 
artist functions.2^
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short greetings were friendly, chatty, and always showed concern about the sisters. One reveals

how deeply Kuniyoshi had felt about his native country. He wrote Takako:

I have arrived in Woodstock at four o'clock this afternoon. There is still snow on all 
mountains around. It's cold and terribly quiet. I am staying in my friend's house tonight.
I went to bed at ten because I was very tired. It's two o'clock right now. I woke up short 
while ago and just can not go back to sleep because my mind is filled with many 
thoughts, especially of Japan. So I began writing this letter in ( bed?).33

The another card indicates Kuniyoshi's sentimentalism and lonesomeness:

I was knocked down by a wasp this morning. I was stung by it when I was working in the 
garden. There are so many wasps around here and they bother me every spring. I 
remember, when I was little, that I was stung on head by so many wasps after I struck a 
honeycomb by a long pole behind Nakaizushimachi’s post office. I have a cat and love 
i t 34

These cards show the continuing hold of his Japanese memories that contrast to his official 
stance that he became an American without Japanese connection. But he was an Issei and could 
not deny his Japanese origin. Thus his Japanese trip was, like his European trips, symbolic of a 

life of conflict.

Kuniyoshi was divorced from Katherine Schmidt in late 1932, in the same year he 

came back from Japan. He seemed surprised by the divorce. From Japan he had written to 

Henry McBride that he regretted that he could not show a beautiful fall in Japan to Katherine, 

and he wished he could have been with her to share that pleasant sight-seeing together.33 

However, there was a growing gap between them in their thirteen-year marriage that he had 

not realized and could not face, according to Katherine.33 He even threatened Katherine with 

suicide when he learned that her decision was firm.3'7 She thought that she had been patient 

and waited long enough to make up her mind about breaking up their marriage. Also Katherine 

recalled that she found him acting strangely, as "pretty cocky," after he came back from 

Japan.38 She said that he always expected women to be submissive and criticized her that she 

"talked too much and had too much (sic.) ideas."39 His attitudes about Katherine's words ring 

true since he was a Japanese man born in the Meiji era. Their divorce might have been a result of
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not only Kuniyoshi's Japanese or typical sexism, but also probably his infidelity. Kuniyoshi 

had a tendency to pursue women and in these years of the early 1930s he began a close 

friendship with the Mexican-born dancer Sara Mazo.^O

Many good things too happened to Kuniyoshi in the 1930s. First, he received important 

recognition and awards for his works, which brought him popularity among some collectors. 

These awards included an Honorable Mention for his painting Odds on Sofa (1931), at the 

Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and a first prize for his Weathervane (1939) at 

the American Section of Golden Gate Exposition, in San Francisco in 1939.41 The latter is 

surprising considering the notorious anti-Japanese sentiment in San Francisco. It must have 

given Kuniyoshi a strong confidence that he was really accepted as an American artist, even on 

the West Coast. In late 1932 he was commissioned to paint a mural in the Women's Lounge in 

the Radio City Music Hall, which remains as his only mural (1932, Fig. 5).42 It was said that 

he completed this work "in a few weeks’," and it was reported as "delicately colored floral 

murals designed to frame the mirrors."43 The work shows his curvilinear plants and tiny 

flowers in the fields, mountains in the distance, all of which were similar to so many others in 

his drawings and paintings in the early 1920s. It appears to be a striking contrast to Stuart 

Davis' murals in the Men's Lounge in the same building, which was an abstraction with clear 

cut, sharp, and straight lines.44 Kuniyoshi began teaching in 1933 at his old school, the Art 

Students' League, a position he had until his death. It was a happy and honorable invitation 

for Kuniyoshi as a professional artist. Kuniyoshi married Sara Mazo in 1935, and they 

traveled to Mexico, through Arizona and New Mexico with a Guggenheim Fellowship, which 

was awarded to him in that year.45 Kuniyoshi enjoyed the trip although he could not work as 

he expected during the trip because he was sick, especially in Mexico, and it was too hot to 

work outside, and because everything was too "picturesque" to paint.46
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Furthermore, Kuniyoshi participated in the various artists' movements, such as An 

American Group and the American Artists' Congress.47 He learned the importance of artists' 

cooperation and organization for democracy and peace.4® In the Congress, he was one of 107 

founding members and officials in 1935. In its early days, when the Congress was attacked by F. 

Gardner Clough who scornfully criticized artists' solidarity movement, Kuniyoshi, with other 

official, Saul Schary, responded: "Today the hundred-percenters shout Communism whenever 

intelligent people meet to discuss their plight in a civilization doomed to extinction unless 

truly creative men and women recognize the threat and do something about it."4  ̂ They 

disputed the criticism of artists enjoying the federal aid despite that in the WPA the artists 

were treated lower than house-painters whose wages were set by their unions: $4.70 and $9 a 

day respectively, and stressed that the Congress' effort was for artists, and against fascism and 

war.®0 After this argument Kuniyoshi became One of the artists on FAP/WPA, and he worked 

for the Easel Section in 1936 and 1937.51 These artists' movements were often involved in 

contemporary social and political issues. Kuniyoshi learned in these artists' groups a 

confidence in being one of many artists who shared common needs, were able to help each other, 

and he gained a sense of security of belonging to the society as an artist.®7 Kuniyoshi became 

one of the most respected leaders in the artists' movements of that time.

During this period Kuniyoshi tended to paint still-lifes and women. His still-life was 

commonly a combination of naturalistic subject and abstract space. Therefore his still-life 

paintings were often seen by critics as symbolic and surrealistic because of the use of 

recognizable objects and their unrealistic arrangement, such as seen in Upside Down Table and 

Mask (1940).®® On the other hand, his female paintings, usually a single figure, were painted 

in a representational way, the reason that they were more popular. Good examples are Girl 

Thinking (1935) or Daily News (1935). These women were lower-class or prostitutes in sexual 

and loose poses, suggesting the decadent life that his friend Pascin had painted. Or sometimes
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acceptance, solitude, and sympathy. They were working women and reflected the suffering 

during the Great Depression. Kuniyoshi sent symbolic messages to the viewer, which is one of 

the most traditional ways of communication in Japan. His still-lifes, figures, and even his 

landscapes share this characteristic. He continuously developed it more deeply in his later 

years.

It seems that Kuniyoshi never directly painted or at least never exhibited a picture of 

actual events in the manner of his contemporaries, the Realists and Social Realists, despite 

that he associated with some of them as Congress members and long-time friends, Raphael 

Soyer, Peter Blume, Reginald Marsh, and George Biddle to name a few.^4 The misery of 

immigrants, the poor, or unemployed workers are not to be found in Kuniyoshi's paintings. One 

exception might be Deserted Brickyard (1939). in which one finds a tiny figure, possibly a 

jobless laborer as the title suggests, lying on the ground, covering his head with newspaper. 

Kuniyoshi's attitude towards his subject was in sharp contrast to the Social Realist artists like 

Ben Shahn, his friend and fellow activist in artists' movement, who took serious social issues as 

his subject matter.^

In addition to stylistic characteristics, Kuniyoshi developed his famous "mahogany 

brown," "Kuniyoshi white," and "shimmering touch," altogether with the use of glaze and 

sweeping brush work.56 Beyond Kenneth H. Miller's influence, Kuniyoshi’s browns in various 

tones became his trademark in the 1920s and 1930s. His whites had also been admired from his 

early years, but they became equally attractive as browns in the 1930s, especially when 

painted on china or silky fabrics such as women's chemise.^ His fine brush stroke in watercolor 

was first praised in Los Angeles, and his oil paintings and color had been appreciated as 

original from the first one man show reviewed by many critics including Henry McBride, who

47
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believed Kuniyoshi's uniqueness was Oriental.5  ̂ Kuniyoshi did not invent anything shocking, 

but refined and enriched these stylistic characteristics according to his subject matter.

During the 1930s, Kuniyoshi took over four hundred photographs.^ As mentioned 

before, Kuniyoshi was a self-taught photographer. In France he experimented with 

photographic images in his lithographs and his paintings like his friends Reginald Marsh, 

Emile Ganso, Konrad Cramer, Ben Shahn, and Charles Sheeler, and many contemporaries also 

did. He used a Leica 35 mm. It was a handy camera, which had caused a new camera boom by 

the middle of 1930s after it appeared on the market in the early 1920s.f’0 However, he later 

said that he realized that photography was different from painting and gave up utilizing it in 

his paintings and prints.^1 He said that he wanted to paint everything clear and sharp, not 

possible in photography.^ Although his photo of female torso, isolated and close-up, received 

the third prize at the Leica contest in 1937, and although his photography began to be well- 

appreciated two decades after his death, those photographs taken by him in the 1930s were 

essentially for his own pleasure.63

In these years Kuniyoshi distanced himself from his Japanese origins. Although 

Kuniyoshi had once said, "I have wished to express the thoughts of the East, my race, using the 

tradition of expressing the inner thoughts through the full realization of the matter of my 

experience," and even mentioned some Japanese artists' names as his inspirations, he changed 

his attitudes after returning from Japan.6̂  Because of Japanese militarism and its alliance 

with German and Italian Fascists opposing America and its ideal of democracy, it was 

necessary for most Issei to hide their pride of being the Japanese to protect themselves from re- 

emergence of anti-Japanese sentiment in the United States. In 1937 Kuniyoshi noted, "I can’t be 

very much Oriental...! have spent most of my life here. I have been educated here and I have 

suffered here. I am as much of an [American] individual as anyone..."63 In 1940, as an American 

artist Kuniyoshi bitterly criticized a Regionalist Thomas Benton on equality of American art:
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1 What is American Art ?'—I want to know what is un-American art?...All creative 
work is colored by the immediate environment...no matter the individual first came 
from,..Mr. Benton expresses...’No American art can come to those who do not live an 
American life, who do not have an American psychology, and who cannot find an 
American justification for their lives.’ Mr. Benton forgets that whatever is American 
today is the product of a conglomeration of customs and traditions of many peoples. The 
vice of nationalism in art goes further....If anything is a menace to American art it is 
those shallow-minded instigators of hatred and cultural provincialism, who use the 
weapon of the press to extoll the merits of nationalism....What is it that makes one 
man's work un-American as compared to others, all working in the same land? Allowing 
that certain painters work embody expressions not visible in works of their 
contemporaries, does that justify it being called un-American?...Especially in this 
troublesome time we must not forgets the real strength of nations depends upon 
unhindered cultural progress. The boundaries of nations are not the boundaries of Art.
Art has no boundaries as fundamental truths have no boundaries.66

He bravely used the words "race discrimination" or "racial prejudice" in public for the first

time. Before and during the wartime, he avoided being involved in ethnic and racial issues in

public although he occasionally complained about the disturbing criticism of his Japanese

origin. This speech marked his maturity as an artist and as a man. It was a kind of declaration

of American individualism and universal equality in art and man.

It is clear that Kuniyoshi succeeded in establishing himself as an American artist in 

the 1930s in the art world. However, there actually existed portentous moods around him just 

like all other Issei. When he went to New England on a sketching trip with friends in the 

summer of 1940, he was arrested as a suspicious Oriental, who was sketching a town below on 

the hill.6'7 Ironically, this was in Ogunquit, Maine, where he used to stay summers in the 

1920s.68 Therefore, next summer Kuniyoshi got a letter testifying that he was an artist loyal to 

America from Forbes Watson when he went to the West for another sketch trip with many 

companions.69 On this trip he made many drawings, some of which were later expanded into 

paintings in New York. However, his works from the trip show some uneasiness, loneliness, and 

melancholy in his landscapes and figures in the vast, cool, and quiet nature of the West. The 

best example of paintings from this trip may be Cowgirl (c.1941. Fig. 6). It is a gouache on a 

gessoed board, fifteen inches high by eleven inches wide. His signature, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi"
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appears in the upper left-hand corner with no date. It shows a cowgirl in the wild countryside 

surrounded by the volcanic rocky mountains. She is a strong girl with big arms and thighs, but 

her black hair and long eye lashes, sharp nose and small mouth add sweetness and elegance, 

even, to her profile. Her black hat, orange brown scarf, brown sweater, white blouse, white 

leather gloves, brown pants, and a black gun hung from her waist, her pose, hands held 

together on the bar of the ranch, all of these motifs match to this silent environment. It shows 

Kuniyoshi's usual sweeping strokes here and there, creating various textures on her sweater and 

its frill-like edges, on the gloves and on mountains. Especially eye-catching is only one short 

stroke of a yellow band on her left upper arm. The picture is a scene of a simple life in a remote 

ranch in the West, but the dark grayish sky and other darker colors in low tones, such as 

browns, ochers, burnt umber, olive green, gray and black reflect ominous modes in the 

contemporary American life and Kuniyoshi's own life.

In the late 1930s the tense situation between Japan and America was getting worse and 

made Kuniyoshi uneasy toward the winter of 1941. Additionally, Kuniyoshi had a marital 

crisis which caused about four-year-long separation from his wife beginning in late 1941.70 The 

period of the 1930s was a time of increasing conflict and anxiety for Kuniyoshi.
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CHAPTER FIVE: KUNIYOSHI AS AN ISSEI

December 7,1941 -1947

Kuniyoshi experienced the most difficult time in his whole life as an Issei during the 

war between the United States and Japan. This war began after the Japanese attack on Pearl 

Harbor, Hawaii, on December 7,1941. It was a part of WWII between the Axis and the Allies, 

which America joined after the Japanese bombing.1 The national war hysteria and Japanese 

hatred in the western states combined heightened Kuniyoshi's problems. For survival, 

Kuniyoshi held to Americanism by negating his Japanese origin during the war. But having 

suffered from the highest level of conflict between the two countries, Kuniyoshi accepted 

himself as an Issei as well as an American artist. In this period, reflecting the world condition 

and his struggling life, Kuniyoshi developed humanitarianism and individualism in his 

philosophy and art.

During wartime two tragedies occurred to the Issei. First, the majority of them 

experienced mass evacuation to concentration camps.2 Although the evacuation took place only 

on the West Coast, it had a devastating impact on all the Issei. Secondly, the Issei could not do 

anything but to be loyal (or be silent) to the United States during America's heavy bombing of 

all major cities on the Japanese Islands, including atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

in 1945.3 This paradox caused a great frustration, conflict, and despair among the Issei because 

they had families, relatives, and friends in Japan. The war caused a panicky feeling, one of 

betrayal by both countries, confusion, anger, and grief among the Issei. But they had no choice 

but to obey American authority, the only strategy left for them in America.^

In these war years Kuniyoshi always stood on the American side in public. He tried to 

live as an American artist despite that he was legally an enemy alien. In fact, Kuniyoshi was
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ordered to surrender his camera, binoculars, and radios to the police office, and to report when

he would go out of town.5 Also his bank account was frozen although it was soon eased for

withdrawals of a minimum part of the funds for living.5 When the war started between Japan

and America, Kuniyoshi solicited his long time friend, George Biddle, for assistance from

George’s younger brother, Francis Biddle, U.S. Attorney General, in the Roosevelt

administration. In a letter dated December 11,1941, Kuniyoshi wrote:

As you probably realize the world condition as it is today, has in may (sic) particular 
case, produced a very awkward and trying situation. A few short days has (sic) 
changed my status in this country, although I myself have not changed at all. Friends 
and art organizations I am connected with have gone a long way in trying to remedy 
this. Artists, art executives, museums, and the press have been contacted affirming my 
loyalty to this country and its war effort. This has been very reassuring to me. I am also 
trying to straighten out this situation with the proper local authorities. This is being 
done now. Could you help get me this to the attention of your brother, I have hesitated 
in writing him directly (sic). A letter or statement from him in the effect that I am 
loyal American would make it easier for me to continue my work as a painter and 
teacher.7

One month later, he thanked George for his positive assistance in this matter.5 It is one 

example that Kuniyoshi was fortunate to be surrounded by good and influential friends, and in 

return, he became more loyal to America.^ Eventually, Kuniyoshi became one of the most 

active artist propagandist for the U.S. Government. He was passionate for liberty, believed in 

American democracy, and devoted himself to American ideals.

Kuniyoshi’s contributions to the American war effort and humanitarian activities were 

radio messages, public speeches, a one man show for China relief and war posters. He was 

especially active in these efforts in 1942. First, he wrote two messages addressed to the 

Japanese people in Japan for the Office of Coordinator Information.^ They were written in 

English by Kuniyoshi and translated into Japanese by hired people in the Office and broadcast 

on February 10 and March 12,1942.^ The content of his message was the promotion of freedom 

of expression, which he believed was most important in the creative world and guaranteed only 

in a democratic society. He named many European refugees who fled from Nazi fascism because
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of their belief in freedom as his own, including the grandson of Claude Monet, James Butler.12 

Kuniyoshi professed that totalitarianism only diminished cultural progress, and advocated 

liberals to rise against their government. He wrote: "America is a country of all races— 

gathered together here because they share a belief in the democratic ideals. It is a land of the 

people. All have a voice in the government and all have individual rights and equal 

opportunity.”13 These words were in his first message which had been broadcasted before the 

Japanese mass evacuation was ordered in February, he repeated the same kind of message next 

month:

Your leaders have told you that the white people are imperialists, invading the East 
in order to dominate it and drive the native people into subjugation. Your leaders tell 
you that the white people regard the colored people as an inferior race but your Nazi 
partner is the only country who so regards you.14

Kuniyoshi neglected to note the way Japanese-Americans had been excluded from American 

society by law and that one half of them were on their way to concentration camps. He 

advocated an image of a dream-like happy American life that had been his since his arrival. 

One must understand how distressed he had been. He had to say so because of his loyalty to 

America and because everything in his own life went well if compared with other Issei, except 

psychological pressures. Yet in comparison with some of the Nisei activists like his friend, 

Isamu Noguchi (and his mother was American), or JACL lobbyist, Mike Masaoka, who could be 

both loyal and critical of their country about its policies, as an Issei Kuniyoshi had been in an 

obvious weak position and could say only good things about his adapted country.13 Therefore 

his speech became a kind of self advertisement by stressing his own name as a successful artist 

and a loyal Issei to America.16 He even criticized some artist refugees who appeared to be 

bystanders, "As [a] man, artists are a part of the existing world. As an artist one cannot help 

feeling this powerful truth and acting in conformity with his beliefs."12
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However, there was evidence of Kuniyoshi’s conflict in these messages. He never used 

the words Empire, Emperor, Hirohito, but "the militarist dictatorship," "the warlords," and 

"the Imperial Japanese Army.” He could not directly accuse the Japanese Emperor of his 

responsibility for the war. The same attitude was displayed the following month. In April 

1942, Time reported that there was a caricature-show "with a vengeance” to draw the leaders 

of the Axis at the United Nations Ball of the Art Students' League, in which Kuniyoshi, "a 

Japanese who hates Hirohito,” (according to the article, not his own words), created an ugly 

soldier with no resemblance to the Emperor of Japan.^ Yoshio Ozawa writes that Kuniyoshi's 

enemy was militarism, not the Emperor.19 This is the traditional Japanese attitude towards 

their Emperor. Kuniyoshi, born-in the Meiji era, could not overcome Imperial brain-washing, as 

he said that the Japanese "government carefully cultivated" militarism (and Imperialism) in 

the younger generations.20 One public speech was at the mass meeting organized by the 

Japanese American Committee for Democracy on April 15,1942.21 At this meeting, he said that 

he believed in democratic America and criticized the Japanese-American community including 

the Nisei.22

...we, people of Japanese descent, should thank our lucky stars to be living here in 
America in direct contact with the democratic way of living...If we have been conscious 
of narrow-mindedness and prejudice toward us here in the past, it is at least partly our 
own fault....This (sic) is no time to sit back in a corner, hoping to remain unnoticed. He 
who fears pain and responsibility and would only serve himself when truth and honor 
are at stake, is making a bad bargain....In this war, old quarrels have lost 
meaning...facing the same enemy. This identity of purpose forms a basis for the 
breaking down of national, racial, and religious barriers.2^

Following this speech, Kuniyoshi even requested "Intensive Raids on Tokio ( Tokyo )" in the 

New York Herald-Tribute , on May 2, he said: "If Tokio were bombed continually, it would ruin 

the people's morale...once the soldiers start worrying about their bombed mothers and sisters, 

they would give up."2^
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His one man show for the United China Relief was held in May 1942. It was a 

retrospective and loan exhibition, showing 21 paintings from 1921 to 1941 at the Downtown 

Gallery for twenty-five days. All admission fees, including one for the review show, were 

contributed to the Relief.^ Also Kuniyoshi’s painting. Girl with Flower Hat, then valued at 

$1500 was donated to the exhibition as a kind of lure and to be given away to the winner of the 

raffle, the tickets which were sold for one dollar during the show .^ The show was well 

received, and some critics praised his ever-growing individuality and originality, seen in a 

progress of twenty years from "a combination of folk art and Oriental fantasy” and "decorative 

flat tones of the Oriental" to "sensitive modeling and a greater measure of three dimensional 

depth" with "richer luminosity" of color.^ Another said, "...this artist has enriched our 

capacity to see the beauty that is around us."28 By using the term "Oriental" not "Japanese" 

despite the fact that everybody knew Kuniyoshi's Japanese origin, and by praising Kuniyoshi's 

work instead of giving a negative criticism, both comments prove Kuniyoshi's unique and 

significant position in the American art world and an understanding among art critics of 

Kuniyoshi's difficult situation, his war effort, and humanitarian activities.

Furthermore, Kuniyoshi worked for the Office of War Information (OWI) by producing 

drawings and illustrations for war posters in 1942 and 1943. All works were about the Japanese 

army's brutality and violence, the subject requested by the OWL29 It is reported that only two 

drawings. Torture (Fig. 7) and Water Cure, both of which made in 1942-1943, were actually 

accepted.^ He was sure that the former was used for a poster 81 The latter work, a group of at 

least three drawings, is not known in the printed materials; however, his friend Ben Shahn 

possessed one of them and others were once in the possession of the Artists for Victory, are 

seemingly lost.32 Only Torture has occasionally appeared in public since then.33 It is very 

likely that the subject of both Torture and Water Cure was taken from the speech of Joseph C. 

Grew, the former American Ambassador to Japan. Grew, in a radio speech on August 30, 1942,
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emphasized how Japanese policemen were brutal under the military government by giving 

examples of torture.34 Kuniyoshi's drawing represented what Grew reported. Vivien Raynor 

comments on this work as "the beginning" of "an entirely new attitude," showing "vigorous 

realism," in contrast to the "poetic melancholy" in his previous works.33 Kuniyoshi spoke 

about the process of this work: he first used a model and then without the model distorted the 

figure to stress physical pain.33 The viewer cannot see the victim's face and is demanded to 

imagine his agony from his back. Kuniyoshi's deep sympathy for the victim can be seen in 

several hairs which stand up on the left top of his head. This drawing shows not only the 

victim's physical agony, but also Kuniyoshi's own feelings from his insecure position and anger 

for man’s cruelty caused by war 3^

The war continued, and so did the Japanese hatred in the nation, nevertheless, 

Kuniyoshi received several awards.38 The most remarkable award was the first prize for his 

still-life titled Room HO (1944) at the "1944 the United States of America Painting 

Exhibition" at the Carnegie Institute. It was his most important recognition as an artist before 

his Retrospective at the Whitney in 1948. Although there was some abusive criticism and 

insulting comments in the media, especially in the local press, most critics praised his work 3  ̂

Edward A. Jewell stressed beautiful brushwork as "monumental" and says that the work was 

"designed for intimate visual contact."4̂  Kuniyoshi expressed his feelings about the award in 

public; he said that good and fair things would happen only in a democratic society 41

On December 6, 1944, Kuniyoshi gave an important speech at the Rally for Victory in 

the Far East at the New York City Hall.4  ̂ His words were different from those said in 1942. 

This time his attitude became more careful, humble, direct, and even apologetic towards the 

other Issei and the Nisei. It seemed that he had learned that he too was an Issei and accepted 

it in public. Besides, he was aware of some Japanese-American's dislike of him. He begged the 

audience’s pardon saying, "please bear with me if I seem to be advertising the good things that
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have happened to me," speaking about his pleasant life he had enjoyed and how grateful he 

was to be in America.43 He said:

In the exigencies of war justice often goes astray. Therefore, it is an assuring sign to find 
that merit was not based on color of creed, but was given priority even during a period 
when racial issues are rife....It does not mean however that I am not aware of other 
problems and injustices that have become so paramount these last few years, and that 
have bred and received encouragement side by side with liberal values. The racial 
hatreds that have stimied the growth of nations can no longer be considered local 
issues. They are a matter of international decency.44

Kuniyoshi added what he expected for the post-war Japan like many others who were

foreseeing victory for the Allies. He said in an unusual manner: "We cannot conceive of that

power propagates the feudal myth of a man-god will, in the future, work in sympathy with an

ideology that concerns itself with the welfare of the people."43 He had never said words

which directly refer to Emperor until this time. He concluded: "This is our contribution and our

assignment for a united universe, no matter how difficult the task may be toward this end. Our

hope of realizing an enduring peace, a peace rightfully won, lies in the fulfillment of the Four

Freedoms."43 Kuniyoshi's speech this time was sympathetic and sharing the pain with the

Issei and their families. Kuniyoshi said he too suffered by the shock of the Pearl Harbor

incident and felt "as if I had stretched out my hand and committed the act myself."4'7

The speech at the City Hall showed that Kuniyoshi was in a controversial position 

during the war. He lived as an individual artist and did not try to help Japanese-Americans as 

a group as Isamu Noguchi did.43 He always kept himself away from risky racial and ethnic 

arguments as an Issei. However, he was tom between his American individualism and his sense 

of Japanese brotherhood. This conflict was more complicated and difficult for him to deal 

with than with American bigotry. He learned that even his ideal country of freedom and 

democracy, America, made mistakes. America was best, but not perfect. He learned that 

liberty and democracy are different from each other and sometimes deny and conflict each 

other and that the Japanese should not be ashamed of their origin.4̂  Daniel Okimoto, a Nisei,
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wrote that it took him many years, until the time he made his decision to marry a Caucasian 

woman, to find himself as an individual American with a Japanese ancestry because his life 

had been full of self-denial based on the white-American's s t a n d a r d s . I t  took Kuniyoshi a 

longer time to accept himself than did Okimoto. After this speech at the City Hall, the artist 

retreated into the the privacy of his own life and to working on his own art.51

As he lived through these tragic years, Kuniyoshi’s art also changed. Although he 

kept the same subject matter, but with neither war scenes nor soldiers, his theme, style, and 

expressions changed. His familiar female nudes were replaced by mostly clothed, strong, big, 

realistic women with their own state of mind.They showed emotional expressions, even 

powerful will, on their faces, lips, and gestures, reflecting the artist's sympathy for suffering 

people. Stylistically, he developed a combination of either figure or still-life with abstract 

background or three-dimensional landscapes in a kind of unrealistic way, which had first 

appeared in his strange still-life in early 1940s as seen in Upside Down Table and Mask 

(1940).5  ̂ It was a mix of symbolic realism and abstract space. His colors became lighter and 

brighter in tone. Despite the lighter colors, the expression in each work appeared to be cool, 

nihilistic, detached. These characteristics were parts of the artist himself, paradoxically 

even when he was a passionate activist for the war effort.

The most impressive work in the mid 1940s is Headless Horse Who Wants to Tump 

painted in the spring of 1945 (Fig. 8). The painting is now in the collection of Ohara Museum of 

Art in Kurashiki, Okayama Prefecture, Japan. The work is oil on canvas, fifty-seven inches 

high by thirty-five inches wide. His familiar signature, "Kuniyoshi" appears in the upper 

right-hand corner without date. It shows a nearly four foot tall merry-go-round horse without 

a head, standing on its one leg supported by a cross-like broken pole. There are many motifs in 

the picture: a bunch of black grapes hung on the white hand or glove drawn on the white paper 

which is put on the reddish-orange cushion on the horse's back, light ocher strip, unrolling
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down from the top of the pole like a bandage; and a crumpled war poster of the OWI he had 

designed. This poster shows his drawing of Torture and a part of a war slogan "We will fight" 

in black, gray, white and icy blue. It is set outside on the rocky hill viewing the brownish 

landscape before the volcanic mountains, which resemble those in Cowgirl (Fig. 6). The burnt 

umber and greenish gray sky dominates over half of the space and the rest is light sky of shiny 

white, gray, and other icy blue. In the far distance, in the light sky, crow-like birds fly above 

a house with white w alls.^ It may be the most three-dimensional composition among his 

works from this period and also the most successful unity of realism and imagination.^ it was 

viewed as a simple still-life based on real objects. The composition had been a combination of 

Kuniyoshi's interests in shape, texture, color and size as he always did in his still-lifes, yet 

here he admitted that his "approach to these objects...is from the psychological as well as the 

emotional view" relating to "personal experience."^ Some critics found it symbolic and 

surrealistic, but no one tried to analyze the work deeply at the time. It was said to be "a kind of 

abstraction," and "macabre," by Maude Reiley.^ Alexandra Munroe calls it "ritualistic 

arrangement" and a "melange of autobiographical allusions."^ It can be understood as a state 

of Japan destroyed by war, or the Japanese without hope, or Kuniyoshi himself, implying his 

immigrant life of picking grapes and racial persecution by hand of "the whites." It might be 

the statement of the chaos of the world, of material and spiritual losses by the war, yet 

mankind still can do something for survival.58 it shows Kuniyoshi's belief in humanity that 

brings hope to the future. Headless Horse Who Wants to Tump's pendant is Festivities Ended 

(1939-1947), which is in the collection of the Okayama Prefectural Museum of Art in his 

Japanese home town.59 in this Festivities Ended a huge merry-go-round horse is set upside 

down as though it was hanging in space, looking down at tiny human figures. Goodrich points 

out that these two paintings "introduced a theme...of a new era of ruin and desolation, of the 

objects of pleasure broken and abandoned," like saying that "the carnival is over and the world
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after the chaos of war.

Another remarkable work from this period is An Injured Child (c.1946z Fig. 9).^ It is an 

oil on canvas, only eighteen and a half inches high by fourteen and a half inches wide. The boy 

in this picture clearly expresses his pain of injury. This kind of expression had been missed in 

his earlier paintings of children because Kuniyoshi had emphasized pure fantasy in the frozen 

forms. There are words in the picture, "WARN" of "warning" and "PITAL" of "hospital." The 

letter "P" of "PITAL" is partially cut off on the edge of the canvas and ”L " is half covered by 

the head of the boy. As a result of these devices, "PITAL" can be read as "ITAI." In Japanese 

the word "i-fa-z" means pain or painful. It may be a tiny clue, but may also imply Kuniyoshi's 

deep sympathy for the Japanese children, the victims of war. The word "warning" probably 

suggests the fear of nuclear war. Letters and words had been used in his paintings since the 

1930s, and children as a theme goes back to the 1920s. The boy's deformed head reminds the 

viewer of the baby in Baby with Toy Cow (1920, Fig. 3). The new characteristics are 

geometrical design and bright colors. There are vertical and horizontal rectangular shapes like 

a pole, sign-boards, and posters. Their spatial relationship to the background is not clear, just 

flat. The boy's huge forehead painted in white, exaggerates the facial expression by 

contrasting black hair and dark shadow around his half-open eyes. A gesture of his small hand 

is zoomed up in the center of the picture, covering his cheek by a reddish-orange shawl-like 

drape. Reddish brown, orange red, brown, ocher, and black dominate the canvas. This image of 

an injured child deeply echoes another child in the photograph of a victim of the Nagasaki 

atomic bomb, taken in 1945 (Fig. 9a).^ Both Kuniyoshi's painting and this photograph indict 

human egoism which causes violence and war that harm powerless children, and both appeal 

to the viewer for peace. Also this painting of sympathy ironically echoes the later work. This 

is My Playground (1948). It shows a symbolic Japanese flag, which was broken and blackened in

60
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the shape of the red-sun in the geometrically designed ruins, which contains a young girl. She 

is placed in a frame suspended in space, and appears to be swinging or hanging dangerously. Her 

face with big eyes appears emotionless as if showing the artist’s nihilistic attitudes after the 

war. An Injured Child is a significant example from this postwar period because it is a 

transitional work in Kuniyoshi’s career. It shows three mixed characteristics: returning to the 

old subject matter; a realistic expression of his own mood at the time, yet such an emotional 

expression submerges afterward, like in his early period, as seen in This is My Playground: and 

also his attempt to create a new art by light colors and flat space getting little closer to an 

abstract art.

Kuniyoshi had a marital crisis again in these difficult war years. It is said that 

Kuniyoshi and his second wife had a long separation from 1941 through late 1945, and that he 

had "a four year liaison with another woman” although it broke up in early 1944.63 This other 

woman’s name is believed to be ’’Myra.”̂ 4 It is probable that many female figures painted 

during the war were based on this special woman, because most of them had a similar facial 

expression and physiognomy e.g., thin, long eyebrows, sharp and long nose, tightened lips, 

narrow chin, and mostly downcast eyes. She's Going (1944) and A Friend (1945) are good 

examples even though Kuniyoshi always said that his female figures were based on his 

general knowledge of women. These breaks of marital and extramarital relationships might 

not have been so tragic for him in comparison with his first experience with Katherine Schmidt 

ten years before, but it must have added deep pain to his anxious, unstable, and unhappy days 

in this period.

There remains one other regretful thing in Kuniyoshi’s past. There has been no 

correspondence written in Japanese left at his residence.65 He must have received letters from 

his father, the Takako and Toyoko sisters, and friends from Japan in pre-and-postwar times, 

but it is not known what happened to them. However, if they had really not existed, and if it is
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regarded only as correspondence in prewar and war time, it might be possible that Kuniyoshi 

destroyed them himself. Most Japanese people traditionally respect written materials 

especially personal things like letters and diaries, which they often treat as their treasures. It 

is doubtful that Kuniyoshi optimistically destroyed his private remembrances, especially of 

his father. It is possible that he destroyed them to hide his Japanese connections to protect 

himself from any possible alleged arrest by the FBI, that had been common on the Pacific Coast 

since the United States joined the war. It is reported, "Many Issei were taken from their homes 

and places of business with no warnings by the FBI agent. Many had their homes searched by 

FBI agents," and some were moved from one to another jail without any charges.66 Bill 

Hosokawa writes that those frightened Issei, especially people who used to be leaders in their 

communities, "burned priceless diaries, cultural books, letters—anything linking them with 

Japan."6  ̂ The investigation by governmental offices extended to non-Japanese and to the East 

Coast.6** It is natural that Kuniyoshi too feared what might happen to him although he was 

active in the war effort. Therefore there might have been no old personal correspondence 

related to Japan left in his archival materials in America like other Issei who gave up their 

past for the sake of their present security, or there are such works but not yet come to light.

During the war, Kuniyoshi had to face his destiny, a life of ambivalence between his 

native and adopted country and between given and gained cultures. He also learned enough 

that the reality was unpredictable and cruel when people were desperate for their own 

survival, even in his loved, idealized democratic nation, America. As an Issei, he first tried to 

protect his established life only for himself, then he shared feelings with many other 

persecuted Issei and Nisei. However, there was nothing he could do for them so he remained 

where he had been, that was living as an American artist. Kuniyoshi always avoided being 

involved in the risky encounters that involved racial arguments. He had been an "anti- 

Japanese" even before WWII, since the Japanese invasion of Manchuria. This meant he had
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also to oppose himself partly. Kuniyoshi loved America, but America wanted to exclude the 

Japanese from its land. There were many confusions in his life. At the end of it he had reached 

the point of universal humanitarianism and individualism. He was an Issei and American 

artist, yet he wished to stand beyond these categories. His art developed as a synthesis of 

Japan and America and because of this fusion, his art became neither of them. He reformed his 

thinking and living ways of America, and began putting them with his feeling of the Issei in 

his work as an individual. That was what he gained from the war experience. Kuniyoshi 

finally accepted the truth that he was an Issei and also an American artist, and found 

confidence in himself as having a dual cultural background. Because of this self-discovery, 

Kuniyoshi the aging Issei was on his way of maturing art as his own.
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CHAPTER SIX: KUNIYOSHI AS A MAN

1948 - May 13,1953
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Kuniyoshi lived an eventful and meaningful life in his late years. It was a mix of glory 

and decline, a struggle between new and old arts, an ambivalence between old love for America 

and new nostalgia for Japan, and at last, a fight between life and death.

In this period the world was in a chaos of international disputes and civil wars for 

either communism or democracy. Japan became a new democratic country, like England, by 

keeping an emperor as its national symbol.^ A new Japan brought a sense of the beginning of a 

peaceful life for all Issei in America. Yet the international circumstances were still unstable. A 

conflict between Russia and America was getting worse and leading to a "cold war". Anti

communism campaigns dominated the American political scene; "McCarthyism," held sway 

based on a paranoiac fear of Russia that resulted its ideological persecution against socially 

active individuals and groups. Because of his association with the left-wing people via his 

roles as artist, teacher, and president of the Artists' Equity Association, Kuniyoshi was often 

the target of suspicion and accusation, although he attempted a neutral stance.^ These events 

made him increasingly sarcastic, cynical, distrustful, and even misanthropic.^ However, most 

of time Kuniyoshi, as a person in public life, enjoyed a busy yet fulfilled life.

He continuously received important awards, of which the most notable was his 

retrospective exhibition at the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City in 1948. 

He was the first living artist to be given a retrospective show in this institution’s history.4 

The show was a great success and marked a peak in his artistic career. It covered Kuniyoshi's 

whole career from 1922 through 1948, by a total of 131 works of art: seventy-one oils, fourteen in 

either gouache, pastel, or casein, thirty-three drawings, and thirteen lithographs.^ The
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exhibition was six-week-long and well-received by the public and critics.** It was hailed as the 

"Triumph of Kuniyoshi" and the "national Kuniyoshi week" during the first week of the 

show.'7 Most critics praised the artist for his synthesized art of East and West. They found his 

art returning to his early subjects of dream-like fantasy and circus themes as well as to his early 

flat style, combined with new fresh, bright, intense colors.** So it was a successful exhibition 

reviewing the development of his art during twenty-six years in America.

However, success of the Whitney Museum show aside, Kuniyoshi was struggling in 

search of new directions. Since the end of the war, he had been experimenting with colors and 

shapes. Yoshio Ozawa writes that Kuniyoshi was almost obsessed by new colorist ideas such as 

red on red or black on black.9 He was trying to combine the abstract elements of color, shape, 

and two dimensional space, with old subject matter and his life experience. Ralph Pearson 

pointed out the artist’s struggles at the time of the Whitney show. Pearson saw how Kuniyoshi 

came through these difficult times as an artist:

The third period, from 1938 to date, has been a battleground in an ideological war 
between the opposed forces of creation in designed symbolism and reporting the facts of 
life as seen or imagined in the concrete subject....As subject gets more complex and 
insistent, design controls of color, space, and form cannot keep pace. They slip and 
fumble. Conflicts are too profound to be adequately solved.10

Pearson found that Kuniyoshi’s art began showing confusion in 1947, and it was still in a 

troublesome state. Pearson was right that Kuniyoshi was trying to break away from what he 

used to be comfortable with, such as representational female figures in the 1930s. Also it was a 

time of emergence of Abstract Expressionism led by a younger generation of American artists.11 

Kuniyoshi was aware of such changes coming in American art although he was critical about 

the younger artists and once spoke of Jackson Pollock’s work as unworthy.12 Yet, there was 

change in the air and naturally Kuniyoshi’s reputation and his established manner of subject- 

priority were getting to be outdated from the contemporary point of view regardless of his
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efforts to explore new art forms. Therefore, the Retrospective at the Whitney Museum was a 

kind of dividing line between Kuniyoshi's popularity and the decline of his fame in his later 

years. Even the 1952 Venice Biennale did not bring him new fame although it was a great honor 

for what he had been as an American artist.13

Kuniyoshi's artistic struggles paralleled his ambivalence as an Issei. He usually 

regretted his Japanese-born status: "I can't be very much Oriental. I have spent most of my life 

here. I am as much of an individual as anyone—except I have Oriental blood in my 

veins....perhaps they could make me an honorary citizen."14 It was natural that Kuniyoshi 

had to say this in public since he was just awarded one of the most honorable one-man shows in 

the nation as an American artist. However, in private he admitted the recurrence of old 

tendencies. He talked about going back to his origins: "My inheritance was Japanese painting," 

referring to Japanese "ka-ke-mo-no."^ Henry McBride, ironically writes a cool comment on 

Kuniyoshi's Whitney show despite the fact that he was one of the first critics that discovered 

the artist in his debut years:

Kuniyoshi's talent is not prodigious. He has only one first-rate endowment and he 
brought it with him, apparently from Japan*..I refer to his most(sic.) delicacy of touch. 
This nervous sensitivity enables him to put a shimmer into everything he paints...It is 
something in the artist' blood...if it were not for this one appealing trait he might not 
now be showing at the Whitney,...16

It was true that Kuniyoshi could handle the brush with dexterity from the beginning, probably 

rooted in his training in calligraphy at school and home in his childhood.^ McBride also sees 

Kuniyoshi's sense of design as a Japanese tradition well-known by wood-cut prints.13 These 

points indicate Kuniyoshi constantly had to deal with a duality in himself and in his art.

Furthermore, Kuniyoshi began to express his nostalgia for Japan at almost the same as 

his Whitney show. Part of the reason for this is Kuniyoshi's re-newed friendship with people 

in Japan. This re-gained connection was probably begun by correspondence between the artist
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and Yoshie Nakata, a painter, who was one of the Japanese artists he had met in Tokyo during 

his homecoming in 1931 to 1932.19 Also Kuniyoshi began writing to other people he had known 

in the pre-war period. Significantly he began corresponding with Toyoko Tagawa in the spring 

of 1948, with whom Kuniyoshi had not had any contact for about ten years — he wrote Yoshie 

Nakata that he was informed by Toyoko Tagawa that spring that his adopted sister, Takako 

had died in 1940.20

Kuniyoshi's letters to Yoshie (and her husband Teinosuke) Nakata numbered twenty- 

four between February 23, 1948 and June 12, 1952.21 All them but one letter, were written in 

Japanese, but Yoshie Nakata commented that they were hard to read because of his poor 

handwriting.22 However, the content was understandable. He wrote about his daily life, art 

activities, and his ideas for art. From the first letter, Kuniyoshi stated his honest feelings and 

reactions to what had been happening in his life. For example he confessed that the Whitney 

Museum Retrospective was a great honor to him, but he was uncomfortable to see his old works 

because they were like himself of the past.23 So he had drunk until he became unable to 

recognize people to cover his embarrassment and awkwardness, even before appearing at the 

opening show.24 Through Yoshie Nakata's good offices, Kuniyoshi soon contacted his old 

acquaintances in the Japanese art circle such as Ikuma Arishima who had recommended 

Kuniyoshi to Nika-kai in 1932. Kuniyoshi expressed his great enthusiasm for cultural 

exchanges between two art worlds as president of the Artists' Equity Association with similar 

societies in Japan like the Nika-kai and the Japanese Painters' League.2  ̂ He tried to have a 

good relationship with the latter, but he gradually found that there was something wrong in 

this new attempt because the correspondence from the Japanese side tended to be slow, official 

and unfriendly towards him. Therefore he started puzzling about the Japanese art world and 

criticized it with his recollections of experiences he had during his Japanese visit.26 He 

seemed to give up his ambition to initiate establishing a close relationship between both art
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worlds as his health declined and forced him to resign from the Artists' Equity's presidency in 

April, 1951 although he remained honorary president. Yet as a matured and confident artist, 

Kuniyoshi expressed his sincere wish for the progress of Japanese art in the international 

scene.27

Moreover, Kuniyoshi wrote many things relating to Japan in his letters. He described 

the seasonal changes which reminded him of Japan, in New York City and Woodstock, 

especially in the latter where Kuniyoshi had a beautiful garden around the house with some 

flowers and trees such as "Japanese cherry and wisteria," and he even referred to the 

Woodstock mountain scenes as "Hakone," where he had never been, but knew it was a famous 

place at the foot of Mt. Fuji in Shizuoka Prefecture.2  ̂ He mentioned the colored autumn 

landscape in the countryside and recollected the beautiful fall in "Ueno," in the Tokyo region, 

where he visited in 1931.2̂  He noted that he could buy various Japanese foods in New York 

City in those days and had tried some such as "to-fu," cuttlefish, and eel cooked in a Japanese 

way or different kinds of Japanese pickles like "fu-ku-ji-n-zu-ke,” "ta-ku-an," "no-ri-no-tsu-ku- 

da-ni," and that he had his wife learn to make Japanese pickles.30 The Nakatas and 

Kuniyoshi exchanged not only letters but also magazines, art-related materials, and foods. 

Especially, from Yoshie Nakata, came to the Kuniyoshis were a silk formal "ki-mo-no, " for 

Kuniyoshi's wife and a book on Zen Buddhism and on retarded children, of which latter two 

were by Kuniyoshi's request.31

There was a striking example of evidence of his nostalgia for Japan in these letters to 

Yoshie Nakata, in his concern about the Japanese language. He constantly apologized to her for 

his poor writing and confused content and begged her to understand his feelings from the point of 

view that they were both artists. As time passed, he proudly notified her that his Japanese 

had been improving and even praised by Japanese visitors to New York and stressed that he 

was willing to practice Japanese conversation harder 32 It was ironic that he lost his native
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language despite the fact that he did not master English perfectly throughout his life in 

America. His English was always said to be "incorrect," "broken," "staccato," and mixed up "1" 

and "r".33 His weak English also appeared in his teaching although he was one of the most 

popular instructors at the Art Students' League and it did not affect his a rt.^  But now he was 

eager to have his mother tongue back. At the same time Kuniyoshi began thinking of another 

Japanese trip .^  Above all, by refreshing his old memories of Japan, it was obvious that he was 

nostalgic for his old country. It was a natural for all the Issei, since they had originally 

planned to go back to their homeland.

Kuniyoshi's nostalgia for Japan was natural, but it was a hidden part of his life of 

conflict as an Issei. As an artist he appeared to have cut his Japanese connections and 

demonstrated his strong passion for the American way of thinking and living in public. He 

rarely mentioned Japanese people, e.g., in his two autobiographical essays, except his parents 

and the one who helped him when he arrived in New York.36 However, he was well- 

associated with the Issei and the Nisei. There were Japanese school mates at the Art Students' 

League when he was attending there, including Toshi Shimizu, who wrote an article on 

Kuniyoshi for one of magazines at his homecoming trip, and Eitaro Ishigaki, who was one of 

Kuniyoshi's best friends, according to Akira Asahi.3  ̂Other than the League's students, there 

were other Japanese-American artists in New York City, including commercial artists like 

Bumpei Usui.33 Yoshio Ozawa stresses that Bumpei Usui was the central figure in this 

Japanese artists’ circle which usually of about twenty persons and also included non-Japanese 

artists.3̂  Ozawa believes that Usui was Kuniyoshi's most supportive, trusted, and best friend. 

He points out that the two had become friends in .1921, and since about 1925 on Usui made all 

the frames for Kuniyoshi's works.4  ̂ Young Kuniyoshi sometimes left his works as payment for 

Usui's labor, but later borrowed them for shows without asking Usui, yet Usui never broke their 

friendship.41 Ozawa finds a special friendship between the two of them beyond the material
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relationship. Beside the people in the art world, Kuniyoshi might have been acquainted with 

some of Japanese governmental officers, especially during the 1920s and the 1930s. It is said 

that the Japanese Ambassador to America, "Saito," bought one of Kuniyoshi's still-lifes in the 

1930s.42 Surely these Japanese connections had some meaning to Kuniyoshi's life as an Issei. 

However, his consistent attitude as an American artist, caused misunderstanding in the 

Japanese community that hurt Kuniyoshi. He thought of himself being said to be a "traitor" by 

the traditional Japanese because of his war activities and his humanitarianism that meant to 

help "all needy nations" not only Japan at the post-war time.43 In "white" America it was 

virtually impossible for him to forget his racial ties to Japan. So Kuniyoshi’s nostalgia for 

Japan and friendship to the Japanese were natural and at the same time increased ambivalence 

in his life. His letters to Yoshie Nakata and his connections with Japanese communities prove 

his conflict as an Issei.

Besides his regular teaching at the Art Students' League and the New School for Social 

Research, Kuniyoshi visited other schools to teach or give lectures.44 For instance, he taught 

at the University of Georgia for two weeks. This impressed him being invited to the South 

where racism was more common than in the North.45 He liked to lecture about the universality 

of art and often quoted disciplines based on Zen Buddhism, that life goes on without any break 

and so should human beings and art.46 Kuniyoshi's emphasis in his art was always on the 

relationships between man and life. Methodologically, he preached the importance of original 

ideas, fundamental structure, composition, design and especially drawing, which loved and 

was confident he had mastered. He was proud of his drawing as an independent art, like oil 

painting. And he regretted that most artists, especially those younger contemporary artists, 

could not draw as he wished them to do.47 This again hints Kuniyoshi's criticism of the boom

of abstraction in late 1940s.
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Kuniyoshi was an effective leader as president of the.Artists’ Equity Association, 

which he, with others, had founded in 1947 for the protection of artists’ rights.4** He usually 

had good relationships with dealers, collectors, and museum staffs. He played an important 

role to bring these people to the Third Woodstock Artists' Conference in 1950, whose aim was to 

discuss and solve artists' problems by improving relationships with non - artists in the art 

world for the sake of development of American art.49

In his later years Kuniyoshi’s paintings and drawings seemed to be searching for 

something new and as a result his work became a blend of old weaknesses and new strengths. He 

resurrected old subjects like Boy Stealing Fruit (1923), that is reflected in Forbidden Fruit 

0950), and circus performers. But they were not cute boys nor sensual, melancholic circus girls 

anymore, but mostly figures with emotionless masked faces and stiff bodies. They were tired 

clowns and jugglers, who entertained the public with their funny makeup, costumes, masks, and 

ridiculous performances. Such works, e.g.. Carnival done in 1949-1951, and Juggler in 1951-1952, 

suggest an invisible life behind the images depicted. These pictures imply Kuniyoshi’s own 

feelings of alienation and fatigue. Parker Tyler points out that Kuniyoshi’s latest works 

reflected a human "physical and spiritual fatigue" and beheld "the universal careworn 

humanity beneath the mask," like those seen in Mr. Ace (1952). Tyler thinks these 

characteristics were Japanese.^

The most striking change in these late works was the use of color. Almost all dominant 

hues became shockingly bright and intense, crowded, pushed, or pulled each other as one said, 

"a crashing orchestration."^ Kuniyoshi explained his new colors in Revelation (1949): "In a 

world of festive ’dead-pan’ the grimness of reality is heightened by the color of unreality."52 

Atsuo Imaizumi, who had met the artist in 1952, agrees with him:
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It seems evident to me that Kuniyoshi wanted, with the use of bright colors, to state not 
so much a theme of resurrected joy in the Western sense, but to bring out, in a far more 
profound manner, the melancholy of life, in a manner quite reverse of all he had done 
previously. We in the Orient know — it is part of our philosophy of life — that there is 
a deep type of expression when brightness connotes its very opposite; that the brighter 
the expression, the darker the shadows of our feelings.53

It is clear that both shared the same philosophical point of view on symbolic meaning in color.

Additionally, Imaizumi used "we," "us," "our," in his writing on Kuniyoshi. It implies an

intimacy of the Japanese among Japanese. This might be one of the reasons that Imaizumi could

so quickly and correctly grasp Kuniyoshi’s intentions. American critics in general failed to grasp

the color changes in a way Imaizumi did. Henry McBride writes that Kuniyoshi "improved"

his color choice. This he explains as the Western "cultivation," rather than Oriental

"instinct," in essence, reversing his long-time view of Kuniyoshi, that Kuniyoshi's root was

Oriental.54 Although McBride finds that Kuniyoshi's works expressed the "human state of

mind," as in Exit (1949-1950), in which "bitterness and distaste" could appear to be "a farewell

to the whole game of life as played as present," he can not reach same point as Kuniyoshi and

Imaizumi could, regarding symbolic colors. But McBride was partly right because Kuniyoshi

was trying to unite the elements both in the East and in the West and to create something new.

Here are two superb examples for Kuniyoshi's synthesized art of the East and the 

West, and his nostalgia for Japan and love for America. They are Fish Kite (1950, Fig. 10 ) and 

Oriental Presents (1951, Fig. 11 ) 55 Fish Kite is now in his Japanese hometown. It was first 

exhibited in the group show at the Downtown Gallery in the fall of 1950 and at the 

Metropolitan Museum in the end of that year, in which it won a third prize.56 It is oil on 

canvas, thirty inches high by fifty-one inches wide, signed "Kuniyoshi" in the upper left comer 

with no date.57 First of all, regarding the subject matter and meaning of the picture, it is a 

regretful mistake to call this piece a "Fish Kite." It is unknown why or who called it so. 

Kuniyoshi mentioned this painting in his letter to Yoshie Nakata by the correct Japanese term, 

"I painted a red Japanese carp-streamer this summer."55 Some may say that it does not make a
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big difference because a carp is a fish. A kite and carp-streamer belong to the traditional social 

custom and entertainment in Japan. However, a kite is thought of as a toy, especially for 

entertainment in the New Year holidays whereas a carp-streamer is a ceremonial symbol for 

children, especially for boys, with legendary meanings.^ It is hoisted on May 5, which is the 

Boy's Festival, one of Japan's national holidays. (The Girl's Festival, March 3, however, is not 

a national holiday.) It shows parental pride of having a boy, love, and hope for their son's 

health and success in his future. Kuniyoshi must have seen it in his childhood. A big carp 

dominates most of the space in the picture and appears to be a gorgeous red carp with various 

bright reddish colors from pink, orange, intense red, to deep red, and pure yellow. It has a most 

delightful eye framed by brilliant yellow, in which there is blue in the white, white iris, and 

black pupil, all beautifully form one eye which is the cleanest and serenest spot in the picture. 

It has everything to be a carp and identifiable by colors like a yellow nostril, pink-yellow-red 

gills, and other colorful fins and scales. Among figures there is a man who is holding a grayish 

pole and the back of the carp. He looks unhealthy in beige skin color and dull purple-gray 

shirt and is looking down with no facial expression. A small figure of a girl in the left area 

behind the carp looks even sadder and more moody while raising both her hands upwards. Her 

skin was painted in gray and her dress is in a dull blue and orange. Her legs in orange tights 

appear upside-down in the upper left corner suggesting that she is a circus girl. There is 

another circus girl’s face looking down just above the gloomy girl and her right arm is extended 

to the girl below. Two more cut-off figures can be seen as a ball rider and a clown. The greens, 

oranges, ocher and yellow are the major colors in the left back area. The gray square in which 

the date of July 4, which is clearly and strongly painted, tightens the upper right area. It is a 

strange combination in subject and style. July 4th is American Independence Day, but the same 

number four means death in Japan. Also it is painted in black, the color of death. Yet the main 

colors are extremely bright and unrealistic colors are applied to people. As said for his
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Revelation. KuniyosM expressed his sensitive concern about life and death. But July 4th is an 

American national holiday and these figures could relate to its celebration.6® Thus the 

meaning of this painting becomes a unity of Japanese and American cultures. Stylistically, the 

employment of cut-off figures indicates an influence of Japanese Ukiyo-e prints Kuniyoshi had 

known. He mentioned to his students about Japanese prints’ influence on the 19th century 

European painters.61 At the same time, the way Kuniyoshi arranged these cut-off figures and 

shapes as upside-down or floating in the space remind one of Manet's or Chagall's paintings, 

especially, Manet’s work. Manet developed his flat painting based on Japanese influence and 

the use of dissecting figures is one of the result of his studies of Japanese wood-cut prints. 

Interestingly, Manet's manner is analyzed as "synecdoche" by Linda Nochlin regarding his 

Ball at the Opera (1873): "The cut-off legs and torso on the balcony are a witty, ironic reference 

to the actual motivations...The little legs and torso constitute a witty synecdoche, a 

substitution of part for whole, a trope par excellence of critical realism."6  ̂ Kuniyoshi's style as 

well as meaning in this picture echo both Eastern and Western life and art. Above all, this big 

red carp-streamer attracts the spectator's eye at a glance because of its beautiful color as some 

critics commented on, but with no specific interpretation.6® It was a "red Japanese carp- 

streamer," and it was an expression of his nostalgia for the old time in which he had once lived 

and of American life in which he was living with deep admiration and cool observation.

Oriental Presents is also oil on canvas and almost identical with Fish Kite in size. His 

signature, "Kuniyoshi" is on the bottom left comer, yet it is hardly noticeable for it is in black 

on a black area, and undated. This picture can be called one of his most mature and successful 

works from a formalistic point of view. At first sight, it is not like a Kuniyoshi picture because 

of its degree of abstraction. The picture is a result of all united elements of color, shape, line 

and space composition, careful brush work, and imagination and reality. First of all, there are 

the intense colors similar to the red carp-streamer. The light and dark colors in various tones.
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echo each other and have independent power in their arrangement: bright red on deep black, 

bright green on intense reddish orange and other reddish colors, some overlap others like red on 

red, black on black. All shapes are geometric and flat, and they exist as colors and function as 

colors. The colors create distance, light, and darkness by themselves or together, through the 

viewer’s perception. There is no conventional chiaroscuro, nor perspective, therefore no 

traditional three-dimensional space, nor natural forms. It is as close as Kuniyoshi was to come 

to full abstraction. Kuniyoshi's well-known brush work is not so strong here as most of his other 

paintings that show his characteristic vibration and texture, because about half the area of the 

whole picture was painted smoothly. As the title claims, the subject of this picture must be 

some presents from the Orient. Those paper-like shapes suggest that the presents might be 

Japanese colored paper for a folding play. And a dancing woman with black hair might have 

meant his Japanese friend, Yoshie Nakata, who sent various presents to him. The most 

remarkable part is the picture of a family-like group of three figures. The left figure looks like 

a mother, the right one, a father, between them, a small child figure floating in the space. 

Each parent stands on the different land which is actually slightly connected, but the three are 

separate. It indicates Kuniyoshi's memory of childhood, or metabolically his ever-ambivalent 

feeling between his native born-country and adopted-country. Even a pigment-tube, which is 

located in the center of the picture and connected with a mother-figure by a red band, implies 

himself as painter. Therefore, the picture is naturally understood as Kuniyoshi's state of mind 

that is a mix of yearnings for Japan and love for America where his artistic talent was 

approved and brought him a successful life. From the subject matter and abstract style, it is 

clear that Kuniyoshi fused his experience of two worlds into a harmonized art as seen these 

Fish Kite and Oriental Presents.

In his final years, Kuniyoshi produced many "black" drawings because of his passion 

for drawing, and partly because of his illness. In early 1950, he was diagnosed as having a
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stomach ulcer. Later it was diagnosed to be stomach cancer, and stomach pain made it difficult 

for him to paint.^^ He reduced painting time, but, kept drawing whenever he could.65 These 

breathtakingly beautiful works were done mostly in 1952 when the artist was suffering from 

severe pain that required surgery.66 The subjects of these black-drawings—in black ink and ink 

wash—were performing jugglers, crow-like birds, ants, dragonfly, fish, all perching, or working, 

or rotted, or dead. Kuniyoshi's old friend Ben Shahn still finds his unique character in these 

works:

But even those last black drawings contain the unmitigated beauty of form and concept 
that were so essentially Yas. Even in his agony and his knowledge of his coming death 
there were still some elusive haunting sort of wit—the surprise in the invention of form- 
-the daring to be so black—the direct formulating of something felt, without indirection 
of any kind.67

Yet more than wit, they suggest deep modes of loneliness, fearness, and sadness in human life. 

An open big mouth of a severed Fish Head (1952) echoes his restrained moaning. Marticia 

Sawin writes that these drawings showed "an ominous, brooding quality in the strange symbols 

and omens," because he "must have been aware of hovering death."6® Fairfield Porter notes the 

"silence and life" in the combination of almost "a foot long" black ant and remarks that they 

were "the most moving things that Kuniyoshi ever made."6  ̂ Porter adds that Kuniyoshi 

talked about these works that he "was pleased with them and felt that he had finally 

achieved a synthesis of Eastern and Western feeling."7® A fine example is Twilight (Fig. 12 ), 

ink wash on paper, twenty-two inches high by twenty eight inches wide, with no signature nor 

date.71 It shows a big crow staring in the direction where a carp-streamer flies in the sky. The 

sharp black and flat mountain edge divides the earth where the crow stands and sky where the 

carp-streamer is looking down on the top of the pole. (It hits the viewer's heart by learning 

that the artist was then dying.) Regardless of its small size, it was a conclusive work
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Kuniyoshi achieved as an Issei at the end of his life. It was a voice of nostalgia for the past 

and a spiritual message from a man who was completing his work as a man and an artist.

In the summer of 1952, the new amendment—the Walter-McCarron Immigration and 

Naturalization Act—was passed in the U.S. Congress, effective from December 24 of that 

year. 72 Simply speaking, this law allowed all immigrants in the United States to apply for 

naturalization regardless of their racial backgrounds. Yasuo Kuniyoshi died on May 14, 1953 

not yet having filled out all the official papers needed to become an American citizen.
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1, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Self-Portrait 1918. Oil on canvas, 19.5"xl5.5" 
Fukutake Publishing Co., Ltd., Okayama, Japan
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2. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Ogunquit Cove. 1920. Oil on canvas, 36"x 22" 
Fujikawa Gallery, Osaka, Japan
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3. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Baby with Toy Cow, 1921 
Ink drawing on paper, dimension and 
whereabouts unknown

4. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Country Road, 1921 
Ink drawing on paper, dimension and 
whereabouts unknown
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5. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, untitled mural 
1932
Women's Lounge, Radio City 
Music Hall, Rockfeller Center, 
New York

6. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Cowgirl, c.1941 
Gouache on gessoed board, 15"xll" 
Museum of Art, University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona



7. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Torture, 1943 
Drawing on paper, 40"x 28.5" 
Private collection
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8. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Headless Horse Who Wants to Jump. 1945 
Oil on canvas, 57"x 35"
Ohara Museum of Art, Kurashiki, Okayama, Japan



9. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, An Injured Child, c. 1946 
Oil on canvas, 18.5"x 14.5"
Indiana University Art Museum 
Bloomington, Indiana

9a. Yosuke Yamahata, untitled photography 
of a child, an atomic bomb victim in 
Nagasaki, 1945 
Dimension unknown 
G.T. Sun Co.,Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
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10. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Fish Kite. 1950
Oil (possibly acrylic) on canvas, 30"x 51" 
Fukutake Publishing Co., Ltd., Okayama, Japan

11. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Oriental Presents. 1951. Oil on canvas, 30"x 50" 
Private collection. New York



12. Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Twiligh t  1952
Drawing (ink wash) on paper, 22"x 28" 
Whereabouts unknown
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In this paper all Japanese words are written in a standard romanization and some may appear 
in italic. Unless otherwise noted, all Japanese titles of books, articles, some words that have 
significant meanings are translated by the author. In the references which are arranged by 
alphabetical order or by Japanese syllable chart—the Gojuon-zu [ the Chart of Fifty Phonemes], 
page numbers are omitted.

INTRODUCTION

 ̂(1) See map of Japan, Appendix A.
(2)From the fall of 1989 through the spring of 1990, the people of Japan commemorated 

the art of Kuniyoshi: they celebrated his centennial birthday. The exhibition was held by 
eight organizers; supported by many art collectors, private and public institutions in Japan and 
the United States, and both governmental offices at three locations: Tokyo Metropolitan Teien 
[Garden-park] Art Museum (November 1 - December 24, 1989); the Okayama Prefectural 
Museum of Art, Okayama, Okayama Prefecture (January 5-February 12, 1990 ); National 
Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto ( February 20- April 1, 1990 ). There was also a television 
program on Kuniyoshi's painting broadcast on December 3,1989. It was on a regular educational 
program called "Nichiyo Bijutsu-kan [Sunday Museum of Aft]," which is nationally aired by 
the Nihon Hoso Kyokai (better known as NHK). The total number of his works at the show 
was 170: 119 (60 from Japan and 59 from America) in oil, casein, and drawings; 21 lithographs 
(from Japan); 30 photographs ( from private collectors in both countries). See Yasuo Kunivoshi: 
Kunivoshi Yasuo Ten: Seitan Hvakunen Kinen: New York no Yushu [ Exhibition of Works by 
Yasuo Kunivoshi in Commemoration of His Centennial Birthday: Melancholy in New York ], 
the National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto, ed., (Tokyo: Nippon Television Network 
Corporation, 1989), hereafter cited as "Yasuo Kunivoshi, 1989.”

2 For information on Kuniyoshi's other exhibitions in his lifetime, see Appendix B.

^ The association added "national" to its original name in 1984. The purpose of this 
association is to: "promote and protect the interests of visual arts professionals; advocate for 
appropriate legislation to benefit the profession; safeguard against abuses to the artist in 
dealing with persons or organizations connected directly or indirectly with the visual arts." 
See "National Artists Equity Association," Encyclopedia of Associations," 23rd ed. 1989.

4 For information on the history of Japanese immigration, and on the Issei and the 
Nisei— "second generation," children of the Issei i.e. U.S. citizen by birth—see the followings: 
Marion T. Bennett. American Immigration Policies: A History (Washington. D.C.: Public 
Affairs Press, 1963); Roger Daniels, The Politics of Prejudice ( Berkeley: Univ. of California 
Press, 1962 ); Masako Herman, compiled and ed.. The Japanese in America (1843-1973): A 
Chronology & Fact Book (New York: Ocean Publications, Inc., 1974); Bill Hosokawa, Nisei: 
The Quiet Americans (New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc.,1969,); Yuji Ichioka, The 
Issei: The World of the First Generation Japanese Immigrants. 1885-1924 (New York: The Free



Press, 1988); Kazuo Ito. Nihonjin Kaigai Hattenshi Sosho: Hokubei Hyakunenzakura f A 
Series of History of Japanese Immigrants' Progress: A Hundred-Year Cherry Blossom in North 
America ], Vol. 4, (Tokyo: PMC Shuppan,1971); Harry H.L. Kitano, Japanese Americans: The 
Evolution of a Subculture (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1976 ); Mike 
Masaoka & Bill Hosokawa, They Call Me Moses Masaoka: An American Saga (New York: 
William Morrow & Company, Inc., 1987); Minako K.Maykovich, Japanese American: Identity 
Dilemma (Tokyo: Waseda Univ. Press, 1972); Robert A. Wilson & Bill Hosokawa. East to 
America: A History of the Japanese in the United States (New York: William Morrow & 
Company, Inc., 1980).

5 This California Alien Land Law prohibited the Issei from purchasing the land and 
limited leases. It was a prejudiced law to exclude Japanese immigrants from agricultural 
industries opposing their increasing success despite the fact that Japanese were mostly 
exploiting unwanted wild land. In 1918 the Japanese population was 68,982 in California, of 
which 38,011 (55.1 %)—including farmers, their wives and children—were in the field. Their 
production increased from $ 6 million in 1909 to $ 53 million in 1918, which was about one-tenth 
of total $ 523 million of agricultural income of California at the time. However, Japanese 
owned or leased only around 4 % of improved land which was total about IT million acres and 
only 1. 5 % of the total 28 million acres of agricultural land in California. This law lead other 
states to enact similar laws such as Arizona (1917), Louisiana (1921), New Mexico (1922), 
Idaho, Montana and Oregon (1923), and Kansas (1925). Furthermore, in 1920 the Alien Land Act 
banned the Issei from buying the land in their children's name. (Herman, pp.12-16; Hosokawa, 
1969, pp.79-98; Ichioka, pp.226-243; Wilson & Hosokawa, pp.58-71.)

6 Hosokawa, 1969, pp.96-97.

7 The Cable Act was a threat to all American women because it provided that "any 
woman citizen who marries an alien ineligible to citizenship shall cease to be a citizen of the 
United States." Under this law, a Nisei woman could not regain her citizenship after a divorce 
or death of her Issei husband because she was originally from the "race ineligible to 
citizenship"; yet a Caucasian woman could regain all her rights. ( This law was amended for 
recovery of Nisei women's rights in 1931 through the efforts of the Japanese American Citizens' 
League—JACL, which was formed in 1930.) In the same year 1922, the U.S. Supreme Court 
stigmatized the Japanese as "an ineligible race" for citizenship. Until then the right of 
naturalization was locally discussed and given to immigrants depending on the local court's 
decision. In fact, a total of 460 cases had granted a citizenship to the Issei by 1922. (Herman, 
pp.15-18; Hosokawa, 1969, pp.79-114; Ichioka. pp. 210-242.)

8 This law was often called Oriental Exclusion Act because it totally banned 
immigration from Asian countries whereas European countries were limited by quotas. It was 
also called the Japanese Exclusion Act because one of the two major Asian countries of 
immigration to America beside Japan, China, had already been excluded permanently in 1902. 
The Japanese immigrants were 246,400, only 0.0086 % of the total of 28,592,382 immigrants to 
the United States between 1860 and 1920. The 1920 U.S. census counted the Japanese residents, 
including the Nisei children, at only 110,000, proving nearly half of them returned to Japan. 
The number of 110,000 was only 0.1 % of the total 105,710,620 population of the United States in 
1920. (Bennett, pp.59-69; Herman, p.16; Hosokawa, 1969, pp.99-114; Ichioka, pp.244-254; 
Wilson & Hosokawa, pp.130-138.)
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9 Franklin D. Roosevelt (1881-1945), the thirty-second President of the United States 
(elected in 1932, 1936, 1940, 1944 ), issued Executive Order No.9066 on February 19, 1942. It 
ordered mass evacuation of the Japanese including the Nisei, in four states: Washington, 
Oregon, California, and Arizona. The Japanese were incarcerated in an Assembling Center in 
each state, then moved by the War Relocation Authority (WRA), under the Executive Order 
No.9012, into ten Relocation Centers in seven states: Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, 
Idaho, Utah, and Wyoming. All locations of these centers were either hot desert or cold and 
wet waste land. The camps were barred by the wire fence and guarded by the army. Although 
the Order 9066 was applicable to all enemy nationalities on the West Coast, who were 
estimated as 58,000 Italians, 23,000 Germans, and 40,000 Japanese, only the Japanese were taken 
out of their homes at gunpoint. (The Italians and Germans had retained their old nationalities 
despite that they could apply for the U.S. citizenship whereas the Japanese were excluded by 
racial-based law from this privilege.) These are the reasons that the Relocation Center was 
called a "concentration camp," for a racial persecution was justified by the military reasons. 
The evacuees were gradually released from camps in 1943 through the end of 1945, but were 
ordered not to return to the West till the end of 1944. Most of them had to move to the new 
regions or stay in a camp and were threatened by the new violent attack, when they could go 
back to their pre-war homes in 1945. All camps were closed by the end of 1945 and the WRA 
program was ended in June, 1946. See Roger Daniels, Concentration Camps, USA. (New York: 
Holt, Reinhart & Winston, 1971) and The Decision to Relocate the Japanese Americans 
(Philadelphia: J.B.Lippincott, 1975); Anne R. Fisher, Excile of a Race ( Seattle: F & T 
Publishers, 1965); Herman, pp.20-36; Hosokawa, "Part Two," 1969, pp.223-424; Kitano, pp.69- 
89; Masaoka & Hosokawa, pp.85-105; Isamu Noguchi, "Trouble Among Japanese Americans," 
New Republic. 1 Feb. 1943, pp.142-143; Edward H. Spicer, et al.. Impounded People ( Tucson: 
Univ. of Arizona Press, 1969).

10 The Walter-McCarran Immigration and Naturalization Act (or McCarran-Walter 
Immigration Act) was passed in the House on April 25,1952, and passed in the Senate on May 
15. It repealed the 1924 Immigration Exclusion Act although it included token immigration 
quotas of the old system against Asian countries. By overriding President H.S.Truman's veto 
(June 25) this new bill was finally passed in the Congress on July 27 and became effective on 
December 24, 1952. It was a joint bill of Senate Pat McCarran of Nevada and Congressman 
Francis Walter of Pennsylvania. There was no Nisei in the U.S. Congress then, therefore this 
compromising yet satisfactory victory was due to Walter's respectable and influential 
leadership in the Congress. It was also a fruit of hard work Mike Masaoka made as a solo 
lobbyist of the JACL in the Capital. It was indeed a victory for the Issei and their families 
because their fellow Asian immigrants the Chinese were already given the right to apply for 
citizenship during WWII based on the allied relationship between America and China. See 
Bennett, pp.133-152; Herman, p.30; Hosokawa, "Part Three," 1969, pp.435-488; Masaoka and 
Hosokawa, "Two Votes Changed History," pp. 217-238. Truman's Veto of the McCarran-Walter 
Immigration Act, ( 82nd Congress, 2nd Session, House Doc.), is in Henry Steele Commager, ed.. 
Documents of American History, Vol. 2, 8th ed., (New York: Appleton-Century Crofts, 
Educational Division, Meredith Corp., 1968), cited in Herman, pp. 110-114.
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CHAPTER ONE: KUNIYOSHI AS A JAPANESE IN JAPAN 
September 1,1889-1906

1 In this paper, some Japanese words are written separately by each phonetic syllable
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like this maxim. See additional notes preceding Introduction notes and "Japanese language: 
writing system," "Japanese language: the phonology of the standard language," Kodansha 
Encyclopedia of Tapan.Vol. 4, (Tokyo: Kodansha, 1983). Bill Hosokawa recommends three 
practical rules to pronounce the Japanese words and names: "Sound each syllable," "Give each 
syllable equal emphasis," and "All vowels take the short sound." According to him, the words 
Issei and Nisei may be pronounced, "Ih-say" and "Nih-say." Kuniyoshi may be pronounced as 
"Kuh-nih-yoh-shih." (Hosokawa, 1969, last page, but unpaginated.)

2 (1) See a map of Japan in Appendix A. Japan's total land area (October 1980) is 377,708 
square kilometers (145 square miles), only slightly larger than that of Italy, smaller than 
California (158,693 square miles), and about 1/25 of the total United States. Over two-thirds 
of Japan is occupied by mountainous terrain. The alluvial plains, where dense population and 
industries gather, occupy only 13 percent of the whole land. This geography partly suggests the 
reason of Japanese ambition for immigration to the new land in the Meiji era. See 
"JapamTerritory and Administrative Divisions," Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan, ibid.

(2) It is confusing that Japan has two ways of calling the date—its own way according 
to its ruler's or capital's name and the Christian date, which was begun to be used in the Meiji 
era. Edo (present Tokyo) was the capital of the country under the Tokugawa regime and either 
one is used to call the same period.The Meiji era was called so by the reign of Emperor Meiji. 
The Showa era ended on January 7, 1989, by the death of Emperor Hirohito Showa. The next 
day became the first day of the Heisei era by the new emperor's name. So the year 1989 is 
overlapped by the names of two eras in Japan.

(3) It is known in Japan that Kuniyoshi’s birth year is registered as 1889, and it remains 
so as if the artist was still alive. As Kuniyoshi's later saying, the year 1889 was the year of ox 
by the Japanese traditional calendar, which was originally based on the Chinese ancient 
"zodiac symbols," that refers to the sexagenary cycle in English. This old calendar system 
called "jikkan junishi" — 10 stems and 12 branches — was used together for counting days, 
months, years, directions and the divisions of the days. Simply speaking, as for years, one cycle 
has 1,2 years, of which each is symbolized by a Chinese character, a name of animal. One cycle 
repeats every twelve years. This tradition is still partly used in the present Japanese society. 
("jikkan junishi", Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan, ibid.) It is understandable that Kuniyoshi 
simply spoke that he was born in "cow year" and that each year has its own "pet" to his friend 
Alexander Brook, for this calendar system is very complicated. At the time they talked, the 
artist said coming year was a "dog year," which was 1922 in Japanese calendar. Thus it proves 
that their conversation took place in December 1921 although Brook did not mention the year 
but the Christmas season. Alexander Brook, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi — A Tribute," in Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi (Tokyo: Tokyo Shinbun [Tokyo Daily ], 1975), pp. 151-152.

(4) Yasuo Kuniyoshi made up his age in the 1920s. Katherine Schmidt (K. S. Shubert, 
by her second marriage, hereafter cited as "Katherine,") (1898-1978), Kuniyoshi's first wife, 
had believed that he was eight (actually nine) years older than she was when they married. 
(Lloyd Goodrich, interview with Katherine, Whitney Museum of American Art Papers, 
Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C., hereafter cited as WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 24.) 
William Murrell wrote that Kuniyoshi came to America when he was fourteen based on the 
artist's words. ( Murrell, Yasuo Kuniyoshi (Woodstock, New York: William M. Fisher, 1922 , 
unpaginated.) During his Japan-trip (late 1931 - early 1932), Kuniyoshi humorously confessed 
that he had lied about his age at his marriage to be thought younger, but it was impossible in 
his hometown because there were his old friends of the same age as his. ( Hideo Tomiyama, 
"Yasuo Kuniyoshi and His Native Country, Japan," in Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Tokyo, Tokyo shinbun.



1975, p.161.) Since Katherine had known Kuniyoshi as older at their marriage in 1919, it is 
probably the period between 1919 and 1922 Kuniyoshi began trying to establish a false age. 
Despite his confession in Japan, he claimed he was younger still in his autobiographical essays 
by writing that he came to America as a boy of thirteen. ( "East to West," Magazine of Art. Feb. 
1940, pp.72-83 and Yasuo Kuniyoshi. New York: the American Artists Group, 1945, 
unpaginated.) Therefore, Kuniyoshi's birth year was established as 1893. Lloyd Goodrich, who 
had known that Kuniyoshi was camouflaging his age before the artist's retrospective show at 
the Whitney Museum in 1948 by the conversation with Katherine, used a further incorrect year 
as 1894 in his tribute to Kuniyoshi's death in 1953. ( "Yasuo Kuniyoshi-1894-1953," College Art 
journal, no.l. Fall 1953, p.3.) The correction of Kuniyoshi's age was made by Atsuo Imaizumi in 
the catalogue of Kuniyoshi's posthumous exhibition in 1954 although Imaizumi made a small 
mistake by counting his age by the traditional Japanese way which starts counting age from the 
year of birth. So Imaizumi wrote Kuniyoshi as eighteen when he came to America. ( "The Art 
of Yasuo Kuniyoshi," in Kuniyoshi. the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, ed.,Tokyo: 
Bijutsu Shuppansha, 1954, unpaginated.) However, Kuniyoshi’s birth year has commonly 
appeared to be 1893 in publications in the United States. A correct year began to be used from 
the late 1970s by some Japanese writers and some of whom have inappropriately written that 
his true birth-year was discovered in the 1970s, even in the newest exhibition catalogue 
mentioned in the note 1 of Introduction.

(5) Kuniyoshi's two autobiographical essays published in 1940 and 1945 mentioned 
above were almost identical. Although the reproduction of paintings were changed and many 
new pictures were added to the second essay, the text of both essays was exactly the same 
except the last part. In the 1945 book he changed the last paragraph of his original essay and 
also added a new paragraph to the end. In this paper, the first essay in Magazine of Art will be 
cited by its page numbers. Kuniyoshi also left other autobiographical essays written in 1944. 
They were called as "Autobiographical Remarks" and "Preliminary Notes for an 
Autobiography." The former was cited in the 1983 catalogue Yasuo Kuniyoshi: Artist as 
Photographer (Annendale-on-Hudon, New York: West Palm Beach, Florida: Bard College 
Center; Norton Gallery and School of Art, 1983). The latter was cited in Yasuo Kuniyoshi. 1989, 
which also reports that these essays and other Kuniyoshi materials kept in his widow's hand 
were deposited in the Archives of American Art by her in May 1989 (p.212).

3 "Okayama," Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan, Vol.6.; Takuji Doi & Yoneshi Sato, 
Nihon no Minzoku: Okayama f lapanese Folk Customs: Okayama ], Vol.33, (Tokyo: Daiichi 
Hoki Shuppan, 1972), pp.102,110, 221.

4 "Okayama Korakuen," Encyclopedia Nipponica 2001: Nihon Daihyakka Zensho, 
Vol.4, ( Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1986).

5 Sumio Taniguchi, Okayama-ken no Rekishi [  A History of Okayama Prefecture 1 
(Tokyo: Ozawa Shuppansha, 1975), pp.135-136. Although the Tokugawa Regime closed the 
nation for over two and a half centuries, there was one small port kept open to contact with the 
outside world. It was Island Dejima in Nagasaki. So the exchange of Japanese and Western 
cultures took place in Dejima. Only the Dutch were allowed to the island and they brought a 
small portion of European civilization to Japan of which scientific knowledge was eagerly 
studied by Japanese scholars even during the Edo period.

6 Lloyd Goodrich, interview with Yasuo Kuniyoshi (hereafter cited as "YK"), WMAP, 
AAA, roll N 670: 56. In preparation for Kuniyoshi's retrospective show, Goodrich had
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interviews with the artist on January 6,13, and February 5,19. Their conversation and related 
notes are in WMAP, AAA, roll N670:46-85.

7 Katsumi Senoo (pronounced as "Seh-noh-oh"), letter to the author, stamp-dated 27 
May, 1989. Senoo works (as Assistant Curator of Art Education in American system) at the 
Okayama Prefectural Museum of Art, in Okayama City. He says that Kuniyoshi's old home is 
the fourth house in the left alley from the Bridge Tsurumi, which leads to the park Korakuen. 
The pictures of Kuniyoshi's old home, taken by Kaname Sarutani, are reproduced in the 
catalogue of Yasuo Kuniyoshi /  Ben Shahn ( Tokyo: Tokyo Shinbun, 1981), unpaginated.

8 There is a question of when Kuniyoshi saw this Western painting of "battle scene. " 
Kuniyoshi wrote and talked that he was "a boy of six or seven." ( 1940, p.73 and Goodrich, 
interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N 670: 78.) katsumi Senoo reports that the Western oil 
painting Kuniyoshi had seen was a work by a Japanese painter,Takeshiro Kanokogi (1874- 
1941), who was a native of Okayama and once a student of Jean-Paul Laurens (1838-1921) in 
France in 1901-1904. According to Senoo, this KanOkogi's panorama was of Sino-Japanese War 
(1894-1895), but seemingly with no concrete evident. (Senoo, letters to the author, stamp-dated 
27 May and 16 Sept. 1989; "Kanokogi Takeshiro," Nihoniinmei Daiiiten f Great Dictionary of 
Japanese Names ], Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1979.) If this panorama was about the war in which 
Japan was involved during the Meiji period, then there were two wars: Sino-Japanese War 
(1894-1895) and Russo-Japanese War (1904-1905). There is a gap of ten years. Although 
Kuniyoshi's memory and Mr. Senoo's information match, there is a little question left. Because 
Kanokogi was only twenty or twenty-one years old at the time of the first war, and because 
Kuniyoshi clearly remembered the characteristics of the panorama as "so real and life- 
Iike...very photographic depiction...," the painting might have been produced after Kanokogi 
came back from France and the battle scene might be the Russo-Japanese war. Because of the 
characteristics of the work, as Kuniyoshi said, Kanokogi might have painted this work based 
on what he had learned from his teacher Laurens whose style was academic realism. (Robert 
Rosenblum & H.W.Janson, 19th-Century Art. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1984, pp.376-377.) Therefore, it is possible to say that Yasuo may have remembered incorrectly 
and that Yasuo might have been at least fifteen (1904) or sixteen (1905) years old then.

9 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Letter to Yoshie Nakata, 8 Dec. 1950, in "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no 
Tegami: Mihappyo Shokan 25-tsu Hatsukokai [ Letters by Yasuo Kuniyoshi: 25 Correspondence 
Published for the First Time]," Hanga Geijutsu f Art of Print ], no.4. Winter 1974, p.44, hereafter 
cited as "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami." The artist's letters were actually 24 and published 
along with a letter written by his widow after his death.

10 Hosokawa, 1969, pp.3-5; "Kojiki," Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan. Vol.4.

11 Ibid., pp. 6-11; Wilson & Hosokawa, pp. 37-43; Maykovich, 1972, pp. 25-49.

12 The Westernization /  modernization was applied to all parts of life in the Meiji era: 
recommendations of man's short hair style. Western clothes, eating red meat, and living style; 
establishment of the national public school system; encouragement of the studies abroad; 
permission of Christianity; use of the Gregorian calender and metric system; opening of postal 
service and newspapers; construction of railroads and modem buildings; promotion of Western 
military training; establishment of national election and parliamentary system; propaganda of 
emperor worship by the use of photography. There were 214 foreign employees hired by the
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Meiji government to aid Japan's quick modernization in 1874, including a Swiss-born Italian 
engraver, Edoardo Chiossone (1832-1898). Chiossone produced a famous portrait of Emperor 
Meiji by engraving it on a copper plate, which had been mass-reproduced by photography and 
used for the propaganda of imperialism. (This picture appeared in American newspapers that 
reported the Portsmouth Peace Treaty between Japan and Russia in 1905, which was 
intermediated by the U.S. President, Theodore Roosevelt.) For the consolidation of 
imperialism and nationalism, the Japanese government ordered a bow to the portrait of the 
emperor, a respect of the imperial crest—a mark of chrysanthemum, and reverence for the 
national flag and singing the national song in any formal occasions. The result of the 
propaganda of the Japanese worship of Emperor Meiji was seen in the huge crowd surrounded 
the Palace in Tokyo when he died in 1912. The same scene was repeated between the fall of 
1988 and early 1989 to pray for Emperor Showa who had suffered from severe illness and died 
on January 7, 1989. Masayasu Araki, ed.. Shinbun ga Kataru Meiji-shi [ A History of the Meiji 
Era Seen in the Newspapers ] (Tokyo: Hara Shobo, 1976); Takuji Ashiwara, Sekai-shi no naka 
no Meijiishin (The Meiji Reformation in a World History ] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shinsho, 1977); 
Soichi Otake, Meiji no Kaimaku [ The Opening of the Meiji 1 (Tokyo: Kobunsha,!967); Taro 
Wakayama, Meiji no Otoko [ Men in the Meiji Period!. Tokyo: Kobunsha, 1967).

13 Wilson & Hosokawa, pp.37-43.

14 Katsumi Senoo, letter to the author, stamp-dated 16 Sept. 1989.

13 Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N 670: 24; Kuniyoshi, 1940,
p. 72.
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13 Tomiyama, p. 161.

17 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 81,

18 Ibid.

19 Erik Erikson believed that German dictator A. Hitler’s personality was partly 
formed by seeing his mother abused by his tyrant father. See his Childhood and Society (New 
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1969), pp.328-329.

20 Kuniyoshi's family background is still unclear, even in Japan. Although much 
information on him has appeared in Japan, most articles were based on the American materials. 
Some Japanese researchers, including Senoo, have been following his unknown family 
relationships in Japan.

21 Katsumi Senoo, letter to the author, stamp-dated 27 May, 1989. Senoo reports that 
Junichi Tagawa's recollection of Kuniyoshi was on a local newspaper, Sanyo Shinbun. 17 May, 
1953, and the artist's classmate Fukumatsu Oka's recollection of the artist was on the same 
paper, 18 May, 1953. Oka remembered that Yasuo was a good player in the athletic meetings.

22 Katsumi Senoo, letter to the author, stamp-dated 16 Sept. 1989.

23 it is not clear that when this legal procedure i.e. adoption took place. It might have 
happened during Kuniyoshi's homecoming or after his departure. It is possible that his father



finally gave up his son and decided to leave the family name with their adapted daughter-- 
his wife's grand daughter.

24 Katsumi Senoo, letter to the author, stamp-dated 16 Sept. 1989. Senoo reports that 
Toyoko Tagawa, currently residing in Okayama city, has kept over thirty pieces of 
correspondence sent by Kuniyoshi to the sisters in the 1930s (also probably in the late 1940s and 
early 1950s because he began writing to Japan again after WWII ). This correspondence is 
unknown in either country in the printed materials.

25 Kuniyoshi, Letter to Yoshie Nakata, May, 1948, in "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami,"
p.38.
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26 Tomiyama, p.161.

27 "School curriculum,"" Teaching method," Kodansha Encyclopedia of Tapan. vol.7.

28 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 78.

29 Sammuel M. Kootz, Modern American Painters ( New York: Brewer & Waren Inc., 
1930), p.43; "Korin,"—Ogata Korin, or Ogata Koretomi (1658-1716)— and "Sesshu Toyo," (1420- 
1506), Kodansha Encyclopedia of lapan. Vols.4 & 7.

30 "Korin," and "Sesshu," ibid.

81 Ukiyo-e means picture (e ) of the floating (uki) world ( yo ), in other words, picture of 
the everyday life which is an uncertain world for all living beings. The term ukiyo is derived 
from Buddhism.

82 ukiyo-e was the main item among other Japanese arts which caused the Japonisme in 
the European art world in the nineteenth century. It is known that the Japonisme began in the 
1850s and continued to the early twentieth century. For example, a Japanese writer, Shinichi 
Segi pointed out that 156,487 Japanese prints of Ukiyo-e had been traded by the Japanese 
dealer, Tadamasu Hayashi, between 1878—the time of Paris World Fair—and 1901. (Ukiyo-e 
Print and the Impressionist Painters: Meeting of the East and the West. Tokyo: The Committee 
for the Year 2001, 1979, p.226.) The most influential Ukiyo-e artists on the Western artists are 
Hokusai Katsushika (1760-1849), and Hiroshige Ando (1797-1858)—the first Hiroshige. 
Among other Ukiyo-e artists, there was Kuniyoshi Utagawa (1798-1861), who was said to be a 
unique person by being active, independent, and challenging; his history and genre pictures 
reflected his personality. It seems that Yasuo Kuniyoshi shares some characters with this old 
Kuniyoshi; however, there has been no connection found between both artists. Old Kuniyoshi 
was born in Yokohama. For more information on Ukiyo-e and related subjects, see Toshimitsu 
Hasumi, Zen in the Tapanese Art: A Way of Spiritual Experience, translated from German by 
John Petrie, ( London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1962); J. Hiller, lapanese Masters of the Color 
Prints: A Great Heritage of Oriental Art ( New York: Phidon, 1954), and The lapanese Print: A 
New Approach ( Rutkand: Charles E. Tuttle, 1975); Richard Lane, Images from the Floating 
World: The lapanese Print (New York: G.P.Putnum's Sons, 1978); Ukiyo-e Taikei [ The Outline 
of Ukiyo-e ] Vols. 8, 10, 11, ( Tokyo: Shueisha, 1976); Gabriel P. Weisberg et al., Tapanese 
Influence on French Art 1854-1910 (Cleveland: The Cleveland Museum of Art, 1975); Siegfrid 
Wichmann, Taponismus ( Herrsing: Shier Verlagsgesellschaft, 1980).
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33 Tomiyama, p. 161.

34 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 78, 83.

33 Someori no Bi: Tokushu: Meiji. Taisho no Someori fThe Beauty of Textile: Special 
Issue on the Textile in the Meiji and Taisho Eras. ] (Kyoto: Shikosha, 1983), pp. 73-80.

36 n  has been repeatedly written that Kuniyoshi had never had an artistic training 
before he came to America according to the artist's own words in which he intended to stress his 
learning of art in America.

37 Wilson & Hosokawa, pp. 44-57.

38 Translated from Japanese by the author. Shunichi Otsuka's journal is cited in Ito, 
pp.4-5.

39 Hosokawa, 1969, pp.47-55; Ichioka, pp.62-65; Wilson & Hosokawa, pp.49-50.

40 These attractive stories often appeared in the newspapers and magazines also. There 
were well-known stories of early immigrants such as Hachiro Onuki, later Hutchlon Ohnick 
(died in 1921). Ohnick stopped by Tombstone, Arizona, on his way to San Francisco after 
traveling America beginning at Boston in 1876. He, with his two American friends, received a 
franchise to supply gas and electricity to a frontier town, Phoenix, Arizona. As a builder and 
superintendent of the Phoenix Illuminating Gas and Electric Company, later the Central 
Arizona Light and Power Company, Ohnick succeeded in the project on December 23,1886. He 
married an American woman, and with other two Issei, opened the Oriental American Bank in 
Seattle in 1901. ( Hosokawa, 1969, pp. 142-144; Wilson & Hosokawa, ibid.)

41 Wilson & Hosokawa, pp. 44-57.

42 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 56; Tomiyama, p.161.

43 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 72.

44 Ibid.

45 One of these Japanese governmental restrictions was against students. In 1903, 
students were required to "be ones who had completed middle school education," which meant 
over fifteen years old; "be under thirty years old"; "be financially secure by possessing seven 
hundred yen (three hundred and fifty dollars then) at the time of embarkation, or by providing 
their parental or patron's support to cover the expense for the planned stay in the United 
States." ( Ichioka, pp.7-28; Wilson & Hosokawa, pp. 51-52.) This also proves that Yasuo could 
not be thirteen or fourteen years old to leave Japan. ( See note no.2-(4).)

46 San Francisco had 10,132 Japanese residents including 191 Nisei in 1905. ( Wilson & 
Hosokawa, p.60.) In Seattle, there arrived about 15,000 Japanese laborers by 1908, of which 
the majority were railroad workers. (Hosokawa, 1969, pp. 68-69.)
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47 Herman, p.7; Hosokawa,1969, pp. 86,121; Wilson & Hosokawa, p.53.

CHAPTER TWO: KUNIYOSHI AS AN IMMIGRANT STUDENT
1906-1919

1 See Virginia Allen, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Nenpu [Yasuo Kuniyoshi's Chronology,” 
Biiutsu Techo [ Book of Fine Arts!, no.399, Oct. 1975, pp. 30-43. Allen's chronology seems to be the 
first source which indicates these significant dates of Kuniyoshi's arrival in America. 
However, Biiutsu Techo is a Japanese magazine, which printed this chronology without 
documentation except her name. Thus it is not clear from where this information came. Because 
of the European (and American military) way of writing date and year in Japan, which the 
Japanese had learned as standard, the dates of the broadcast of Kuniyoshi's messages to Japan 
on two occasions in 1942 were printed incorrectly—"October 2" and "December 3," instead of 
February 10 and March 12. Yasuo told Goodrich that he came to Seattle in September 1906, but 
his memory was uncertain. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 55.) 
Yoshio Ozawa, Kuniyoshi Yasuo (Tokyo: Shinchosha, 1974), p.22.

7 gee note 45 in Introduction, and Wilson & Hosokawa, p.52.

3 Shunichi Otsuka reported that the physical examinations in America were rigorous 
enough to send immigrants back to their countries even if one might simply have blood-shot- 
eyes from sleepless nights on ship. He wrote these official procedures were known among 
travelers in Japan. As for Otsuka himself, he brought eye drops in a case and actually used it 
before he was checked. (Otsuka's retrospective journal is in Ito, p. 11.)

4 Ibid.

5 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.72. For information on Kuniyoshi's published and unpublished 
autobiographical essays, see note 2-(5) in Chapter I. Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, 
roll N670: 50,56 and "Yasuo Kuniyoshi," in Yasuo Kuniyoshi. exhibition catalogue, Whitney 
Museum of American Art, ( New York: Macmillian Company, 1948), pp.5,7. For Kuniyoshi’s family 
background, see Chapter I.

6 Kuniyoshi, ibid.

7 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.72.

8 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 56. It is reported that the 
wages of the cheap Japanese laborers before 1900 were "per capita 40 cents and 50 cents per day 
for twelve or fourteen hours work," (Hosokawa, 1969, p. 50.) These wages became " $ 1.50 for 
agricultural workers" and "$ 1.35 to $ 1.65” or "$1.30 to $ 1.60" for railroad workers in 1906. 
(Ichioka, p.66.) As a teen-age boy, Yasuo might have been paid less than $2 in 1906.

9 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 56-57.. Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 72.

10 Goodrich, ibid. Kuniyoshi, ibid.
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Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.72.

12 It is not clear how long he really worked in the railroad station or actually how long 
he was in Seattle. Yasuo might have worked more than a few days in Spokane. Because most 
Issei contracted through the end of September, and because he was a newcomer with poor 
English and little knowledge of the American continent, it is possible that he stayed where he 
was in Spokane for a while. His clear remembrance of a laborer's life and wage also suggests 
the possibility of having worked some time in Spokane. Another source states that Kuniyoshi 
worked in the railroad station in the first winter and later in a restaurant in Seattle. However, 
it might be possible that Kuniyoshi had really returned to Spokane in a few days because it 
was common that about half of the contracted laborers quit the contract and run away or 
changed their jobs despite the risk that they might have to pay some false expenses back to the 
contractor. (Allen, p.32; Ichioka, pp.76-77.)

13 Hosokawa, pp. 68-69.

14 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 72.

13 Ichioka, pp. 22-23.

16 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 72. Kuniyoshi told Goodrich that he might have been in Seattle 
during the winter of 1906-1907 (which Virginia Allen believed) although he wrote his move to 
south was before that winter in his essays. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll 
N670: 55.)

17 Kuniyoshi, ibid; Goodrich ibid.

13 Goodrich, ibid.

19 Ibid., roll N670: 57.

20 Ibid., roll N670: 55.

21 Ibid.

22 Ibid.

23 Ibid., roll N670: 57; Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 73; Harry Salpeter, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi: 
Artists’ Artist," Esquire. Apr. 1937, p. 214.

24 a  journalist Ozaki Yukio recorded a number of indigent Japanese students from 1600 to 
1700 among about 2000 Japanese residents in San Francisco in 1888. (Ichioka, p.9.) In 1905 the 
number of "schoolboys," or "houseboys," in the city was reported as 655 among 9753 total number 
of Japanese occupations. It is possible that this total number of Japanese occupations became 
bigger than that of the actual Japanese workers since they had different jobs at the same time. 
Also, the number of schoolboys may have appeared less because they may have been included 
in the term "domestic workers," numbered 2920, which was the greatest of 36 occupations. 
(Wilson & Hosokawa, pp. 58-60.) In 1909, the United States Immigration Commission reported



12,000 "domestic" labors including schoolboys—Yasuo was probably one of them, restaurant and 
hotel workers, among the 79,025 labors Japanese immigrants occupied. This total number might 
be also larger than the actual, for they usually had several jobs in the same year. (Hosokawa, 
1969, pp. 59-60; Ichioka, pp. 7-16, 22-28.)

25 Ichioka, ibid., pp.25-26. Yone Noguchi—Yonejiro Noguchif 1875-1947 ), a Japanese 
poet who wrote his poetry in English, came to America in 1893. Noguchi once worked for a local 
newspaper written in Japanese, The Soko Shinbun, in San Francisco, lived in Los Angeles in the 
early 1900s, married an American writer, Leonie Gilmore, and returned to Japan in 1906 with 
his wife and son, Isamu (1904-1988)—later, a famous sculptor. He became a professor of English 
literature at Keio Gijuku University in Tokyo/ and by frequent traveling, he kept good 
relationships with American intellectuals and artists for the cultural exchange between two 
countries, especially, for the better understanding of Japanese traditional art throughout his 
life. ("Noguchi Yonejiro." Nihonjinmei Paijiten [ A Great Dictionary of Tapanese Names ]; 
"Isamu Noguchi," Current Biography. 1943 ed.) It is written that Yone Noguchi was in the 
editorial team of Arts and Decoration in March, 1920, with many such as Guy Pene duBois, 
Forbes Watson, and Hamilton Easter Field, then with the latter two, worked for The Arts, 
which was founded by Field in December, 1920. (Doreen A. Bolger, "Hamilton Easter Field and 
the Rise of Modern Art in America,” Master's thesis, Univ. of Delaware, 1973, pp. 26-32, 35. ) 
Since Field was Kuniyoshi's patron in these years, it is possible that both Japanese had known 
each other, but there has been no document found for their association. His son Isamu was in 
the art circle Kuniyoshi associated with (e.g., Artists'Congress, the Artists' Equity 
Association, etc).

26 Ichioka, ibid., p.25.

27 Ibid.

28 Salpeter, p. 214.

29 Ibid.

50 Many deaths were unrecorded, but the Japanese Counsular Statistic reported that 3836 
Japanese died in California between 1906 and 1913, of which most were males in their twenties 
or thirties. In Fresno County, where Yasuo worked, 182 Japanese died between 1898 and 1907 
according to the Japanese Association of Fresno. ( Ichioka, pp. 83-84.)

51 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, "Universality in Art," typescript, undated and unpaginated, 
WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 6-7. The title of this lecture appears with handwritten "E.V.D." and 
date "April 17, 1943," in the section of the notes on Kuniyoshi materials in the same roll N670: 
485. Also the part of this typescript appears in the article "Yasuo Kuniyoshi," in the Art 
Students' League Bulletin. 1 Nov. 1948, in WMAP, roll N669:511.

52 Salpeter, p. 215. This is the only source the author has found which indicates that 
Kuniyoshi did posing for living.

55 Goodrich, 1948, p.7; Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.73; Salpeter, ibid.
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34 "Takamine Jokichi," and "Noguchi Hideyo," Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan. Vols. 
6,7; Wilson & Hosokawa, p. 101; Bradford Smith, Americans from Japan ( New York: J.B. 
Lippincott Company, 1948), pp.371-372.

35 Herman, p. 7.

36 Wilson & Hosokawa, p, 101; data from the United States census, in Kitano, pp. 210-
211.
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37 Wilson & Hosokawa, ibid.

38 Kuniyoshi, " 1940, p. 74.

39 ibid.

40 ibid.; Susan Lubowsky, "From Naivete to Maturity: 1906-1939," in Yasuo Kuniyoshi. 
1989, p.22. Lubowsky writes that Kuniyoshi could not afford to buy "an overcoat for the first 
three winters." It is not known how Kuniyoshi's life really was although it is imagined to be as 
indigent as other young Issei.

41 Kuniyoshi, ibid.

42 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, typescript, undated, p.l, quoted in Lubowsky, p.22. Yasuo Kuniyoshi 
Papers, AAA, unfilmed collection 1989.

43 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p. 74.

44 Ozawa, 1974, p. 35.

45 Allen, p. 33; Goodrich, 1948, p.8; Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.74.

46 Salpeter, p. 215. Kuniyoshi even said, "Henri was our god," although in 1948 
Kuniyoshi disregarded Henri's school as "not important" to his career. ( Goodrich, interview 
with YK, WMAP, roll N670: 50.) There are some ambiguities and confusions in whether 
Kuniyoshi attended Henri's school or not, when, and how long. Kuniyoshi himself did not 
mention it in his autobiographical essays despite that he had proudly told about it to 
Salpeter. Many writers such as Lubowsky ( p. 36), Barbara Rose ( American Art Since 1900. New 
York: Holt, Reinhart & Winston, 1975, p. 20 ), believe that Kuniyoshi was once a student of 
Henri and more or less influenced by him. Sumio Kuwabara, believes that Kuniyoshi was in 
Henri's school for three months but neglects mentioning the National Academy. Kuwabara 
writes that Kuniyoshi was deeply influenced by the spirit of the Ashcan School, of which 
Henri was the leader, and later added romanticism of A.P.Ryder to his art through 
K.H.Miller.f Sumio Kuwabara, "Kuniyoshi o Unda Joken [The Conditions that Brought Forth 
Kuniyoshi Out]," Bijutsu Techo. no. 399, Oct. 1975, pp. 48-53.)

47 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.74. Stuart Davis "later coincidentally painted the murals for the 
Men's Lounge when Kuniyoshi painted for the Women's Lounge in the Radio City Music Hall at 
Rockfeller Center in 1932, and both were selected to represent American art by the American



Committee for the Venice Biennale in 1952. Moreover, Davis was one of the most important 
leaders in the artists' movement in the late 1930s, especially as president of the Artists' 
Congress in which Kuniyoshi was also involved.

48 Kuniyoshi, ibid. The Armory Show, was formally named as "the International 
Exhibition of Modern Art" organized by the Association of American Painters and Sculptors. It 
shocked the American public, including conventional artists because they were used to 
appreciating only academic art and because of the French modernists’ dramatic, dynamic, even 
violent, inventive, and free expressions in their artworks. All books written on history of 
American art after this show cover this Show. For more information on the Show, see Milton 
Brown, The Story of Armory Show (New York: H. Wolff, 1933).

49 Kuniyoshi, ibid.

80 Salpeter, p. 215.

81 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.74.

82 Kuniyoshi, ibid.; Ozawa, 1974, pp. 36-41.

88 Ozawa, 1974, p.41.

84 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 50.

85 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.75. See note 2-(4) in Chapter I for information on Katherine.

56 Ibid.

57 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP,AAA, roll N670: 50.

58 Salpeter, p.215.

59 Goodrich noted: "Miller combined penetrating comprehension of the fundamentals of 
form and design with remarkable understanding of the individual student and ability to bring 
out his creative gift. In his class there was none of the deadly uniformity of academic schools." 
(Goodrich, 1948, p.10.) Miller's belief in art was a Renaissance-tradition, especially of Titian, 
and his careful teaching style of not pushing students was well-appreciated by many, like 
Goodrich above, yet Kuniyoshi remembered that all students in his class painted in Miller's 
manner. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 66,68.) There is an unsigned 
essay titled "Introduction," which remarked principles Of Miller's teaching as "principles 
which he developed out of a lifetime's study of the form—tradition, of the great Western 
masterpieces of painting, and the color used for centuries in the East." (Kenneth Hayes Miller 
Papers, AAA, roll N583: 584.) However, Miller was bitterly critical of Kuniyoshi's active 
involvement in the artists' movement including the organizing of the Congress of American 
Artists. (See Miller's letter to Kuniyoshi, Kenneth Hayes Miller Papers, AAA, roll N583: 598- 
600. This letter has Miller's name and date "19 Nov. 1931,” however, this date must incorrectly 
be added later because Kuniyoshi was then in Japan and as a colleague at the Art Students' 
League Miller should have known that Kuniyoshi had been absent from school. Also the
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Congress of American Artists—later the American Artists" Congress—was prepared in 1935 and 
had its first meeting in Feb. 1936. (See "Artists" Congress," Art Digest. Dec. 1935, p.34.

60 "Everyman's Guide to the Art Students League," Art Students' League News vol.6. 
May 1953. pp.3-4; Donald B. Goodall, "Introduction," in Yasuo Kuniyoshi ( Tokyo: Tokyo 
Shinbun, 1975), p.17; Paul Jenkins, "The Gift of the Master," in Yasuo Kuniyoshi (Tokyo: Tokyo 
Shinbun, 1975), pp. 155-156; Mary Meixner, "Kuniyoshi Talks with Students," College Art 
Journal. no. 1, Fall 1953, pp.11-14; "In Memory of Yasuo Kuniyoshi: A Special Supplement," The 
Art Students' League News. Vol.6, May 1953, pp.5-6; Ozawa, 1974, pp. 42-43.)

61 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 50-51. The Art Students' League 
of New York opened its Summer School in Woodstock in 1908, closed it in 1922, and reopened it 
permanently in 1946. The emphasis at the League's Summer School was traditionally 
Impressionist landscape painting; however, a radical movement—"revolution"—led by 
modernist and Ash Can School artists happened in the summer of 1918, demanding a class of 
"figure-out-of-doors." That class was programmed for next year by the new director appointed 
after John Carlson resigned by this "revolution." The instructor for this first class was Andrew 
Dasburg. See Karal Ann Marling, "Introduction," Woodstock: An American Art Colony 1902- 
1977. exhibition catalogue, (New York: Vasar College Art Gallery, 1977), unpaginated. John D. 
Morse, "Where Artists Rule: the Story of Woodstock, N.Y.," American Artist. May 1951, pp. 54- 
56,79
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62 it is not clear which year Kuniyoshi visited Woodstock for the first time before 1919. 
It relates to when he visited Ogunquit for the first time as well. Kuniyoshi’s memory of 
Hamilton Field's offer to visit Maine suggests that he was in Ogunquit in the summer of 1917, 
and Goodrich, as one of Field's students remembered that Yasuo was not in Maine in 1916, but in 
1917 because one of Yasuo's paintings, a portrait of an Ogunquit woman, was dated 1917. If these 
are all true, then Yasuo might have been in Woodstock the next year as some wrote. There is no 
certain document for this matter. However, it is likely that Yasuo was in Woodstock first, in 
1917, and Ogunquit in the next summer. There are three reasons to believe this side. First, John 
Carlson, as Kuniyoshi remembered him as an instructor he had studied with, was resigned in 
the summer of 1918, probably before the Summer School started by "radical" students' protest 
against Carlson mentioned above. Secondly, Kuniyoshi was a houseboy when he went to 
League's Summer School. It suggests that it was before the fall of 1917 in which Yasuo began 
receiving a job-scholarship in addition to Field’s allowance and his life became easier than 
before. Thirdly, Katherine was sure that she began visiting Ogunquit in the summer of 1918, 
where she and Yasuo married next summer. Unless there were some reasons, it is natural that 
Yasuo wished to be with Katherine. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 
50-51, 81; interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 22.)

63 For information on the Woodstock art colony, see the followings: Alexander Brook, 
"The Woodstock Whirl," Arts June, 1923, p.418; R.L.Duffs, "An Eden of Artists Fights a Serpent: 
Its Name is Change and It Disturbs Those Who Would Retain the Old Simplicity of 
Woodstock," New York Times Magazine. 25 Aug. 1929, pp. 6-7,23; Robert M. Coates, "The Art 
Galleries : A Quick Look at the Summer Colonies," New Yorker. 24 Aug. 1940, p. 46; Morse, 1951, 
pp.54-56, 79; Herman Cherry, "Woodstock: Paradise Lost," Art Digest, 1 Aug. 1954, p.20; Anita 
M. Smith, Woodstock: History and Hearsay (Saugerties, New York: Catskill Mountain 
Publishing Corporation, 1959); Karal A.Rose Marling, Federal Patronage and Woodstock 
Colony. Dissertation, Bryn Mawr College, 1971, High Wycomb, England: University Microfilm 
Limited; Ann Arbor, USA: A Xerox Company, 1971 and also see her "Introduction," 1977;



Elizabeth Carter, "Woodstock Art Colony," Art Digest. Apr. 1977, p. 22; Tom Wolf, "Konrad 
Cramer: His Art and His Context," Dissertation, New York Univ., 1984. Cramer was one of 
early modernist residents in Woodstock along with DaSburg and Alexander Archipenko, and 
associated with Kuniyoshi and Emile Ganso through photography. ( See Franklin Riehlman 
and Tom Wolff, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Painter/ Photographer." Yasuo Kuniyoshi: Artist as 
Photographer . Annedaie-on-Hudsoii,New York & West Palm Beach, Florida: Bard College 
Center; Norton Gallery and School of Art, 1983, pp.7- 24.)

64 Ozawa, 1974, pp.46-47; Salpeter, p.215; Bert Winther, "Chronology," in Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi. 1989, p.200. These two paintings were titled Modern Crucifix and Homeward.

65 See Bolger's Master's thesis. Because of the reliable information on Field's activity in 
relation to Kuniyoshi in these years, her paper is most helpful. Field's contribution to the 
development of modern art in America has been underestimated in history because of his sudden 
death. He was on his way to leading young artists, future important artists. He helped many 
artists in-and-out of his circle, including artists who associated with Alfred Stieglitz's gallery 
"291," and also exchanged friendship with Stieglitz. (Bolger, pp.65, 70.) Kuniyoshi once 
wished that somebody write a book on Field. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, 
roll N670: 51.) Goodrich agreed with Kuniyoshi by writing, "Field has never been given due as 
one of the earliest sponsors of modern art in this century." ( Goodrich, 1948, p .ll.)

66 Salpeter, p. 215.

67 Kuniyoshi said that he received $15 a month from Field beginning in 1917 for about 
four years. Katherine Schmidt recalled that Kuniyoshi had received $15 a week before their 
marriage, yet, this stipend was ceased by the couple's decision after their marriage. Moreover, 
they began paying a rent for a studio in Ogunquit in the spring of 1920, which was supposed to be 
a rent-free wedding present from Field, but because of that Field changed his promise. Even so, 
it seems that the Kuniyoshis could live in the house on 110 Columbia Heights, one of Field's 
three houses on 104,106, 110, in the same cite, for free or for affordable rent until Field's death 
in 1922. Bolger reports that their address appeared as 110 Columbia Heights in the 1919 water 
color exhibition catalogue, and Robert Laurent wrote that they moved to the smaller room, a 
basement of other house on 106, after Field died. This suggests the couple had been continuously 
supported by Kuniyoshi’s benefactor although they paid some expenses to him. ( Goodrich, 
interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 51; interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, 
roll N670: 22; Robert Laurent, "Memories of Yas," College Art Journal, no.l. Fall 1953, p.8; 
Bolger, pp.64-66.)

68 Goodrich reported that the original name of this group was "The Penguin" without 
"club" and there was no written rule for its membership. Kuniyoshi did not mention other names 
of his school mates at the Art Students' League. ( See Goodrich, "The Penguin, " WMAP, AAA, 
roll N670: 20, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 53 and 1948, p .ll); Kuniyoshi, 1940, 
p.75; Ozawa,1974, p.46.

69 Goodrich, ibid. For information on Jules Pascin, see George Heard Hamilton, Painting 
and Sculpture in Europe. 1880-1940 (New York: Penguin Books, 1983), pp.432-433.

70 Goodrich, 1948, p .ll and interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 53; Kuniyoshi, 
1940, p.75.
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71 Goodrich, ibid, and "The Penguin," WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 20.

72 (1) Goodrich, "The Penguin," ibid.
(2) It is not clear where Yasuo had lived before 1919. Lubowsky writes that Yasuo lived 

in a ”$12-a-month-studio at the Lincoln Arcade Building," when he was living by the League's 
$ 15-a-month "job-scholarship, and in "a studio and room on West 57th Street" after he began 
selling his water color paintings. ( Lubowsky, p.23.)

(3) Kuniyoshi said that he and Pascin became friends by living next to each other in this 
house, in which several artists (e.g. Stefan Hirsh, etc.) lived because it was a four-and-half- 
story building. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 53; Bolger, pp.15,64.

73 Ozawa, 1974, p.45. Lubowsky writes exactly the same story as the League's cook's 
help. ( Lubowsky, p.23.) It is possible that both Katherine and other people helped indigent 
Yasuo, or this story of generosity might have been mixed up. Katherine was a waitress before 
her marriage and began running the League's lunch room one year after she married Yasuo, in 
the fall of 1920. ( Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 23.)

74 Laurent, p.6. Many of the couple's friends at the League might not have been in Maine 
to celebrate their wedding, for some of them probably went to the League's Summer School in 
Woodstock to take a newly provided "figure-out-of doors" class taught by Andrew Dasburg. 
Yasuo’s closest friend, Alexander Brook, with Peggy Bacon, went to take this course in this 
summer. See note 61 of this chapter and Marling, 1977, unpaginated.

75 Ozawa, 1974, p. 52.

76 Aline B. Louchheim, "Look My Past," Art News. Apr. 1948, p.47.

77 Hosokawa, 1969, pp.96-97; Ichioka, Chapter V, "Permanent Settlement," pp,146-175.

78 Hosokawa, ibid.

79 Hachiro Onuki, later Hutchlon Ohnick ( see note 40, Chapter I, ), Yone Noguchi, 
Hideyo Noguchi, Jokichi Takamine, and Yasuo's friend, Bumpei Usui, a successful commercial 
furniture designer, all had American wives.

80 Yukichi Onoda, "New York no Wakaki Kuniyoshi [Young Kuniyoshi in New York]," 
Geiiutsu Shincho. no. 310, Oct. 1975, p.148. Goodrich too wrote of Katherine's important role: 
"His wife's gift for friendship helped to draw Kuniyoshi out of the isolation he had suffered 
for so many years and to give him a secure place among artists. (Goodrich, 1948, p.24.) 
Additionally, Onoda remembered that Kuniyoshi showed about 25 water color paintings 
without frames but in hand-made glass covers at the League’s lunch room and made some money 
by selling them to prepare for his marriage to Katherine. Onoda bought two of them. Salpeter's 
mentioning that Kuniyoshi's first sale of his painting was at the League, for $5, matches 
Onoda's recollection. ( Salpeter, p. 216.)

81 Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 22; Laurent, p.6.



Field's painting style in the 1910s was reported that "he was intrigued by the 
Whistlerian style, by Impressionism, by Post-Impressionism and Fauvism, and pursued these 
styles as long as they posed an intellectual or artistic challenge for him." ( Bolger, p. 12.) 
Field's appreciation of primitive and Oriental arts may have influenced Kuniyoshi's art as 
well.
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83 Goodrich, 1948, p.10; interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670:79

84 ibid. Neither the ownership nor location of this painting is known.

CHAPTER THREE: KUNIYOSHI AS AN AMERICAN ARTIST
1920-1929

1 For information on major Japanese persecution see Introduction.

2 Winther, p. 200. See note 7 of Introduction for understanding the 1922 Cable Act, by 
which Katherine lost her Citizenship.

3 (1) The Kuniyoshis' European trips in 1925 was for about ten months and for about six 
months the second time, leaving in the spring each time. There is a controversial report on 
Kuniyoshi's stay in Europe during his second trip. Only Virginia Allen gives specific dates of 
their departure from New York on May 19, 1928 and Kuniyoshi's return from this trip to New 
New York on November 27,1928. Only one Japanese source in author's hand supports this report. 
All other sources, including the newest 1989 catalogue, believe that Katherine came back home 
in the fall of 1928 and Kuniyoshi in the February of the next year because of Kuniyoshi's own 
words. Author holds Allen's report because of her significant dates for Kuniyoshi's all three 
trips abroad—twice to Europe and once to Japan—of which dates of his homecoming trip were 
correct. Another reason for this is that Kuniyoshi suggested his urgent wish to return to America 
soon after his wife's leave in his letter to Reginald Marsh from Paris. Because of the fact that 
Kuniyoshi returned to America in February from his first European trip and his Japanese trip, it 
is possible that his memory was mixed up all three trips. See Allen, pp.35-38; Kuniyoshi, 
letter to Marsh, Reginald Marsh Papers, AAA, roll D308: 253-254; Winther, p.200.

(2) During the first trip, they traveled in Italy with their friend David Vaughn, who 
had been residing in Vence in the southern France. In Vaughn's car they toured for about a 
month, visiting Cremona, Padua,Venice, Ravenna, Florence, Arrezo, Assisi, Perugia, Siena, San 
Gimignano, and Pisa. They mostly spent their time in Vence and Paris. Their second visit to 
Europe began in London, where they stayed for about one or two weeks. They spent a few 
months in Spain and the rest of time in Paris. It is unknown that when Kuniyoshi reunited with 
his old friend Pascin in Paris, but it must be in his second trip in 1928 because both Yasuo and 
Katherine remembered that Kuniyoshi often visited Pascin's studio and was influenced by 
Pascin's works during the second trip. Moreover, Pascin might have been traveling the world in 
the middle of 1920s and returned to Paris by 1928. (See H.H. Arnason, History of Modern Art. 
2nd ed., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey & New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1981, p.286; 
Goodrich, interview with Kuniyoshi and Katherine, separately, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 23- 
24 (Katherine), 52-53 (Kuniyoshi) and 1948, pp.25-26; Hamilton, p.433; also see note 69 of 
Chapter II.)



4 The Kuniyoshis spent summers in Ogunquit, Maine, from 1919 through 1924 and again 
in 1926. For H.E.Field's financial assistance to Kuniyoshi and Katherine, see note 67 of the 
Chapter II. Actually, it is not clear whether they paid rent for the apartment in Brooklyn or 
not although both recalled that they paid for a studio in Ogunquit from the spring of 1920.

5 Goodrich, interview with Katherine ,WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 22.

6 Ibid. The word "puritanical" was probably used by Katherine and Goodrich wrote it 
as she said in his notes. Also Goodrich recorded Katherine's feeling: "it would have been better 
if Yasu had married someone who would not have minded his accepting money from Field." It 
suggests that Kuniyoshi lost his $15-weekly-allowance from Field after his marriage by 
Katherine's opinion.

7 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.77. Kuniyoshi had an 8" x 10" camera. (Goodrich, interview with 
YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 54.) Alexander Brook remembered Kuniyoshi working with this 
"large cumbersome " camera: "Going from place to place lugging his camera and other necessary 
photographic paraphernalia consumed too much of Yasu's time and energy,..." ( Brook, p.152.) 
For the study of Kuniyoshi's photographic development and relationship to his symbolic 
paintings, see Yasuo Kuniyoshi : Artist as Photographer. Also for understanding the 
relationship between painting and photography in the contemporary art world see Karen 
Tsujimoto, Images of America: Precisionist Painting and Modern Photography, exhibition 
catalogue, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, ( Seattle: Univ. of Washington Press, 1982).

8 Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 23.

9 Ibid. Additionally, Katherine worked at a china store after the League’s lunchroom 
in the afternoon for $10 a week up to $17 a week by the time she quit around 1925. Meanwhile 
she had her first one man show at the Whitney Studio Club in 1923. Yasuo and Katherine 
joined the Whitney Studio Club around 1922. This Club was developed from Whitney Studio 
(1914-1927) and further expanded to become Whitney Studio Club (1918 - 1928), Whitney 
Studio Galleries (1928-1930), and the Whitney Museum of American Art (1931-present). See 
American Art of Our Century, the Whitney Museum of American Art, (New York: Frederick A. 
Publisher, 1961), pp.301-304; Goodrich, 1948, p.23 and interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll 
N670: 53.

10 Kuniyoshi spoke of his sale that began by middle of 1920s: $50-$100 for drawing and 
$100-$300 for painting. But it was not enough therefore he continued his business of commercial 
photographer. ( Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 54.)

11 Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 24. Katherine 
recommended to Goodrich a book. The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, written by Ruth 
Benedict, to learn about the Japanese family relationship. There is a book with a similar title, 
Mme Crysanthime. written by Pierre Loti, which Van Gogh favored and by which he studied 
the philosophy of life in Japan, cited in Renilde A.M.Hammacher, Van Gogh: A Documentary 
Biography (London: Thames and Hudson, 1982), p.160.

12 Goodrich, ibid.

18 Katherine, letter to Reginald Marsh, Reginald Marsh Papers, AAA, roll D308: 218.
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14 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, letter to Reginald Marsh, Reginald Marsh Papers, AAA, roll D308:
219.

15 Kuniyoshi, letter to Marsh, Reginald Marsh Papers, AAA, roll P308: 253-254.

16 See Bolger’s Master's thesis; Ozawa, 1974, pp.46-78.

17 Bolger, pp. 2-5, 14. Field occasionally came back home before he settled down and 
prepared for his future activities such as buying a building on 104 Columbia Heights, next to his 
home, in 1905.

18 Hamilton E. Field, "Introduction," in Catalogue of an Exhibition of the Paintings of 
Hamilton E.Field. the Berlin Photographic Gallery, 1912, p.8, cited in Bolger, pp.2-3.

19 Robert Henri, The Art Spirit (Philadelphia, 1923), p.8, cited in Bolger, p.42. Henri 
and Arthur B. Davis were friends as seen in Field's article and Davis's letters to Field. 
Hamilton E. Field, "Scenery by Boris Anisfeld," Brooklyn Daily Eagle. 12 Dec. 1920,p.7; 
Davis's letters to Field from 1907 to 1911 are in the Hamilton Easter Field Papers, AAA, roll 
N68. ( Bolger, pp.66, 70.) It is believed that Alfred Stieglitz was also acquainted with Field 
through Field's cousin Frank Burty. Burty exhibited at Stieglitz's gallery "291" as early as 
1906 and definitely after 1909 while Field was still in Paris because Field asked Stieglitz to 
"check on his Picasso mural." ( Robert Laurent, "A Personal Statement," Hamilton Easter Field 
Foundation Collection. Barn Gallery, Ogunquit, Maine, 1966, unpaginated, cited in Bolger, 
p.70.)

20 (1) Bolger, pp.14, 64. The Ardsley Studios was originally located at 104 Columbia 
Heights, open as early as 1912, and expanded to another building on 110 after Field acquired it 
in 1916. It exhibited both arts of old and new and of West and East. Such artists as Winslow 
Homer, Impressionists, Arthur Dave, Stuart Davis, Marsden Hartley, John Marin, John Sloan, 
Max Weber, and many less-known artists at the time had shown there. However, because of 
Field's busy editorial schedule for Brooklyn Daily Eagle. Arts and Decoration, and The Arts. 
which he founded in December,1920, the Ardsley stopped its exhibition function in 1920.

(2) Field's collection of Japanese prints, including ones by Hokusai and Kuniyoshi— 
Kuniyoshi Utagawa—(see note 32 Chapter I, ), were exhibited and sold at his gallery as early 
as December, 1914 through 1919 ( Zorach Papers, AAA, roll NY59: 1, cited in Bolger, pp.14-15, 
19; Ozawa, 1974, p.45.) Kuniyoshi's student Paul Jenkins recalled Kuniyoshi's advice on 
Hokusai to him. (p.155.)

21 Field had started criticizing Walter Pach's favorism in the Society of Independent 
Artists in 1920. His frustration exploded when the sculptor Gaston Lachaise resigned from the 
Society because of Pach. He followed Lachaise's protest. Field's letter of resignation from the 
Society tells his side of the story:

I hereby tender my resignation as Director of the Society of Independent Artists and as 
a member...My charges against Walter Pach in The Arts were so twisted out of shape 
that they were interpreted as an attack on his financial integrity. My belief is that he 
was an honest treasurer. I have accused Mr. Pach of using his position as a member of 
the Publicity Committee two years ago to push himself forward and I gave full proof of 
the truth of my accusations. Year after year Walter Pach has been a member of the



Publicity Committee appointed by Mr. Sloan. In reappointed him this year Mr. Sloan 
has precipitated the present crisis.

"Quits Independent Artists," New York Times. 18 Mar. 1922, p.14, cited in Bolger, p.52.

22 (i)The Salons of America's fourteenth and final show was held at the American Art 
Association, Anderson Art Galleries, Inc., in May 1936. ("The Salons' Fourteenth Annual," Art 
Digest. 15 Apr. 1936, p. 19; "The Fourteenth Annual of the Salons of America Offering a Variety 
of Works by Contemporaries." Art News. 9 May, 1936, pp.5-7, as quoted in Bolger, p.62.) It is not 
clear if it dissolved in this year or in 1938 as appeared in Goodrich's 1948 book (chronology).

(2) These thirty artists included George Lukes, Miller, Joseph Stella, and Other well- 
known artists; however, like Kuniyoshi, many of them left the directorate right after Field's 
death, by July.( FLE.Field, "Comments on Art," The Arts. Feb. 1922, p.322; "Salons of America," 
New York Times. 3 July, 1922, p.8, cited in Bolger, pp. 61-62). In 1929 the artists who associated 
with Field organized the Hamilton Easter Field Art Foundation Collection honoring their late 
leader. It was set in the Barn Gallery in Ogunquit, Maine, and its object was "to buy painting 
and sculpture from unknown artists who deserved recognition." (Bolger, pp.55.) Kuniyoshi 
worked for this Foundation as Correspondence Secretary from its beginning. It is incorrect to give 
Kuniyoshi credit of presidency of the Salons just after the death of Field as Ozawa wrote (1974, 
pp.46-47), when there were many available seniors to Kuniyoshi, who just had his first one 
man show. Even if he had returned to the directorate later, it is inappropriate to say he was a 
director of the Salons between 1922 and 1938 as cited in Goodrich ( 1948, p.49) and Winther
(p.200).

(3) The Salons of America involved some other Issei and Nisei artists (e.g. Kikuta 
Nakagawa, Byron Takahashi Tsuzuki, etc.), and once had an exhibition of the works by ten of 
them in New York. ( Herman, p.17.)

23 H.E.Field, "Lachaise's Resignation," Brooklyn Daily Eagle. 19 Mar. 1922, p.6, as 
quoted in Bolger, p.53.

24 Alexander Brook,"Yasuo Kuniyoshi," Arts. Jan. 1924, pp.24-27.

25van Gogh too learned this Eastern spirit of seeing nature and painted such works as 
Moth (1889) and Beetle (1890) in France. (Hammacher, p.167.)

26 "Genji Monogatari ( the Tale of Genji)." Encyclopedia Nipponica 2001. vol.8. It was 
written by Shikibu Murasaki between around 1001 and 1006 (in which she served for the 
Imperial Court), and considered one of the most well-written novel in history of literature in 
the world. The story was based on her experience and observation of court life. It consists of 
fifty-four volumes and each includes ink illustrations combined with a bird's-eye-view, two- 
dimensional space, and a narrative sequence of the story scenes. It is said that the illustration 
might have been added to the story later years to attract readers.

27 Horance Brodzky, "A Temporary Group of the Penguin," Playboy: A Portfolio of Art 
and Satire, no.3,1919, p.22.

28 ibid. It was an etching as the title indicates. Ozawa believed that Kuniyoshi made 
more than forty etchings in late 1910s through early 1920s. (Ozawa, 1974, p.49.)

29 Craven, "The Awakening of the Academy," Dial. June, 1921, pp.673-678.
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30 Ibid., p.675.

31 Ozawa, 1974, p.152. Kuniyoshi told the press reporters at his arrival in Yokohama in 
1931 that his style could be called "revisionistic expressionism/' and "Kuniyoshism." However, 
he never used these words nor categorized his art in any term in America.

32 Murrell, unpaginated.

33 Both drawings were reproduced in Murrell's book above with no dimension and no 
ownership. Their present location is unknown. Both drawings for this paper were from 
Murrell’s book and reproduced with only the main part—empty spaces along the edges were cut 
off because of space limitation.

34 "Ka-ke-mo-no ," is a hanging scroll made of fabric or paper, on which traditional 
and /or religious ink paintings and calligraphy are displayed. It is usually vertically 
rectangular and has a roller at the bottom to wrap itself for convenience to carry and store.

35 Paul Watabe, "L. Fujita to Hitteki suru Y. Kuniyoshi [Y. Kuniyoshi, who Equals 
L.Fujita]," Hanga Geimtsu, no.4. Winter 1974, pp. 53. Fujita lived in Paris from 1913, made his 
fame from the late 1910s there and met Kuniyoshi probably during Kuniyoshi's second European 
trip. He had a one man show in New York in 1930 and returned to Japan in 1933, one year after 
Kuniyoshi left. However, he permanently moved to Paris in 1949 because of accusations against 
his support of the militarist government during wartime. In 1959 Fujita converted to 
Catholicism and began using a new name, Leonald. ("Fujita Tsuguharu," Nihonjinmei Daijiten.) 
It must be true that Fujita enjoyed his celebrity as a famous artist and that there was no 
comparison between him and Kuniyoshi in Japan in the pre-war years.

36 Little Toe With Cow is now in the private collection of the Fukutake Publishing 
Company, Ltd., in Okayama City. This painting was among ten of Kuniyoshi's which caused a 
"Kuniyoshi boom," in Japan and re-evaluation of his art in America after they appeared in the 
auction of the Edith Halper Collection in 1973. Because of the competition escalated by 
Japanese buyers, this canvas was sold for $220,000, a record-high price for a single piece of 
American work from this century, despite that it had been estimated between $30,00 and $35, 
000. See Judith Tannenbaum, "The Dominance of Diversity," Arts Magazine, May, 1973, pp.70- 
71.

37 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.77, also see note 2-(3) Chapter I. Alexander Brook commented on 
Kuniyoshi’s open personality which often created humorous episodes, especially in relation to 
the cow: his laughter was heard even outside of his studio when the artist realized he had 
forgotten to forgotten paint a tail of the cow in the picture he thought of as finished ( Brook, 
1924, p.24 ); at the Japanese restaurant in New York, Kuniyoshi explained the Japanese 
calendar based on the "pet animal," and told Brook, "If you are born in dog year, you act and 
look like a dog," and burst into a laughter, that Brook remarked as "it was a laugh that filled 
the room and nearly knocked the dishes off the table." Additionally at the same spot, Alfred 
Stieglitz, who was with them, asked Kuniyoshi: "What is this great interest in painting 
cows?" and the young painter responded to Stieglitz, who was then one of the most powerful 
and respected leaders of modernist art movement: "What is wrong with painting the cow?" 
(Brook, 1975, p.151.) This candid conversation suggests that Kuniyoshi was well-aquainted



with not only Field, but also other important people in the New York art world in these early 
years.
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38 Charles Daniel (1879-1971) was a "mysterious" man because nobody knew his personal 
life, where he lived or whether if he had a family or not. (Brook,1975, p.151.) Ozawa too 
pointed out that Daniel's business was careless and paid artists only when their works were 
sold. (Ozawa, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo o Meguru Nihonjin: Usui Bumpei Hoka [The Japanese Who 
Associated with Yasuo Kuniyoshi: Bumpei Usui and Others]," Geijutsu Shincho. no. 310, Oct. 
1975, p.145.) However, Kuniyoshi respected Daniel as one of the pioneer dealers in the modem 
art movement who devoted his gallery to only younger artists. Kuniyoshi said that he never 
had any serious problems with Daniel except frequent rubber checks; he knew Daniel's "bad 
business." (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 54 and 1948, p.23.)

39 Goodrich, ibid., WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 54. These positive critiques on his one man 
show in January and afterwards through June, in 1920, were on Sun. 7 Jan.; New York Herald. 8 
Jan.; New York Evening Post. 14 Jan.; New York Tribune. 15 Jan.; Brooklyn Daily Eagle: Evening 
Telegram: New York American: New York Times: and Dial, cited in Ozawa, 1974, pp.63-72. 
Ozawa commented, probably heard from Katherine with whom he had an interview for his 
book, that Kuniyoshi spent two weeks without a heater, in the Daniel's gallery, which was on 
the fifth floor of the building at 5th Avenue and 47th Street.( Ozawa, 1974, p.71.)

40 Henry McBride, "Art News and Reviews: Kuniyoshi's Debut in the Daniel Gallery," 
and " Art news and Reviews: Alexander Brook and Peggy Bacon at Brummer's," New York 
Herald. 8 Jan. 1922, sec.3, p.5. McBride compared Kuniyoshi with Alexander Brook and Peggy 
Bacon, a couple who also had their joint show at the same time as Kuniyoshi's: "Peggy and 
Alexander appear to get away to a flying start, as compared with Yasu. There is a great deal in 
a start, as many worldly old artists and race touts will tell you, but the start isn't everything. 
Yasu, if he doesn't dazzle the public at first sight, may comfort himself with reflection that 
possibly he is a highbrow and too good for the frivolous, and come in for heavier stakes at the 
end."

41 Kuniyoshi said that the painters he liked most in Paris were Utrillo, Soutine, and 
Picasso, by seeing their works in galleries around. ( Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, 
AAA, roll N670: 65, and 1948, P.26.) Kuniyoshi often talked about his interests in the French 
Post Impressionists, especially about Cezanne. (Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.75.) Donald Goodall found 
such French influence in his work like modem structure (particularly of Cezanne), post-Cubist 
forms, African primitive art. Renaissance art, American realism. He wrote that Kuniyoshi 
mixed all these elements to reach the final stage of "imaginative symbolism and decorative 
imagery." (Goodall, p.19.)

42 Goodall, ibid. Whitney Studio Club exhibited primitive art and works by Picasso, 
Georges Braque, Marcel Duchamp, and Marius de Zayas, selected by Charles Sheeler, in 1924. 
(Kuniyoshi was then in charge for the selection of American folk art and Portrait.) It is likely 
that Kuniyoshi could learn various kinds of arts ( e.g., African, primitive, French modern arts, 
etc.) by being linked with Whitney Studio Club in these years. See American Art of Our 
Century, p.302.

43 See note 3 above for information on the Kuniyoshis' European trips.



44 Although Kuniyoshi confirmed French contemporaries' influence on him, he actually 
did not meet so many artists in Paris, but some in Pascin's studio and remembered only one called 
"Popazoff." ( Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 67.) It is not clear if he 
really met Soutine or not although it is occasionally quoted as he did. ( Goodrich, 1948, p.26.)

45 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.80.

46 Ibid.

47 Ozawa, 1974, p. 140.

48 Kuniyoshi’s lithographs were printed in the Desjobert studio in Paris. (Goodrich, 
interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670:53 and 1948, p.26; Ozawa, 1974, pp.121-130; 
Winther, p.201.)

49 Kuniyoshi told Goodrich that he, along with Edmond Duffy, Niles Spencer, 
Bouche,was invited to a work-shop of lithographs on zinc plates in the basement of the Club's 
house by George Miller, who was asked for this project by Julia Force (later Director of 
Whitney Museum of American Art). There his first lithograph. Milking Cow was made. 
(Goodrich, ibid; Ozawa, 1974, p.121. See note no.9 for information on Whitney Studio Club.)

50 Akira Asahi estimated that Kuniyoshi made over 35 etchings and 81 lithographs in 
his life ("Yasuo Kuniyoshi no Hanga [Prints by Yasuo Kuniyoshi]," Hanga Geijutsu, no.4. 
Winter 1974, p.52) whereas Paul Watabe believed that they were 47 etchings and 81 
lithographs (p.53).

51 Meixner, p.12.

52 See note.34 above for information on Fujita.

53 (|) The Kuniyoshis visited Woodstock in the summer of 1927. They chose Ohayo 
Mountain for their new home there. It is interesting that this name is the same as a Japanese 
"o-ha-yo," meaning "good morning." Since there are three episodes of Ohayo Mountain 
relating to an old man, to a gamble game, and to an Indian (A.MSmith, p.103), the name must 
be coincident, but the choice of the site might be of Kuniyoshi beside the couple's liking for the 
place. At beginning his house was a modest one without electricity or plumbing system 
(Lubowsky, p.26), yet later he was able to remodel and to add a dark room for photography in 
1937 (Winther, p.203).

(2) There was an estate of Reginald Marsh's maternal aunt. Dr. Elenor Van Alstyne in 
the same area. Her collection of folk art including merfy-go-round horses are well-known. After 
her death Reginald's parents resided in the property. (A.M.Smith, PP.103-104; Jody Bornstein, 
"Yasuo Kuniyoshi," in Woodstock: An American Art Colony. 1902-1977. New York: the Basar 
College Art Gallery, 1944, unpaginated .) Kuniyoshi probably saw this Marsh family's 
collection and was inspired by these wooden horses and bought one for himself somewhere or got 
one from the Marshs. He told Goodrich that he had a merry-go-round-horse in his Woodstock 
home and used it for his Festivities Ended (1939-1947) and Headless Horse Who Wants to Tump 
(1945). (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 80.)

(3) At the same time Kuniyoshi rented a studio on the top floor of a five-story-building 
on 30 East 14th Street, near Union Square and 5th Avenue. There were many contemporary
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artists who had studios in this area including K.H.Miller, who had his studio in the same 
building that Kuniyoshi moved into. It is little confusing that Kuniyoshi and Miller used the 
same address. (Theodore Dreiser, letter to Kenneth Hayes Miller, 5 Mar. 1935, Kenneth Hayes 
Miller Papers, AAA, roll N583: 582; Ozawa, 1974, pp.145, 152; Winther, p.201.) Kuniyoshi kept 
this studio throughout his life. See Morris Gilbert, "Portrait of Artist: Kuniyoshi, Born in Japan 
and Widely Traveled, Feels at Home Only in New York," World Telegram. 23 Feb.1940, in 
WMAP, AAA, roll N670:184; Jenkins, p.155.

54 See "The First and Second Exhibitions at the Museum of Modern Art," Parnassus, no.l, 
29 Dec. 1929, pp.13-16; Ozawa, 1974, pp.133-138. The first one was an exhibition of the works of 
Cezanne, Gauguin, Seurat, and Van Gogh. Ozawa reported that there were 47,000 visitors in a 
month and 5,300 on the final day of the second show. Kuniyoshi's paintings in this show were 
Boy Stealing Fruit (1923), Maine Landscape (1925). Self Portrait/Golf Player(1927). N ude 
(1929), and Still-Life (1929). The artists selected with Kuniyoshi were: Charles E. Burchfield; 
Charles Demuth; Preston Dickinson; Lyonal Feininger; George Overbury "Pop" Hart; Edward 
Hopper; Bernard Karfiol; Rockwell Kent; Walt Kuhn; Ernest Lawson; John Marin; K.H.Miller; 
Georgia O'Keeffe; Jules Pascin; John Sloan; Eugene Spicher; Maurice Sterne; and Max Weber.

55 "The First and Second Exhibitions at the Museum of Modem Art," p.14.

56 Ozawa, 1974, p.136. For the political background, which reflected the criticism of the 
inclusion of these foreign-born Americans in this show, see Matthew Baigel, "American Art and 
National Identity: the 1920s," Arts Magazine. Fall 1987, pp.48-55.

57 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, letter to Henry McBride, 26 Dec. 1929, Henry McBride Papers, 
AAA, roll NMcBlO: 730-731.

I l l

CHAPTER FOUR: KUNIYOSHI AS AN AMERICAN ARTIST 
1930 - December 6,1941

1 John Gage Allee, compiled, "Outline of U.S. History," Webster's Encyclopedia of 
Dictionaries (Ottentheim Publishers, Inc., 1983), pp.1143-1150; J.B.S. Hardman, ed. Rendezvous 
with Destiny: Addresses and Opinions of Franklin Delano Roosevelt (New York: The Dryden 
Press, Publishers, 1944; Krans Reprint Co., 1969).

2 See George Biddle (1885-1973), An American Artist’s Story (Boston: Little, Brown & 
Company, 1939), pp. 54, 58, 66, 85, 268-269. Biddle, in his letter, stressed the significance of 
mural painting to express social ideals in the public buildings, even referring to Mexican 
muralist Diego Rivera. Although Biddle's letter did not directly ask Roosevelt's help for 
artists, it created a beginning of historical federal aids for American art and artists.

5 See Marling's dissertation; New Deal Art: New Jersey, the State University of New 
Jersey, 1980, pp. 6-11; Francis O'Connor, ed.. Art For Millions: Essays from the 1930s by Artists 
and Administrators of the WPA Federal Art Project (New York: Graphic Society, 1973); Rose, 
pp.104-106. The Works Progress Administration, better-known as WPA, became Works Projects 
Administration of the Federal Works Agency after Sept. 1939, then became the Graphic Section 
of the War Services Division after March 1942, ending its function in July 1943.
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4 See note 72-(3), Chapter II for information on friendships between Pascin and 
Kuniyoshi. Kuniyoshi's friend George Biddle was also one of Pascin's friends, see Biddle, 
"Memories of Jules Pascin," 1939, PP.227-239; Ozawa, 1974, pp.151-157.

5 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.81. His homecoming was about total five months: leaving Seattle 
on 30 Sept, arriving at Yokohama on 11 Oct. 1931, from Yokohama on 4 Feb. arriving at San 
Francisco on 17 Feb. 1932. (Allen, p.38.)

6 Kuniyoshi, ibid.

7 Kuniyoshi, ibid.

8 See Chapter I for understanding Kuniyoshi’s complicated family background.

9 Kuniyoshi, ibid; Tomiyama, p.162.

10 Tomiyama, p.162; Ozawa, 1974, p.152.

11 Tomiyama, ibid.

12 This exhibition of Kuniyoshi's lithographs was held on the second floor of the Meiji 
Confectionery Company's building in Nishi Odera Town of Okayama City. Details of the show 
are unknown. (Tomiyama, ibid.)

13 Tomiyama, ibid.

14 The exhibition was held on the fourth floor of the Mitsukoshi Department Store in 
Nihonbashi, Tokyo. ( Tomiyama, ibid.)

13 The show was moved to the Osaka branch of the same Department Store. (Tomiyama,
ibid.)

16 Kuniyoshi said that they were poor before the press at his arrival at Yokohama. 
(Ozawa, 1974, p.152.)

12 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 57.

13 Tomiyama, p.162.

19 Yoshie Nakata did not mention the exact number of paintings sold. (Nakata, "Tsuiso 
no Kuniyoshi [ Memories of Kuniyoshi]," Hanga Geijutsu, no.4.Winter 1974, p.36.) The other 
Japanese source stated that only one work (without mentioning oil or lithograph) was sold. 
("Yoroku [An Additional Profit]," Mainichi Shiribun, 2 Feb. 1950, p.l.)



20 Brook, 1975, p.152. Salpeter reported, based on his interview with the artist that 
"the terribly wealthy Baron Mitsui bought two of his pictures." (p.216.)

21 These magazines are Chuo Bijutsu [ Central Fine Arts!. Bi no Kuni FA Country of the 
Beautiful ], Bijutsu Shinron FNew Arguments on Fine Arts!. Mizue. and Atelier. ( Winther,
p.202.)
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22 Tomiyama, p.162.

23 ibid.

24 Ibid.

25 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, "Art and Artists in Japan," Art Weekly, 23 Apr. 1932, p.150.

26 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 57. For information on Fujita 
see note 34 of Chapter III. Fujita's letter dated 26 Feb. (1931) was published in "Zaigai Nihon 
Sakka no Shokai [Introduction /Information on Japanese Writers/Artists ( "sakka" means 
writer(s), but implies person(s) in the creative fields) Living Abroad]," Chuo Bijutsu. vol.ll, 
1934, pp.40-41, cited in Winther, pp.201-202. This date of Fujita's letter suggests that 
Kuniyoshi had been preparing a trip to Japan before learning of his father's severe illness.

27 Before reaching Manchuria, Japan had already annexed Korea in 1910.

28 "An Accumulation of Sadness." PM. 27 Nov. 1944, p.17.

29 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.81.

30 Ibid. Kuniyoshi knew that his mother died the next year.

31 See Chapter I and note 24, Chapter I for information on Kuniyoshi's family story and 
about his letters to the sisters.

32 Author received copies of Kuniyoshi's greetings on fifteen post cards from Katsumi 
Senoo. The dates of these cards may have been stamped dates: 21 Feb., 17 Mar. (1), 17 Mar. (2), 
17 Mar. (3), 15 Apr. 5 May (1), 5 May (2), 11 May, 18 May, 25 May, 2 June, 8 July,1932; 14 
Nov.,1933; 10 May, 9 June, 1934.

33 Kuniyoshi, letter to Takako Kuniyoshi, 15 Apr. 1932.

34 Ibid., 5 May 1932.

35 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Letter to Henry McBride, 29 Oct. 1931, Henry M. McBride Papers, 
AAA, roll NMcBlO: 688. This was a Japanese post card accompanying his painting Circus Girl 
(currently called Circus Ball Rider) reproduced on its backside. Kuniyoshi used the same



Japanese post card with this picture after he came back to America. Several of them were sent 
to McBride and Henry Schnakenberg. ( Henry M. McBride Papers, AAA, roll NMcBlO: 688, 690- 
691; letters to Schnakenberg in AAA, roll PH: 1-6.)

36 Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 24-25.

37 Ibid.
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38 Ibid.

39 Ibid.

40 Lubowsky, p.27. (1) Lubowsky says that the couple had had long separations twice 
before their divorce. But it is not clear when and how long and why. She might have meant the 
trip-related separations: their second European trip from which Katherine came back to 
America alone in which most undocumented sources say Kuniyoshi's returning was February of 
next year making nearly five-month separation ( although Kuniyoshi came back home within 
two months after Katherine's returning, as discussed in note 3 of Chapter III); Kuniyoshi's trip 
to Japan that created an almost five-month-long separation between two.

(2) Sara Mazo was said to be a dancer when she married Kuniyoshi (Lubowsky, p.27), a 
journalist in 1959 (A.M. Smith, p.105), and a staff of the Prints Collection of the Museum of 
Modern Art in 1974 (Asahi, p.49).

(3) Katherine married the lawyer Irvine Shubert the following year (Winther, p.202), 
but she and Kuniyoshi maintained a life-long friendship. Katherine described Kuniyoshi as an 
"absolutely " good-hearted person, that was why he was liked and respected by many who 
worked with him, especially in artists' groups, that she too was always one of his supporters. 
(Goodrich, interview with Katherine, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 25.)

41 For other exhibitions and awards see Appendix. B.

42 Carol Herselle Krinsky, "Rockfeller Center," Antique. Mar. 1975, pp.478-486. 
According to Krinsky, Kuniyoshi was asked to complete the project which had been started by 
Georgia O'Keeffe. It is not known how much contribution to the work each artist made. The 
murals were opened to the public in Dec. 1932.

43 Ibid, pp.485-486.

44 Ibid., pp.482,484.

43 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 72. Sara Mazo added that they 
visited Grand Canyon too. ( Riehlman and Wolf, pp.9-10.)

48 Goodrich, ibid.

47 An American Group was organized in 1932 by liberal artists who linked with 
Woodstock including Kuniyoshi after he came back from Japan . (Ozawa, 1974, pp.157-160.)



Kuniyoshi was an elected president of this group from 1939 to 1944. ( Although the name of this 
group has been established as An American Group, one question remains that the original name 
might be An American Artists' Group as printed as a publisher of Kuniyoshi’s 
book/autobiographical essay in 1945.) The American Artists' Congress was prepared in 1935 
and had its first meeting in Feb. 1936. Kuniyoshi was one of founding members, serving on the 
National Executive Committee, Executive Board of the New York, Chairman of the Exhibition 
Committee (1937), and one of five Vice Chairmen (1938-1940). Both organizations were 
considered as left-wing as many others like the United American Artists. The United American 
Artists was organized in 1936 by combining former Artists' Union (1934-1936), which was a 
leading group that first took a leadership in artists' movements relating to the Federal Art 
Project by radical demonstrations. These three organizations were among ten of the Artists’ 
Coordination Committee, which was formed in 1936. This Committee was powerful enough to 
change the rules of the new New York City's Municipal Art Galleries in 1936—these rules 
included that only U.S. citizens could exhibit and all rights of censorship belonged to the 
Galleries. (Stuart Davis, "American Artists’ Congress," in Francis V. O'Connor, ed.. Art for the 
Millions: Essays from the 1930s by Artists and Administrations of the WPA Federal Art Project. 
New York: Graphic Society LTD., 1973, pp.249-250; Hugo Gellert, "Artists’ Coordination 
Committee," in O'Connor, pp.255-257; New Deal Art: New Jersey, the State University of New 
Jersey, 1980, pp.6-11; Lincoln Rothschild, "the American Artists’ Congress," in O'Connor, pp. 
250-252.) It is said that there were many Socialist and Communist activists in these artists' 
organizations. As O'Connor pointed out, "the Artists' Union had a Communist Party 'fraction'," 
but he saw the phenomena as natural because the Party's discipline matched artists' goal of 
economical stability. ( New Deal Art: New Jersey, the State University of New Jersey, pp.10- 
11; O'Connor, p.27.) Kuniyoshi left Congress because it became overly political for the Russian 
side. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 75.) He kept fighting for anti
fascism and democracy as a liberal through the rest of his life, but it is not known if Kuniyoshi 
had ever been a Communist or not, because he never admitted nor denied that accusation.

48 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 75-76.

49 "Artists' Congress," Art Digest. 1 Dec. 1935, p.34.

50 Ibid.

51 (1) It is known that he worked for the Graphic Division because he said so. (Goodrich, 
interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 58.) Winther writes that Kuniyoshi was in the 
New York City's graphic unit of WPA/FAP (p.203). Rose believed that Kuniyoshi was in the 
WPA/FAP "murals and easel painting projects.'X p.4.) Kuniyoshi may have confused WPA and 
The Graphic Section of War Services Division, which was established after Mar. 1942 and 
with which Kuniyoshi might also have worked in connection with the Office of War 
Information (OWI). (See note no,3 above.)

(2) It is also reported that Kuniyoshi was never a part of the Section for mural painting 
nor produced any major mural for private and public clients except one in the Rockfeller Center. 
Karl Marling commented on this matter as because Kuniyoshi offended the authorities by 
submitting a sketch of immoral subject matter, i.e. a raped woman "with two fingers of God 
Almighty," for the 1935 Justice Department's competition. (Marling, pp.347,419.)

52 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 75 and 1948, pp. 39,42.
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53 The mask used in this painting was a present from his student Paul Jenkins who called 
it a Japanese Noh mask found in an antique shop on 57th St. In exchange, Jenkins received 
Kuniyoshi's painting. ( Jenkins, p.155.)

54 These four were only part of the many, including Peggy Bacon, Alexander Brook, 
Isamu Noguchi, Niles Spencer, who signed for the foundation of the Congress in 1935. ( "Artists' 
Congress," p.34.) Some of other members were Stuart Davis, Philip Evergood, William 
Cropper, Ralph Pearson, Ben Shahn, Katherine Schmidt Shubert, Moses Soyer, Paul Strand, 
Max Weber, and Margaret Bourke-White. ( Rose, p.106; Rothschild, p.251.)

55 it is not known when Kuniyoshi and Shahn became friends. It might be around 1932, 
the year Kuniyoshi painted murals in the Rockfeller Center, where Shahn would assist Diego 
Rivera to paint murals the following year (the work was destroyed because Lenin's face was 
included in the scene) and the time Shahn's painting of The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti 
(1931-1932) became known in the public. (Milton Brown, et al., American Art: Painting- 
Sculpture. Architecture. Decorative Arts. Photography. Englewood Cliff, New Jersey: 1979, 
pp.452-453; Rose, pp.106-107.) It is interesting that Kuniyoshi painted a hand /hands taken 
from Shahn's works as in Somebody Tore My Poster (1943) and The Widow (1948).

56 Paul Jenkins remembered "Kuniyoshi white": "There was a large amount of 
'Kuniyoshi white' which came from some old master formula and which he carefully kept 
covered with cellophane to keep it from drying. He taught us all how to make it, which was 
not the most heard of thing for a painter to do. (p.155.) Kuniyoshi talked about his home-made 
white pigment in 1948: "with 3-way white damar, stand oil and egg white mixed together 
with eggbeater." (Goodrich, interview with YK, roll N670: 60.) Kuniyoshi wrote Yoshie 
Nakata that he would tell her how to produce this white if she would be interested in.( Letter 
to Nakata, 14 June 1950, in "Kuniyoshi no Tegami," p.42.)

57 The characteristics of Kuniyoshi's whites were viewed such as "splashes of white," 
"silver-pink;" they were among other harmonized colors in tone and enriched the texture of 
things like "English tweeds," "chemises and blouses." ("Yasuo Kuniyoshi," Vogue. 1 Oct. 1936, 
p.75; "Kuniyoshi," vol. 13, Art Digest. 1 Feb. 1939, p .ll.

58 gee Chapter III and its note 40.

59 Riehman and Wolf, p.7.

60 Beaumont Newhall, History of Photography ( New York: Museum of Modern Art, 
1982 ), pp.220-221.

61 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 54-55, 61-62.

62 Goodrich, ibid., roll N670: 62. It is not clear what Kuniyoshi really meant by saying 
this because it was possible to have a clear and sharp print from a camera. He might have 
meant that he did not want to lose the existence of the actuality. For instance, the shadow in 
the photograph generally appears to be a darkest void whereas in the actual scene the shadow



on the things appears as a part of existing things, not only darker or darkest color. He might 
have meant that a photograph was an image by a lense, not by the human's eye, strictly 
speaking, and because of his strong belief in observation of the reality for the first step of the 
painting process he might not have been satisfied by a ready-image made by a camera.

63 Salpeter, p.215. For more information on Kuniyoshi's photographic development see 
Douglas Dreishpoon, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi and Photography: Balancing Painterly Vision," Arts 
Magazine. Jan. 1984, pp.114-115; Yasuo Kunivoshi: Artist as Photographer ; Wolf, pp.141,153- 
154. Wolf reports that over 100 photographs by Kuniyoshi are in the collection of the J. Paul 
Getty Museum, in California. (p,153.)

64 Kootz, p.43.

65 Salpeter, p.216.

66 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, "What is an American Art," typescript dated Feb. 1940, for a 
speech at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, in WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 17-19. In the 
previous year to Kuniyoshi's speech. President Roosevelt gave his speech at the Museum on 10 
May 1939:

The art cannot thrive except where men are free to be themselves and to be in charge of 
the discipline of their own energies and ardors. The condition for democracy and for art 
are one and the same. What we call liberty in politics results in freedom in the 
arts.There can be no vitality in the works gathered in a museum unless there exists the 
right of spontaneous life in the society in which the arts are nourished...Art in America 
has always belonged to the people and has never been the property of an academy or a 
class.

(Hardman, pp.349-350.) Kuniyoshi's strong and confident and even offensive message reflects 
Roosevelt's liberal policies at the time.
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67 Ozawa, 1974, p.192.

68 Ibid.

69 (i) it was about a three-month motor trip visiting Taos, Colorado Springs, and other 
places in Nevada and California, including Los Angeles, which he said as just seeing the town 
for the first time since leaving in 1910. (Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll 
N670:73, and 1948, p.44.)

(2) Forbes Watson, Letter "To Whom It May Concern," for Kuniyoshi, 3 June 1941, Forbes 
Watson Papers, AAA, roll D56: 243. Watson was one of Kuniyoshi's long-time and important 
friends since his student period. As an editor of New York World and Art Magazine, and 
Special Assistant of Edward Bruce, administrator of the Section of Fine Arts in the WPA/ FAP, 
his assistance was influential.

70 The painting was exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in April, 1943, in the 
Contemporary American Paintings show, which was the gift of C. Leonard Pfeiffer to the 
University of Arizona, Museum of Art, Tucson. Since then it has occasionally been exhibited 
and was once appeared on the front cover of a book titled A Tenderfoot Bride, by Clarice



E.Richards, 1947. However, there has been no article written particularly on this painting 
found in the printed materials.

71 Bruce Weber, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi's Symbolic Still-life: Mind at Work," in Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi: Artist as a Photographer (Annendale-on-Hudson, New York and Palm beach, 
Florida: Bard College Center; Norton Gallery and School of Art, 1983), p.46.Winther writes 
their re-union was in 1944 (p.205).
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CHAPTER FIVE: KUNIYOSHI AS AN ISSEI 
December 7,1941 -1947

1 Louis L. Snyder, Historical Guide to World War II (Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood 
Press, 1982).

2 See note 9, Introduction.

3 Hiroshima is a capital of Hiroshima Prefecture, which is next to Okayama 
Prefecture, Kuniyoshi's home prefecture. See a map of Japan in Appendix A. The United States 
dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima in August 6,1945 and on Nagasaki on August 9,1945. It 
was the first time to use the atomic bomb on human beings in history. It proved the atomic 
destructive power including genetic destruction which has been frightening the Japanese for 
generations—140,000±10,000 deaths by the end of December 1945 in Hiroshima as well as 
70,000110,000 deaths in Nagasaki, the number of death in both cities became double by October 
1946 and the death from radioactive disease has been reported yearly to the present. There 
have been controversial issues on the purpose of the use of atomic bomb at the time and in the 
future. Some say atomic bombing ended the war whereas some say it was not necessary for war
ending but for the political diversionary tactics against U.S.S.R. neglecting the fact that Japan 
had secretly been in contact with the United States to surrender, which was reported to the 
U.S. President by the General Douglas MacArthur who was in full charge for a combat against 
Japan. See "Genshi Bakudan [Atomic Bomb]," Encyclopedia Nipponica 2001: L. Giowanity and 
F. Freedman, translated by Horie Yoshitaka, Genbaku Toka Kettei f The Decision of Atomic 
Bombing 1 (Tokyo Hara Shobo, 1967), Harvet Faith, translated by Sato Eiichi et al, Genbaku to 
Dainijitaisen no Shuketsu [Atomic Bomb and the End of WWII ] (Tokyo: Nansosha, 1974), cited 
in Encyclopedia Nipponica 2001. Vol.8. Also see Hiroshima. Nagasaki no Genbaku Saigai [ The 
Disasters by Atomic Bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki ] Hiroshima-shi Nagasaki-shi 
Genbaku Saigai Shi Henshu linkai Hen [The Editorial Committee for a Report of the Disaster 
by Atomic Bomb in Hiroshima City and Nagasaki City.] (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1979); 
Seiichi Nano, Hiroshima: Genbaku Saigai no Tsumeato [ Scars of the Disaster by An Atomic 
Bomb ] (Kyoto: Sorinsha Shuppan, 1982). Moreover, a Japanese special correspondent of one of 
major newspapers in Japan, Asahi Shinbun. Sakai, reported from Washington D.C. on an issue 
over the true purpose of atomic bombing, including "Stimson's memoirs" and "the Torophan 
Report" which disclosed the incident that President Roosevelt ( died on April 12, 1942) ignored 
General MacArthur's suggestion to begin talking with Japan which had been preparing for its 
surrender in January 1945. ( "Genbaku no Nerai was Soren Datta [The Target of Atomic Bomb 
was U.U.S.R.]," Asahi Shinbun. 9 May, 1958.) General MacArthur's two recollecting notes 
appeared in Asahi Shinbun. on 6,7,Jan. 1964.

4 It is said that the Japanese were cooperative with evacuation when it was ordered 
and "obediently marched to the trains and buses...." Kitano, pp. 72-73.
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5 See Alexandra Munroe, "The War Years and Their Aftermath: 1940-1953," in Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi,1989, p.38; Riehlman and Wolf, p.7; Ozawa,1974, p.1974 and Letter, from Ishidor 
Glasgal (Kuniyoshi's lawyer), to Mathias Correa, U.S. District Attorney, 5 Jan. 1942. 
Kuniyoshi Papers, AAA, unfilmed collection 1989, which is cited in Rielman and Wolf and 
Munroe above.

6 It is reported, "Bank accounts bearing Japanese-sounding names were frozen, " yet 
through the offices of Utah Senator E.Thomas and the JACL, the Treasury Department eased 
its orders and allowed withdrawals up to $100 per month." (Herman,p.21.) Also see Riehlman 
and Wolf, ibid. Munroe, ibid.

7 (1) Letter to George Biddle, AAA, roll P I7: 627. Isamu Noguchi, a Nisei, voluntarily 
joined the war camp in Poston, Arizona, to share the experience with other Japanese, and 
appealed to the American public for support to solve problems in and out of camps for the sake 
of both the Issei and the Nisei.(Noguchi, pp.142-143.) Noguchi's attitude makes a sharp 
contrast to Kuniyoshi’s asking the authority for help for his own sake. Biddle has been 
Kuniyoshi's friend since the early 1920s (possibly in the late 1910s through Jules Pascin, or after 
1921, in which year both artists were included in the first show of modern Americans at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts). Between 1922 and 1931 Kuniyoshi occasionally wrote 
Biddle mentioning his first wife Katherine and Daniel, the owner of Daniel Gallery which 
was closed in 1931, from 106 Columbia Heights where the couple had lived. Moreover, Biddle 
was one of Pascin’s close friends, as written in his autobiographical book. (Biddle, 1939, pp.227- 
239.) Biddle remained Kuniyoshi's good friend and colleague in the Artists’ Congress and 
Artists’ Equity Association. See Kuniyoshi's letters to Biddle, AAA, roll P17: 626-632; "Artists' 
Congress," p. 34; Kuniyoshi's letter to Henry Schnakenberg (one of six vice presidents of Artists’ 
Equity Association), AAA, roll D113: 202.

(2) It is said that Francis Biddle (1886-1968), Attorney General of the United States in 
Roosevelt’s third Administration, was opposed to the mass evacuation of the Japanese on the 
West Coast. However, Roosevelt could not take his advise at the moment. (Herman, pp. 23-24.)

8 Letter to G. Biddle, 11 Jan. 1942, AAA, roll P17: 632.

9 Kuniyoshi sought public support in these urgent days of late 1941. First he issued a 
declaration of American loyalty and anti-Japanese militarism with seven other Japanese 
artists on December 12. (Winther, p.204.) Secondly, An American Group Inc., of which 
Kuniyoshi was a president (1939-1944), issued a letter to President Roosevelt on the press on 
December 19, which states:

Two of our members, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, our president, and Chuzo Tamotsu, being 
Japanese by birth, are unfortunately placed in a difficult position right now. They 
have both lived in the United States for many years and are closely identified with 
American art world in which they have distinguished reputations. Both of them share 
with the rest of us a sense of outrage and abhorrence at the treacherous Japanese attack 
on the United States.

See Jack Markow (corresponding secretary of An American Group Inc.), letter to F.D. Roosevelt, 
19 Dec. 1941, Kuniyoshi Papers, AAA, unfilmed collection 1989, cited by Munroe (p. 38). Also see 
Peyton Bosswell, "Statement of Faith," Art Digest, 1 Jan. 1942, p.3. Furthermore, other 
statements were issued by students of two art schools where Kuniyoshi worked. (Ozawa,1974, 
p.198.)



10 Although it is generally said that Kuniyoshi worked for the Office of War 
Information/OWI, his radio messages were for the Office of Coordinator of Information, before 
OWI was created. Kuniyoshi had some acquaintance to contact with people working for 
government and sought what he could do for war effort. (See Yasuo Kuniyoshi, letter to Hartley 
Grattan, 26 Jan. 1942, WMAP, AAA, roll N669: 432; letter to Forbes Watson, 30 Jan. 1942 and 
Forbes Watson Papers, AAA, roll D56: 240.) OWI was formed within the Office for the 
Emergency Management by Executive Order 9182, 13 June, 1942 and abolished by Executive 
Order 9608, 31 Aug. 1945. It consolidated the Office of Facts and Figures, the Office of 
Government Reports/ the Division of Information of the Office for Emergency Management, and 
the Foreign Information Service, Outpost, Publications, and Pictorial Branches of the 
Coordinator of Information, for which Kuniyoshi was said to have worked in the summer of 
1942 through 1943. After its establishment, OWI accelerated most war propaganda programs; 
short-wave transmitters increased to 16 (was 10 in 1942), sending 2,700 programs in 24 languages 
( was 6 languages in 1942) in 1944. W.T.Arms, "Short Wave Review," New York Times 27 Dec. 
1942, section 8, p.12, cols. 1, 7; A Handbook of The United States of America (Washington D.C.: 
OWI, 1944), pp.18,143,157-159 (surprisingly, this governmental Handbook includes Kuniyoshi 
as an American artist, a "romantic,"p.l43); Snyder, p. 725; Allan M. Winkler, The Politics of 
Propaganda: The Office of War Information 1942-1945 ( New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1978).

Yasuo Kuniyoshi, typescripts, "Japan Against Japan," 10 Feb. 1942, WMAP, AAA, 
roll N669: 438-441, and 12 Mar. 1942, WMAP, AAA, roll N669: 435-438.( They are not filmed in 
a correct chronological order.) John McNulty, "Telling Tokio [Tokyo]," New Yorker. 28 M ar.. 
1942, p.16. Kuniyoshi’s two messages with the same title as seen above, and the accompanying 
other title "Latin America Out," were not found in the regular short-wave programs. It might 
be possible that the war propaganda program was not printed in the newspaper when it was 
aired as an irregular program. Ironically, despite Kuniyoshi's pride of being in a free country, 
his second message was censored before its broadcasting. The words "Latin America Out" are not 
very clear for being with Kuniyoshi's messages, which were meant to be sent over Pacific 
Ocean, although it is reported that the networks had begun propaganda broadcasts to Latin 
America in the late 1930s. In 1944 CBS had 96 affiliated stations in Latin America and NBC, 
140. See A Handbook of The United States of America, ibid, p.159. Yoshio Ozawa, "Ikoku ni 
Sasageta Haran no Shogai [A Troubled Life Devoted to Another Country]," Biiutsu Techo. 
no.343, June 1971, p.188 and 1974, p.199.

12 Kuniyoshi, ibid., roll N699: 440.

13 ibid., roll N699: 439.

14 Ibid., roll N699: 435-436.

13 As the Japanese American Citizens' League/JACL officer, Mike Masaoka, pleaded 
with the U.S.government not to bomb historical sites like ancient capitals in Japan (e.g. 
Kamakura, Kyoto, Nara cities, etc). He also fought in WWII, and devoted himself to the 
political campaign for the Issei and the Nisei. See Masaoka & Hosokawa; Noguchi’s article in 
1943; and notes 7 and 10 of Introduction.

16 Kuniyoshi, WMAP, AAA, roll N699: 439-440. Kuniyoshi spoke of his awards at 
major exhibitions nationwide including the newest first prize at the Carnegie Institute. He
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stressed honorable jury at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He tried to resign from this 
jury because of outbreak of war, yet he was encouraged to stay by the Academy that accepted 
him as an American artist.

17 Ibid., roll N699: 440. Kuniyoshi introduced other Japanese friends "Mrs.Ishigaki" 
and "C.Tomatzu ( there is a confusion between this name and Chuzo Tamotsu, although his 
letter was clearly typed) to the governmental staff for this kind of war effort. (Letter to Forbes 
Watson, January 30, 1942, Forbes Watson Papers, AAA, roll D56: 244-245.) The effect of his 
message on the Japanese is not known, but it is later said that the Japanese Army and Navy 
caught this broadcast and it was the first time that they heard the artist's name in Japan since 
his homecoming trip ten years ago. ("Yoroku [An Additional Profit]," Mainichi Shinbun. 20 Feb. 
1950, p.l, col.15.

18 The same article reports that George Grosz, "a German who hates Hitler," made of 
Hitler's, John Corbino, "an Italian who hates Mussolini," made of Mussolini. WMAP, AAA, 
roll N670: 42.

19 Ozawa,1974, p.200.

20 Kuniyoshi, WMAP, AAA, roll N699: 435.

21 WMAP, AAA, roll N670:l 13-120.

22 There might not have been so many Japanese residents in New York City then; the 
Japanese population in 1940 was reported as only 2538 in entire state of New York. However, 
there had been common Japanese ties among communities and Kuniyoshi might have wanted to 
warn them. Kitano, p.211.

23 WMAP, AAA, roll N670:117-120. His other comments were:
...the Japanese societies and associations played an important role, usually working 
hand in hand with the consulate, whose aim was to control and conduct their welfare in 
accord with the philosophy of the home government. Thus, no matter how long they 
had resided in America, the position of these Japanese remained in the category of the 
traveler in a foreign country. Some sons and daughters bore American citizenships, still 
they clung to their old feelings focused on the far away land where they came from. 
Needless to say, the thoughts and reactions of the Nisei were in confusion, directed one 
way by the teachings of their fathers, and another by the life with which they came 
in contact. The fallacy of this kind of attitude is clear enough....

His similar attitude of holding his American democratic belief despite his awareness of 
injustice towards the Japanese appears in his reply to a ten-year schoolboy who had written to 
Kuniyoshi of his and his classmates' admiration for the artist. Although he mentioned that he 
could not become American because of Oriental origin, he maintained ideal antifascist words 
and even denied a racial issue. The correspondence taken place in the fall of 1942 between 
Kuniyoshi and the schoolboy named James Reed, a Sheldon School student. Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, was printed in a magazine along with the artist’s comments two years later. See 
Yasuo Kuniyoshi, "The Artist and the War," Common Ground, no.3 1944, pp.33-35. Ozawa,1971, 
pp.189-191 and 1974, pp.207-211.
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24 "Japanese Artist Urges Intensive Raids on TokioJTokyo]," New York Herald-Tribune, 
2 May, 1942, p.4.

25 This exhibition was organized by Juliana Force, then Director of Whitney Museum of 
American Art. The admission fee for the review show at the opening was $2 and for the rest 
was 25 cents. See "Japanese Artist Urges Intensive Raids on Tokio[Tokyo]," ibid; "Kuniyoshi, 
Once Of Japan, Holds Retrospective for China Relief," Art Digest. 1 May, 1942, p.5 and WMAP, 
AAA, roll N669: 688-689.

26 "Japanese Artist Urges Intensive Raids on TokioJTokyo]," ibid.; Ozawa, 1971, p.189 
and 1974, p.200. It is unknown where this donated painting. Girl with Power Hat, is and in 
whose hand.

27 See note 25 above, "Kuniyoshi, Once of Japan, Holds Retrospective for China 
Relief."

28 "In Aid of China Relief," Pictures on Exhibit. May 1942, pp. 6-7.

29 Munroe, pp.38-39.

30 WMAP, AAA, roll. N670: 41-42. There were some different information on 
Kuniyoshi's drawing accepted by the OWI, such as two published works by the OWI were said 
as Torture and Deliver Us From Evil. (Munroe, ibid.) It might be possible that Kuniyoshi's 
works were used more than two of Torture and Water Cure.
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31 Ibid.

32 Ibid.

33 The last appearance of this drawing was in Yasuo Kuniyoshi. exhibition catalogue, 
by Tokyo Shinbun in 1975. It was identified as being in a private collection.

84 Joseph C. Grew, The Japanese Are Tough, a pamphlet of radio address on 30 Aug. 
1942, OWI, Washington D.C.

33 Vivien Raynor. "Kuniyoshi." Arts Magazine. Mar. 1961. p. 51.

86 Goodrich, conversation with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 71.

32 One of Kuniyoshi's students writes:
I remember wondering for a moment how Yas must have felt making such damning 
pictures of his own people....Thirty years passed during which time we have seen much 
worse, yet those wartime drawings still have the power to shock. It is clear now that 
they were not just about that war and the Japanese but about deliberately organized 
brutality that all wars foster among all peoples.

See Gene Thornton, "Kuniyoshi's America and the War Against Japan," Yasuo Kuniyoshi (1889- 
1953): Drawings of the Forties (New York: Zabriskie Gallery, 1980), unpaginated, cited in 
Munroe, p.39.
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38 See Appendix B.

39 (i) For information on Kuniyoshi's award at the Carnegie Institute and related 
articles see the followings: Charles F. Danver, "Winners At Carnegie Institute Art Show: 
Pittsburghesque,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Daily Magazine. 13 Oct. 1944, unpaginated; Jeanette 
Jena, "Paintings at Carnegie Show Reflect Fast pace of America in War Years: Display Has 
Little to Do With Battles, Artists at Fronts Offering Nothing," Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. 12 
Oct. 1944, p.5, and "Japan-Born Artist Tops Carnegie Exhibit," Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. 13 Oct. 
1944, p.5; Edward A. Jewell, "Still-Life Painting Takes First Prize." New York Times. 13 Oct. 
1944, p.32, and "American Survey: Painting in the United States Opens in Pittsburgh: A Well- 
Rounded Show," New York Times. 15 Oct. 1944, sec.2, p.8; Penelope R. Jones, "Carnegie 
Founder's Day Show of U.S.Paintings tonight: International Flavor' Marks Works of American 
and Foreign-Born Artists in Exhibit Here," Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph. 12 Oct. 1944, p.24, and 
"Winners in Carnegie Institute Founder's Day Exhibit: Yasuo Kuniyoshi’s 'RoomllO' Awards 
$1,000 First Prize, " Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, 13 Oct. 1944, p.22; Douglas Naylor, "Art Jury 
Awards 1st Prize to Kuniyoshi: Winner Depicts 'Pile of lunk,'" Pittsburgh Press,13 Oct. 1944, 
sec.2, p.25 (Naylor wrote that the work might be 'a symbol of modern Japan,' and he never 
liked Kuniyoshi's work even before Pearl Harbor); John O'Connor, Jr., "Painting in the United 
States, 1944," Carnegie Magazine. Vol.18, 1944, pp.144-150; Maude Riley, "Carnegie Institute 
Opens Exciting Survey of American Painting," Art Digest. 15 Oct. 1944, pp.5-6, 26.

(2) At the same exhibition, the second prize of $700 went to Marion Greenwood's 
Mississippi Girl, the third prize of $500 was for Dorris Lee's Siesta. First Honorable Mention of 
$400 was for Wald Peirce, the second Honorable Mention with $300 went to Raphael Soyer, the 
third Mention of $200 went to Stuart Davis, and Fourth Honorable Mention of $100 was given to 
Horace Pippin, who was the only Pennsylvanian whereas the rest were New Yorkers except 
Lee, who was a Woodstock artist.

(3) Kuniyoshi was again honored at the Institute the following year by receiving a 
purchase prize (because he was the 1944 first prize winner, he was excluded from regular 
competition) for his Mother and Daughter (1945), along with Samuel Rosenberg, of Pittsburgh. 
Kuniyoshi's She Walks Within the Ruins (1946) has similar mood of intensity as Mother and 
D aughter and it was praised as well as the latter at the 1946 exhibit. See Homer Saint- 
Gaudens, "Pictures for All," Carnegie Magazine, vol.19, November 1946, p.143; "Two Paintings 
Remain," Carnegie Magazine, vol.19, Jan. 1946, pp.206-208.

40 Jewell, ibid., 13 Oct. 1944.

41 Yasuo Kuniyoshi, "Rally for Victory in the Far East," WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 124-
125.

42 Ibid., N670: 122-129.

43 Ibid., N670: 124.

44 Ibid., N670:125-126. Kuniyoshi spoke to the Nisei too (N670:127):
...You Nisei have had to overcome some of these prejudice and strike out practically on 
your own, building the foundations and friendship. We are very proud of the Japanese- 
American soldier who so valiantly are giving their lives in Italy and other fronts...by



their active participation and belief can help dispel the impression so prevalent: 
mysterious Japan, expressionless...and unfathomable.

45 Ibid., N670: 127.

46 Ibid., N670: 129. "Four Freedoms" was one of major campaign themes among war 
propaganda, which accompanied President F.D. Roosevelt's words, "The four freedoms of 
common humanity are as much elements of man's needs as air and sunlight, bread, and 
salt...These freedoms are the rights of men of every creed and every race, whenever they 
live...." They are "freedom of speech expression," "freedom of every person to worship God in 
his own way," "freedom from want," and "freedom from fear." See The United Nations Fight 
for the Four Freedoms: The Rights of All Men—Everywhere. OWI, Washington D.C. In reality, 
this Campaign was contradictory to the U.S. democratic policies, which persecuted the 
Japanese.

47 Ibid., N670: 123.

48 See no.8 above.

49 See no.46 above. It is true that it is impossible to put liberty and democracy together 
perfectly because they are different from each other: liberty is a principle of individual right 
and democracy is an idea of practical method and social function based on the majority’s 
decision, in other words, it is a practical idea of majority's right. The ideas of liberty and 
democracy conflict according to the subject. For more information on this issue see Ira Crasser, 
"Presidential Politics and the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union)," a speech at the 
National Press Club in Washington, D.C., 6 Oct. 1988; ACLU. David Spitz, John Stuart Mill: On 
Liberty: Annotated Text Sources and Background Criticism (New York: W.W.Norton & 
Company, 1975).

50 Daniel I. Okimoto, American in Disguise (New York and Tokyo: 
Walker/Weatherhill, 1970).

51 There was no evidence found of how Kuniyoshi helped the Japanese in camps, but 
Ozawa credited him for this effort. (Ozawa, 1974, p.238.)

52 Weber, p.33. The Upside Down Table and Mask (1940) was a beginning of a series of 
other major works like Room 110 (1944), Headless Horse Who Wants to lump (1945), and 
Festivities Ended (1939-1947).
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53 it is agreeable that the white house in this painting is from the artist’s memories of 
Maine as seen in so many his early works; however, it is called a "church," (Ozawa, 1974, 
p.233), or "clapboard building." (Munroe, p.40.) This painting received the Norman Wait 
Harris Bronze Medal at the 56th Annual Exhibition at Art Institute of Chicago, 1945.

54 Goodrich summarized Kuniyoshi’s development of symbolic painting along with the 
artist's social awareness and remarked that his Headless Horse Who Wants to Tump 
"transcends the ordinary limits of still-life, introducing elements of landscape, of human and 
animal symbolism and of poetic mood that place it in the realm of imaginative art.” Judith 
Tannenbaum agreed with this view and commented on his Festivities Ended, a match to



Headless Horse.... as "a combination of fantasy and social realism.” (Goodrich, 1948, pp.32, 44; 
Tannenbaum, p.71.)

55 Yasuo .Kuniyoshi, "Autobiographical Remarks," 29 Dec. 1944, Y.Kuniyoshi Papers, 
AAA, unfilmed collection, 1989. cited in Weber, p.37.

56 Rosemund Frost, "What the War Has Meant to Kuniyoshi," Art News, 1 Apr. 
I945,p.25; Maude Riley, "Kuniyoshi’s Newest," Art Digest, 1 Apr. 1945, p.59.

5^Munore, p.40.

58 George Biddle expressed his feelings as a man and an artist, reflecting many others' 
experiences in those tragic war-years in his book published at about the same time as 
Kuniyoshi was preparing and painting Headless Horse Who Wants to Tump. ( Biddle, Artist At 
War, New York: The Viking Press, 1944).

59 By its size of forty inches high and seventy inches wide. Festivities Ended, is 
probably one of two biggest canvasses of Kuniyoshis. The other piece is Revelation (1949) with 
the same dimension. Festivities Ended was started in 1939. The wooden horse was first set on a 
chair outdoors, then on a table and completed with neither of them. The arrangement of upside 
down was kept from the beginning. Some motifs like "crinkled...stout wrapping paper," in the 
early stage of the canvas were interestingly transformed into Headless Horse Who Wants to 
Tump. However, these motifs disappeared from the final version of Festivities Ended. See 
Morris Gilbert, "Portrait of the Artist: Kuniyoshi, Born in Japan and Widely Traveled Feels at 
Home Only in New York," World Telegram, 23 Feb. 1940, in WMAP, AAA, N670: 184. See also 
no.54 above and note 52-(2), in Chapter III.

60 Goodrich, 1948, p.44.

61 There found no article specifically written on this painting.

62 This photograph of a victim of atomic bomb is reproduced in this paper only in part 
due to the space limitation. It was taken by a Japanese Yosuke Yamahata in Nagasaki in 1945. 
It was included in the historical international photographic exhibition. The Family of Man, in 
1955, which traveled worldwide including Japan in 1956. The exhibition was organized by 
Edward Steichen, then Director of the Department of Photography of Museum of Modern Art. 
See the catalogue. The Family of Man (New York: Maco Magazine Corporatiom, 1955). There is 
one episode of particular interest about this documentary photograph. Because Emperor 
Hirohito was alive and so was the Emperor worship. Imperial loyalists accused the exhibition 
of showing this photo as an insult to the Emperor. Therefore the Japanese government forced 
the sponsor of the show to withdraw this photograph from the display. First it was covered by 
the drapes and in two days withdrawn, before the Emperor's visit to the show. See Nihon 
Gendai Shashin-shi TA History of Japanese Contemporary Photogrphyl : 1945-1970 (Tokyo: 
Heibonsha, 1977), pp.30-31, and also Edward Steichen, A Life in Photography (New York: 
Doubleday & Company, 1963).

63 Weber, p.46.
i

64 Letter to Grattan Hartley, 18 Mar. 1942, WMAP, AAA, roll N669: 433.
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65 Sara Mazo Kuniyoshi, letter to the author, 11 Jan. 1989.

66 Herman, p.21.

67 Hosokawa, 1969, p.240.

68 Herman, p.32.

CHAPTER SIX: KUNIYOSHI AS A MAN 
1947- May 13,1953

1 During the American occupation after the war, Japan became a new country of 
democracy under the Japanese Peace Treaty, which became effective April, 1952.

2 Ozawa, 1974, pp.260-262.

3 The word "misanthropic" was used by Atsuo Imaizumi (1954, unpaginated).

4 (1) Prior to this show, Kuniyoshi was selected as one of ten most outstanding 
contemporary American painters in magazine Look. Feb. 3, 1948. His place was the third 
following John Marin, Max Weber and others after him were Stuart Davis, Ben Shahn, Edward 
Hopper, Charles Burchfield, George Grosz, Franklin Watkins, Lyonel Feininger, and Jack 
Levine. (Wmther, p. 206.)

(2) See note 9, Chapter III, for a brief chronology of the Whitney Museum of American 
Art from the pre-museum time. Also see the exhibition catalogue by Goodrich, 1948. Other 
articles were: Howard Devree, "Art by Kuniyoshi at Whitney Today," New York Times. 27 
Mar. 1948 (in WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 200); Judith Kate Reed, "Whitney Museum Honors 
Kuniyoshi With Handsome Retrospective," Art Digest, 1 Apr. 1948, p.12; J.W.C., "Japanese- 
Born Painter Has First One-Man Whitney Show," Washington. D.C., Post, 4 Apr. 1948 (in 
WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 221); "Kuniyoshi Triumph," N ew sw eek. 5 Apr. 1948, p.81; 
Louchheim, 1948, pp.46-48, 55-57; "300 Artists Honor Yasuo Kuniyoshi: First Living American 
Painter to Have One Man Show at Whitney is Dinner Guest," New York Times. 26 Mar. p.19;" 
27 Mar. 1948 (in WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 200) and Goodrich's typescript of his speech for 
Kuniyoshi at the banquet of the Artists' Equity Association, 25 Mar. 1948, WMAP, AAA, roll 
N670: 101-103.

(3) Goodrich then Associate Curator and later Director of the Museum, introduced that 
the Whitney has changed its rule of not having a one man show of a living artist according to 
the increased importance of contemporary art, and also explained the reason of the selection of 
Kuniyoshi for that special occasion. He spoke:

A one man show offers something that no other kind of show does—an opportunity to get 
to know a single artistic personality in its full range and flavor. So with the Kuniyoshi 
exhibition we are beginning series of one man shows...It is particularly appropriate 
that the first show should be of Kuniyoshi. He was an early member of the Whitney 
Studio Club, out of which the Whitney Museum grew. He has been represented in most 
of the Museum's group shows, and we are proud to say that some of his finest pictures 
are in the Museum's collection.



Goodrich stressed that Kuniyoshi’s art developed with the time, and because of his active 
leadership in artists organizations Kuniyoshi deserve to be respected and admired not only as 
an artist, but also as a man, "for what he has done for American art." (Goodrich, speech for 
Kuniyoshi at the banquet, ibid.)

5 These works were loaned by many institutions and over fifty private collectors 
nationwide. They were gathered by Goodrich and the Museum’s staff with some difficulty 
because many of Kuniyoshi’s early works, especially ones bought by private collectors, 
whereabouts was not known then. Therefore they even asked the public for help in finding 
them by putting ads in the newspapers. ("Early Kuniyoshi?” New York Times. 15 May, 1947, 
sect.2, p.!2X and 23 Nov. 1947.

6 The exhibition ran from March 27 through May 9, 1948. The reasons for the success of 
this show may have been good publicity, Kuniyoshi’s celebrity, and free admission as New 
York Times reported, "Admission, as ever, is free," 27 Mar. 1948 (in WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 
200).
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7 See note 4-(2) above; Ozawa, 1974, p.250.

8 Goodrich, 1948, pp.44, 47; interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 66, 68.

9 Ozawa, 1974, pp.250-251.

10 Ralph M. Pearson, "The Battle of Kuniyoshi." Art Digest. 15 Apr. 1948, p.31. Pearson 
was a friend of Kuniyoshi in the artists movements. He was the one who went to Pittsburgh to. 
lecture on the Carnegie exhibition and tried to protest Kuniyoshi’s Room 110. a first prize work, 
in 1944. (It was unsuccessful for him to reduce local hysteria against the work, according to 
Ozawa, 1974, pp. 229-230.) Pearson’s criticism is sharp towards Kuniyoshi at this time, but he 
concluded his article, saying, "The battle of Kuniyoshi parallels other similar and more 
famous battles," implying his respect for Kuniyoshi’s effort to develop his art and to fight for 
what he believed in.

11 The period between pre-war and post-war years was a preparation time for Abstract 
Expressionism in America. Peggy Guggenheim opened her gallery-museum called "Art of This 
Century" in New York City in 1942. She promoted surrealism and abstract art by exhibiting 
works by exiled European artists. Many young Americans were involved in her circle and/or 
influenced by Europeans. One of such young artists, Jackson Pollock( 1912-1956 ), had his first 
one man show at her gallery in 1943. Pollock began his "drip painting," or "action painting," in 
1946 and his work in this style was quickly developed during 1947-1950. The late half of the 
1940s was considered as the sensational start of new American art i.e. Abstract Expressionism 
led by the younger generations (than Kuniyoshi) including Pollock. See Irving Sandler, The 
Triumph of American Painting: A History of Abstract Expressionism (New York: Praeger, 1970); 
Bernard Rosenberg, The Vanguard Artist (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1965); in addition to 
H.H.Arnason, Milton Brown, Barbara Rose.

12 Imaizumi, 1975, p.27.

13 Kuniyoshi was one of four American artists selected by a committee requested by the 
American Federation of Arts ( by David E. Finley, Director, National Gallery of Art and



Chairman of the National Commission of Fine Arts) to represent American art at the American 
Pavilion at the twenty-sixth Biennale Exhibition in Venice, which ran from June 14 through 
October 19 1952. These artists were Alexander Calder with fifteen works; Stuart Davis, 
thirteen; Edward Hopper, twenty; and Kuniyoshi, with sixteen works, of whom only the 
Calder won a prize. President's Prize for a foreign sculptor. Jerome Melloquist pointed out that 
the works by the other three were too local, and commented on Kuniyoshi’s work as "like 
certain wines, cannot withstand transportation,..." (Melloquist, "Venice Biennale, 1952: Seeing 
a United Nations of Art,” Art Digest. Aug. 1952,pp.6-8. See the related articles:”All Road 
Leads to Venice," Art Digest. 1 June, 1952, p.8. (In the same section it is reported that Kuniyoshi 
was included in 31 American contemporary artists selected again by the American Federation 
of Arts on a traveling show in Japan in the same summer); James Fitzsimmons, "Americans from 
Venice," Art Digest. 15 Dec. 1952; John D. Morse, "The Artful Traveler," American Artist. June, 
1952, p.30; "U.S. Quarter for Venice," Art News. May 1952, p.7; "Venice: this year’s Biennale," 
Art News. Sept. 1952, pp.32, 52.

"Kuniyoshi Triumph," see 4-(2) above.

15 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 66,68.

16 Henry McBride, "Kuniyoshi: A Youth to Fame and Fortune Unknown Recently Acquire 
Both," Sun, 2 Mar. 1948 (in WMAP, AAA, roll N670: 200). Also see McBride's review on 
Kuniyoshi's debut show in 1922 mentioned in note 40, Chapter III.

17 Goodrich too observed Kuniyoshi's skillful technique: "His brushwork, with its 
extremely sensitive calligraphy, was a language in itself." (1948, p.32.)

18 Ibid.

19 Yosihe Nakata, "Tsuiso no Kuniyoshi [Memories of Kuniyoshi]," Hanga Geijutsu. 
no.4. Winter 1974, p.36.

20 Kuniyoshi's letter to Nakata, May 1948, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami," p.38.

21 Ibid., pp.37-47. Some letters are lacking the dates, or year, thus there are 
chronological ambiguities in these letters. However, the author took them as sources as they 
appeared in the magazine. The further research in this problem will be needed. Yoshie 
Nakata introduced their friendship in her series Of three essays, "Kokoro o Utta Otokotachi 
[Men Who Moved Me]: Kuniyoshi Yasuo," Nihon Keizai Shinbun. 20 June, p.7; 21 June, p.7; 22 
June, p.9,1950.

22 Nakata, 1974, p.36.

23 Letters to Nakata, 23 Feb. 18 Mar., 7 Apr. 1948, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami," pp.37- 
38.
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24 Ibid., 18 Mar., 7 Apr. in which he reported what an exciting time he had after the 
uncomfortable opening show. He wrote that it was too crowded to talk and that he just 
repeatedly shook hands Also that he received many presents such as 53 artists' works at the



Artists' Equity Association's dinner party, and that he celebrated the event for three days and 
nights until he got exhausted.

25 Letter to Nakata, 23 Feb. 1950, ibid., p.41. Kuniyoshi had been in contact with the 
Japanese major newspapers—Asahi and Mainichi—since late 1949. (Letter to Nakata, 12 Nov. 
1949.) Through these connections he could make contact with the Japanese Painters' League. 
(Kuniyoshi wrote "Gaka [painter/s\-Renmei [league or federation].) However, as much as he 
wished to form a good relationship with Japan, he gave his honest and serious view of the 
Japanese art world which might have sounded offensive to some in Japan. The title of the 
article was "Yasuo Kuniyoshi to Kataru: Nihon Gadan ni Kugen [ Interview with Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi: Bitter Criticism on the Japanese Art World]," by Takamatsu, a special 
correspondent of Mainichi Shinbun. 6 Feb. 1950, p.4, cols.1-4. In the same article there was a 
large error that Takamatsu reported 17,000 as the number of the members of the Artists' Equity 
Association then, which was actually 1,700. Kuniyoshi also noticed and asked Nakata to 
correct it when she could.(Letter to Nakata, 24 Feb. 1950, ibid., p.41.) Related articles 
appeared in Mainichi Shinbun were Kuniyoshi Yasuo, "E ni Kotoba o Takusu: [Putting Words in 
Painting ]," 16 Feb. 1950, p.4, cols. 1-5 and Ayako Ishigaki, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Kinsaku [The 
Recent Works by Yasuo Kuniyoshi]," Mainichi Shinbun. 1 June, 1950, p.4, cols.3-5.

26 Kuniyoshi's comment on the Japanese art world was received as bitter criticism as 
mentioned above. Yet he received some responses from the Japanese side like from the 
Chairman of the Japanese Painters' League, Usabro Ihara. Ihara wrote in July 1950, "We are 
delighted to know that you, a native of Japan, hold the honorable position of President of the 
American Artists' Equity Association. Of this we are proud and it is of great encouragement to us 
who are forced to live in the narrow island of Japan," cited in Winther, p.206. (Also see Harry 
Gottlieb Papers, AAA, roll D343: 332-333.) However, Kuniyoshi was not satisfied by the 
Japanese attitudes towards his plan and himself. Letters to Nakata, 17 Apr., 14 June, 25 Sept., 
18 Nov., ibid., pp.41-43.

27 Kuniyoshi intermediated between the Japanese Painters' League and Carnegie 
Institute when the latter invited the Japanese painters to the institute’s 1952 International 
Exhibition although he was out of the selection committee. But he kept himself from any 
involvement with the final decision of selection. He noted that the result of selection 
committee should be sent to the League directly so that he could avoid any embarrassment 
regarding his assistance. In fact, the majority of Japanese applicants (the exact number was 
unknown) were rejected and only seventeen artists were actually accepted. He felt sorry that 
his friend Yoshie Nakata was not accepted. Letters to Nakata, 26 Nov., late Dec. 1951, 17 
Mar.1952, ibid., pp.45-47.

28 Letters to Nakata, 22 July, 1949,11 Apr. 1950,19 June, 1952, ibid., pp.39,41,47.

29 Letters to Nakata, 12 Nov. 1949, 25 Sept. 1950, ibid.,pp.37, 43.

50 Letter to Nakata, 27 Dec. 1950,ibid., pp.44-45.

51 Letter to Nakata, 24 Feb., 11 Apr. 1950, ibid., p.41 and also see Nakata's three 
articles in 1950.
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52 Letter to Nakata, 17 June, 1950, ibid., p.47.
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33 His broken English, Japanese accent and pronunciation were pointed out time after 
time, even after having lived in America for over four decades. Louchheim noted that 
Kuniyoshi "never spoke anything but a very personal brand of English." ( 1948, p. 47.) Also see 
L. Campbell, "Reviews and Previews," Art News. Mar. 1961, p.13 and Kuniyoshi's talks to his 
students in A Special Loan Retrospective Exhibition of Works by Yasuo Kuniyoshi (Gainsville. 
Florida: University of Florida, 1969), unpaginated but on the last page.

34 Kuniyoshi might have had help from somebody when he prepared many of his 
speeches and lecture scripts, because they were generally written correctly. Kuniyoshi 
mentioned that he could not feel well about his English because it was hard for him to express 
what he felt im English, therefore he painted what he thought. (Kuniyoshi, "E ni Kotoba o 
Takusu [Putting Words in Painting]," in Mainichi Shinbun in 1950 cited in note 25 above.

35 Letter to Nakata, 18 Nov. 1950,19 June, 1952, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami," pp.43,47.

36 Kuniyoshi, 1940, p.74.

37 There were some Japanese students at the Art Students' League when Kuniyoshi was 
there. They were Tamiji Kitagawa, "George Tera," Hideo Noda ( a Californian-born Nisei) 
besides Shimizu and Ishigaki. Except Noda, all were born in the Meiji era in Japan. See Akira 
Asahi, pp. 50-51; Tadao Ogura, "Hikisakareta Kyoshu: Kuniyoshi no Kunan to Eiko [ Split 
Nostalgia: Kuniyoshi's Hardships and Glory ]," Biiutsu Techo, no. 399, Oct. 1975, pp.31, 40 and 
"Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Hi to to Geijutsu [ Personal Life and Art of Yasuo Kuniyoshi]," in 
Kuniyoshi Yasuo to Kindai Kaiga no Kvosho Ten [ Exhibition of Works by Yasuo Kuniyoshi and 
Masters of Modem Painting ], Tokiwa Museum of Art ed., (Kikukawa-cho, Shizuoka Prefecture: 
Kazuhiko Konomiya, 1988), pp.10-11; Tomiyama, pp. 160-161.

38 Ozawa, 1975, pp.142-148.

39 ibid., p.146.

40 Ibid., pp.145-146.

41 Ibid., pp.146-148.

42 Ambassador Saito (1886-1939) was New York Consul General (1923-1928?), and his 
last mission was Ambassador to the United States and Legate to Cuba (1934-1938). He died of 
tuberculosis in Washington D.C. But Kuniyoshi thought that Saito committed suicide, opposing 
the Japanese military policies expanding war into Asia. The true cause of Saito's death is 
unknown. See Gilbert, in World Telegram, 23 Feb. 1940, in WMAP, AAA, N670: 184; "Saito 
Hiroshi," Nihon Tinmei Daijiten [ Great Dictionary of Japanese Names] "; Salpeter, p.216

43 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 47.

44 See Appendix B.



45 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 59. Kuniyoshi told Goodrich that 
he received $800 from this teaching.

46 The Kuniyoshis probably began to study Zen Buddhism after WW II. Kuniyoshi took 
some important principles from it for his teaching although he did not practice it religiously in 
his everyday life. One of Kuniyoshi's students, Roy C. Craven, remembers his teacher reading 
Zen discipline from a book in classroom: "When two hands clap together, which hand makes 
the noise? What sound does a single hand make?" ("Preface," in A Special Loan Retrospective 
Exhibition of Works by Yasuo Kuniyoshi, 1893(1889) - 1953, Gainsville, Florida: Univ. of 
Florida, 1969.) Another student Paul Jenkins also recalls Kuniyoshi s serious words reflecting 
Zen philosophy: "Paint each picture as though it is your last one." (PP.155-156.) Both examples 
suggest Kuniyoshi was trying to tell his students the importance of harmony and balance in life 
as well as in art. It was also meant that human life is short according to the Universal Law, 
and because of the same destiny all human beings have the same humanity so by being created 
by man art has the same universality. The Zen discipline Kuniyoshi often quoted was from 
Alan W.Watts, The Spirit of Zen (London, J. Murray, 1936), p.135:

Walk on! For we can only understand life by keeping pace with it, by a complete 
affirmation and acceptance of its magic-like transformations and unending changes. By 
this acceptance, the Zen disciple is filled with a great sense of wonder, for everything 
is perpetually becoming new. The beginning of the universe is now, for all things are at 
this moment being created, and the end of the universe is now, for all things are at this 
moment passing away.

Also see Meixner, pp.11-14; Ozawa, pp.255-259; Ralph M. Pearson, The Modern Renaissance in 
American Art: Presenting the Works and Philosophy of 54 Distinguished Artists (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1954), pp. 86-93.

47 Goodrich, interview with YK, WMAP, AAA, N670: 74.

48 See note 3, Introduction.

49 See John Morse, ed.. The Artist and the Museum: The Report of the Third Woodstock 
Art Conference sponsored by Artists Equity Association and the Woodstock Artists Association, 
September 1 and 2,1950 (New York: American Artists Group, Inc., 1951).

50 "Reviews and Previews," Art News. Mar. 1955, p.53.

51 Margaret Breuning, "Kuniyoshi's High Key," Art Digest, 15 Apr. 1950, p.l 4.

52 Elizabeth Navas Papers, AAA, D251: 1047. The canvas may still be in the Roland P. 
Murdoch Collection, Wichita Art Museum, Wichita, Kansas, as appeared in this film. 
Revelation is one of Kuniyoshi's two biggest canvases. Festivities Ended is the another. 
Strictly speaking, however, the former is slightly bigger than the latter if measured in metric 
System as 177.8 x 101.6 cm (Ozawa, 1974, p.263) and 100.5 x 176.5 cm ( Yasuo Kuniyoshi. 1989, 
p.132). See note 59, Chapter V for their dimensions in inches. Also see Robert Goodnough, 
"Stuart Davis and Kuniyoshi," Art News. Jan. 1953, p.45; Pearson, p.90.

55 Imaizumi, 1954, unpaginated.

54 McBride," The Recent Kuniyoshi," Art News. Apr. 1950, p. 49.
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55 Ibid.

56 The applicants for this national exhibition were 6248, from which 307 were finally 
selected for the show. First prize of $3500 was given to Karl Knaths, second prize with $2500 
went to Rico Lebrun and Kuniyoshi received $1500. See Alfred M. Frankfuter, "Open House at 
the Met.," Art News, Dec. 1950, pp.30-31, 67: Dorothy Grafly, " the Weathervane: American 
Painting Today 1950," American Artist. Feb. 1951, pp.32-35, 75.

57 This Fish Kite is reported as acrylic in the newest catalogue, Yasuo Kuniyoshi. 1989,
p.140.

58 Letter to Nakata, 25 Sept. 1950, "Kuniyoshi no Tegami,” p.43, translated from 
Japanese by the author. A carp streamer may be called a windsock, but only the former is used in 
this paper. Kuniyoshi actually owned a big Japanese carp-streamer at his Woodstock home, but 
when, where, how, and why he got it is unknown. The picture Of his carp streamer was 
reproduced in one of Japanese exhibition catalogues. ( Kuniyoshi Yasuo to Kindai Kaiga no 
Kyosho Ten [ Exhibition of Works by Yasuo Kuniyoshi and Masters of Modem Painters ], p.93.

59 There are several explanations of the origin of a Japanese carp-streamer. They are 
primarily based on Chinese history and legends. They were later mixed in Japanese history 
and legends. Here is one example. Once upon a time in China, a boy was drowned in the stormy 
sea on May 5. He turned himself to a water-dragon and threatened people. But after they 
threw a streamer made of five-color threads into the sea, the creature changed itself to a 
mosquito-dragon and stopped bothering people. The other Chinese history says that a famous 
poet called Kutsugen (in Japanese) commited suicide by throwing himself into a river on May 5. 
His older sister prayed for the dead brother by presenting a streamer into the river afterwards. 
In Japan it is recorded that there was an archery match on the running horse-back as a gallant 
event before the emperor on May 5 in the eighth century. In the middle of the Edo period 
warrior class people (the highest class then) began hoisting warrior decorative things like a 
family flag at front door of their house on May 5. Competing with this, town class people 
(manufactory workers—the third class—and merchants—the fourth and lowest class, yet 
economically rising class) hoisted a carp-streamer, a traditionally known symbol of success in 
life. It was first made of paper, less than twenty inches long, and hoisted indoors. It was later 
made of fabric, getting bigger up to over thirty feet, and hoisted outdoors. Traditionally the 
carp-streamer is hoisted as a group of first a simple streamer, then a black carp (male), and a 
red carp (female), from the top of a pole. See "Ko-i-no-bo-ri [carp-streamer]," Britanica 
Kokusai Dai Hyakka Titen [International Great Encyclopedia]. Vol.2, (Tokyo: T.B.S. Britanica, 
1973); "Ko-i-no-bo-ri ," Encyclopedia Nipponica 2001: Nihon Dai Hyakka Zensho. Vol.8; 
"Tango no Sekku [Boy’s Festival-May 5]," Genre laponica: Banyu Hyakka Dai Titen [Universal 
Encyclopedia]: Seikatsu [ Life], Vol.13, (Tokyo: Shogakukan, 1975); "Tango no Sekku," Nenju 
Gyoji no Ohanashi to Uta [Annual Events: Falk Tales and Songs! ( Tokyo: Hakubi Gakugeisha, 
1954), p.41.

80 Ozawa, 1974, pp.259-260. Kuniyoshi talked about this painting to his students in his 
studio by using slides. He explained symbolic meanings of the Japanese carp streamer and about 
Boy's Festival. Also he said the July 4 was his wife's birthday; he did not comment on students' 
question on the date as American Independence Day, according to Ozawa.



61 Meixner, p.14. Also see Chapter III for information on Hamilton E. Field's Japanese 
prints collection.

62 Linda Nochlin, "The Imaginary Orient." Art in America. May, 1983, pp. 125-126.

63 It was praised: "the best picture in Kuniyoshi's recent manner," (Frankfurter, p.67); "a 
subtle, delicate color conception in big, but light, forms," (Grafly, p.34).

64 Ozawa, 1974, pp.265, 270, 272.

65 Ibid, p.272.

66 Ibid, pp. 272-273.

67 "Foreword," in Retrospective Exhibition: Yasuo Kuniyoshi (Boston: Boston Univ. 
School of Fine and Applied Arts, 1961, unpaginated) cited in Munroe, p.42.

68 "Black Crows and Fish Kites in the last Kuniyoshi’s," Art Digest, 15 Oct. 1953, p.18.

69 "Reviews and Previews," Art News, Nov. 1953, p.42. Kuniyoshi was praised as one of 
contemporary masters in black-and-white art, in "The Art Galleries: Five and One," New 
Yorkers, 10 Mar. 1956, p.81.

70 Ibid.

71 It was shown at Kuniyoshi’s posthumous exhibition in Tokyo in 1954 and reproduced in 
its catalogue with ownership of William H. Lane Foundation, Lunenburg, Massachusetts. It 
may still be there.
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APPENDIX B : SUMMARY OF KUNIYOSHPS CAREER
1917 -1953

Unless otherwise noted, location of events is New York City.

SIGNIFICANT EXHIBITIONS AND MAJOR AWARDS

1917 Society of Independent Artists-Apr., and the Penguin-fall.
1919 Ardsley Studios, Brooklyn, New York.
1920 Brooklyn Watercolor Club and Society of Independent Artists.
1921 Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia; Society of Independent 

Artists; Daniel Gallery.
1922 - 27,1928 (spring and winter), 1930 One man shows: Daniel Gallery.
1922 - 23,1925 - 26,1928-31,1933,1935 - 36 Salons of America.
1924 Union League Club of New York.
1926,1928 Whitney Studio Club. ( Possibly more than twice because Kuniyoshi was in 

the Club between probably 1922 and 1928.)
, 1926 Buffalo Fine Arts Academy; Brooklyn Museum.

1927 One man show: Arts Club of Chicago.
1929 Woodstock Art Association Galleries, Woodstock, New York; Museum of Modem 

Art, "Paintings by Nineteen Living Americans " show.
1930 Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, "29th Annual International Exhibition."
1931 One man shows: Okayama, Tokyo, Osaka, Japan.
1931 Carnegie Institute, "30th Annual International Exhibition," oil painting Odd 

Objects on a Couch receives Honorable Mention; Art Institute of Chicago.
1932 Whitney Museum ( Feb.) and its "1st Biennial of Contemporary American 

Painting"(Nov.-Jan.1933); Nika-kai, Tokyo, Japan; Museum of Modern Art.
1933,1936,1939 - 42 (see below), 1945,1948,1950, One man shows: Downtown Gallery.
1933 Pennsylvania Academy; Art Institute of Chicago; Whitney Museum.
1934 Los Angeles County Museum, oil painting Fruit on Table receives second prize; 

Pennsylvania Academy, same Fruit on Table receives Temple Gold Medal; The 
Forum, RCA Building, Rockfeller Center, "st Municipal Art Exhibition"; Art 
Institute of Chicago; Carnegie Institute; Whitney Museum.

1935 De Young Memorial Museum, San Francisco; Carnegie Institute.
1936 Whitney Museum - Feb., Nov. -Dec.
1937 American Artists’ Congress, "1st Annual Membership Exhibition of Painting;" 

Carnegie Institute; Whitney Museum.
1938 Pennsylvania Academy; Whitney Museum; American Artists’ Congress; Musee du 

Jeu de Paume, Paris, "Trois Siecles d’Art aux Etats-Unis ;" Carnegie Institute; Art 
Institute of Chicago; Whitney Museum.

1939 American Section of the Golden Gate Exposition in San Francisco, Weather Vane 
and Other Objects on Sofa receives first prize; New York World Fair; Whitney 
Museum; Pennsylvania Academy; American Artists” Congress; Baltimore Museum 
of Art; Carnegie Institute, 37th Annual International Exhibition, Lay Figure 
receives second prize; Art Institute of Chicago.

1940 Whitney Museum - Jan.-Feb., Nov. - Jan. 1941; Pennsylvania Academy; American 
Artists' Congress; Carnegie Institute; Art Institute of Chicago.



1941 Whitney Museum - Jan.-Feb., and "This is Our City," for Greater New York Fund 
Mar.-Apr.; Pennsylvania Academy; Art Institute of Chicago.

1942 One man show. Downtown Gallery, "Kuniyoshi’s Retrospective Loan Exhibition, 
1921-1941" for the United China Relief; Pennsylvania Academy; Arts Club of 
Chicago; Whitney Museum-Mar., Nov.-Jan. 1943; Art institute of Chicago.

1943 An American Group, "Our Country’s Worth Fighting For;" Pennsylvania 
Academy; Art Institute of Chicago; Carnegie Institute; Whitney Museum.

1944 Carnegie Institute, "Painting in the United States, 1944,” Room 110 receives first 
prize; Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 139th Annual Exhibition, End of 
Tuanita receives J. Henry Scheidt Memorial Prize; Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, 
Richmond, Nevadaville receives Purchase Prize; Galerie de la chambre 
Syndicate des Beaux-Arts, Paris; Art Institute of Chicago; Whitney Museum.

1945 Art Institute of Chicago, 56th Annual Exhibition, Headless Horse Who Wants to 
Tump receives the Norman Wait Harris Bronze Medal; Whitney Museum -Jan.- 
Feb., Nov. Jan. 1946; Pennsylvania Academy; Carnegie Institute, "Portrait of 
America"-Feb.-Mar., and ’’Painting in the United States"-Oct.-Dec., at which 
Mother and Daughter receives Purchase Prize.

1946 One man show, Robert Carlen Gallery, Philadelphia.
Pennsylvania Academy; Whitney Museum-Feb.-Mar., Dec.-Jan. 1947; Tate 
Gallery, London; Art Institute of Chicago.

1947 Dayton Art Institute, Ohio; Whitney Museum; Carnegie Institute; Riverside 
Museum, 2nd Exhibition of La Tausca Art Competition, Look. It Flies receives 
fifth prize.

1948 One man show, Whitney Museum, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi: Retrospective."
Univ. of Illinois; Riverside Museum, 3rd Exhibition of La Tausca Art 
Competition, This is My Playground receives fifth prize; Chicago Univ. 
Renaissance Society; Whitney Museum.

1949 Santa Barbara Museum of Art, Santa Barbara, California, "Stuart Davis, Yasuo 
Kuniyoshi, Franklin Watkins/'toured San Francisco and Portland, Oregon; 
Whitney Museum.

1950 Metropolitan Museum of Art, "American Painting Today." Fish Kite receives 
third prize.

1951 Metropolitan Museum of Art, "75 Artists Associated with the Art Students' 
League."

1952 American Pavilion, the 26th Venice Biennale, along with Alexander Calder, 
Stuart Davis, and Edward Hopper; Downtown Gallery, with Stuart Davis.

1953 Museum of Modem Art, "Yasuo Kuniyoshi and Niles Spencer Memorial 
Exhibition" and Downtown Gallery, his black drawings from 1952, Oct.-Nov.

136

TEACHING AND LECTURING

1933-1953 Art Students’ League.
1936-1950 New School for Social Research.
1947 Georgia Univ. ( Lloyd Goodrich’s interview with Kuniyoshi, Whitney Museum of 

American Art Papers, Archives of American Art, roll N670: 59.)
1948 Apr., Louisiana Univ. and other three universities ( Kuniyoshi's letter to Yoshie 

Nakata, May, 1948, "Kuniyoshi Yasuo no Tegami," Hanga Geijutsu. Winter.
1974.)

1949 Summer, Mills College in Oakland, California.
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1950 Summer, Duluth Branch of the Univ. of Minnesota.
1951 Summer, Ohio State Univ.

ACTIVITIES IN THE ARTISTS’ MOVEMENTS

1922 - 1936 Member of the Salons of America.
1923 - 1928(?) Member of the Whitney Studio Club.
1929 - 1936( possibly 1938) Corresponding Secretary of the Salons of America.
1929 - 1953 (?) Corresponding Secretary of the Hamilton Easter Field Foundation. 
1932 Founding member of An American Group.
1935 Founding member of the American Artists' Congress.
1937 - 1940 National Executive Committee of the American Artists' Congress.
1937 Chairman of the Exhibition Committee of the American Artists’ Congress.
1938 - 1940 One of five Vice-Chairmen of the American Artists' Congress.
1939 - 1944 President of An American Group.
1947 - 1950 Founding member and first President of the Artists' Equity 

Association.
1950 - 1953 Honorary President of the Artists' Equity Association.
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